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I 

ABSTRACT 

Nowadays, there is a growing need to manage trust in open systems.  

Service providers can autonomously join and leave the open system at any time. 

Thus, an open system may contain untrustworthy service providers. In order to 

handle the autonomy of providers, multi agent systems are used to develop open 

systems. In a virtual society, which consists of several autonomous agents, trust 

helps agents to deal with the openness of the system by identifying the best agents 

capable of performing a specific task, or achieving a specific goal.  

In this research, we first introduce ROSTAM, a new approach for Agent 

Trust Management (ATM) based on the theory of Rough Sets. ROSTAM is a generic 

ATM framework that can be applied to any kinds of multi agent systems. However, 

the features of the application domain must be provided to ROSTAM as trust 

attributes. By collecting the values for these attributes, ROSTAM is able to 

generate a set of trust rules by employing Rough Sets theory. ROSTAM then uses 

the trust rules to extract the set of the most trusted service agents and forwards 

the user’s request to those agents only. After getting the results, the user must rate 

the interaction with each trusted agent. The rating values are subsequently 

utilized for updating the trust rules. We apply ROSTAM to the domain of cross-

language Web search. The resulting Web search system recommends to the user 

the set of the most trusted pairs of translator and search engine in terms of the 

pairs that return the results with the highest precision of retrieval.  

We also present ScubAA, a novel generic ATM framework based on the 

theory of Human Plausible Reasoning (HPR).  ScubAA recommends to the user a 
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list of the most trusted service agents, associated to the context of the request, and 

forwards the request to those trusted services only. ScubAA determines an agent’s 

degree of trust in terms of a single personalized value derived from several types 

of evidences such as user’s feedback, history of user’s interactions, context of the 

submitted request, references from third party users as well as from service 

agents, and structure of the society of agents and users. ScubAA infers the third 

party references by applying the HPR transformation functions on its Knowledge 

Base (KB) and by considering the current context. Moreover, ScubAA constantly 

improves the KB by generating new trust relations between users and service 

agents. ScubAA also identifies the similarity relations between service agents and 

between users along with their degree of certainty and adds them to the KB. We 

apply the proposed HPR-based ATM framework to the domain of Web search. The 

resulting ATM system recommends to the user a list of the most trusted search 

engines ranked by their degrees of trust.  

Finally, we conduct a theoretical comparison between ScubAA, ROSTAM, 

and four other trust management systems in the literature. This comparison 

highlights some of the most important features that trust management systems 

take into account. We explain each feature and discuss whether or not these 

systems utilize each of them. Moreover, by employing a statistical method, named 

ANOVA, we compare the results produced by ROSTAM and by two different 

implementations of ScubAA (based on Dempster-Shafer theory and mathematical 

average) with the values of precision of retrieval. The results of this comparison 

reveal that there are no statistically significant differences in the variance of the 

trusted values of ROSTAM and ScubAA compared to the real values of trust.  
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CHAPTER I     

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter identifies several problems in the 

field of trust management and demonstrates how 

our two approaches, based on Rough Sets and 

Human Plausible Reasoning, address those 

problems. 
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1. Problem Identification 

Nowadays, openness is one of the key requirements for business applications. In 

an open environment, there may be several providers who claim to offer a 

particular type of service [1, 2].  These service providers are autonomous entities, 

and therefore there is no supervision on their actions. Open systems are usually 

developed as Multi Agent Systems (MASs) [3]. A MAS is a society of intelligent 

agents in which each agent acts autonomously in a goal oriented manner to 

achieve the final goal of the system.  

Having an open system in which different providers, or agents, can join and leave 

at any time without any supervision seems quite promising at first glance. 

Nevertheless, these providers may release inaccurate information about their 

services. Generally speaking, consumers (trustors) in each and every open system 

face the challenge of choosing which agents (trustees) to trust. The process of 

selecting a set of trusted agents is called Agent Trust Management (ATM) [2, 4].  

Trust has been studied in two different interpretations in the literature. First, trust 

has been used in the context of security in the sense that a trusted entity is the one 

that claims, i.e. no intruder in the middle is trying to impersonate either of the 

sender or receiver parties. The second context in which trust has been employed 

is the domain where an entity, a, trusts another entity, b, because a is 

knowledgeable of the capabilities of the b in the sense that a expects to get a good 

quality of service from b, and, therefore, trusts b to do his task. In this research, we 

refer to trust by the second meaning mentioned above. 
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It is a common case where there is more than one agent capable of satisfying a 

particular sub-goal. As a result, the consumer has to make a choice and select a set 

of best agents to assign the task to.  To this end, ATM ranks the agents by using a 

number of measures that are usually domain specific. For instance, a measure may 

be the processing time of an agent, the amount of data transferred to an agent, the 

role of the agent in the society, or the reputation the agent has acquired in the 

system [2, 4-6]. 

 Motivations 

The final goal of this research is to help the end-users to choose a set of best service 

agents, in terms of the most trustworthy ones, in an open system, such as the Web. 

Generally speaking, we consider the case where there are several, sometimes 

hundreds or thousands of, services available to the user to choose from. It looks 

impossible for the user to be able to select “the best” services amongst them.  

Without losing the generality of the subject, we describe the problem to be solved 

with a concrete example. Suppose you would like to find a specific type of 

information on the Web, let us say the result of a soccer match between 

Manchester United and Chelsea in 2003. What would you do? This is the most 

basic question this research is trying to help the users to answer. One may employ 

a general search engine, Google for example, to search for this information. Then 

by improving the query and, therefore, reducing the number of results returned, 

he can get to the most relevant information. On the other hand, another individual 

might be able to find useful information on the Web sites of those clubs because 
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the information he is seeking is related to two specific soccer clubs. Another user 

may browse sport related Web sites to search for such information. 

As shown in Figure I.1, not everybody knows the best way to find the most relevant 

information using the least number of steps. The huge number of service providers 

on the Web causes an individual to spend a lot of time analyzing the links and 

pages he is presented with as the result of a Web search. In addition, there are 

other factors that may affect this issue. As an example, consider the fact that there 

is a lot of information available on the Internet in a language that the user might 

not be able to understand, yet they may contain useful information. For instance, 

it will be beneficial for a researcher to know if there are any related works that are 

done in the past and have been reported in a language different than his. 

 

Figure I.1. Which service should the user choose? 
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 ATM Problems to be Solved 

There are a lot of researches in the area of trust management that facilitate the 

user (the trustor) with the capability of finding the most trusted agents (trustees). 

We have studied many of these systems in Chapter II. However, in this research, 

we are particularly interested in introducing generic ATM models that are able to 

evaluate a trustee’s degree of trust in terms of a single personalized trust value 

derived from several different types of evidences (such as trustor’s feedback, 

history of trustor’s interactions, reputation of each trustee, references from third 

party trustors and trustees, structure of the society of agents). Moreover, these 

systems merge different evidences in order to acquire a more accurate value of 

trust. We would also like to note that these problems have been addressed in a 

number of researches in the literature. However, a system that can take into 

account all these attributes in a single unified framework has not been proposed. 

1.2.1. Domain Specific Attributes 

Domain specific attributes are very important factors in calculating the degree of 

trust for agents. Many models in the literature define a fixed set of factors for trust 

management which are usually depend on the underlying theory used in the 

model.  However, there are many other factors in real life scenarios that affect how 

trustworthy each agent is.  These factors are usually definable when the domain 

of the application is known, and, therefore, are not available to the generic ATM 

models. 
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1.2.2. Handling Incomplete Trust Evidences 

Many trust management systems suffer from the fact that their underlying model 

is not able to correctly handle the situations in which the values of trust evidences 

are incomplete or inconsistent. On the other hand, the results produced by most 

of the systems that expose such a facility to handle this situation are biased in 

favour of other parameters. For instance, the model will ignore that parameter 

completely. 

1.2.3. Context of Trustor’s Request 

The context of the trustor's request plays an important role in a trust management 

problem in the sense that the trustors evaluate trustees in a specific context. For 

instance, you, as a trustor, may trust your family doctor, a trustee, in the context 

of medical diagnosis. However, you may not trust him in another context, repairing 

a car for instance. Some existing ATM system consider context in their trust 

evaluation process. However, many other system either do not include a context 

or employ a generic context. 

1.2.4. Third-Party References from Trustors and Trustees 

If a trustor t1 is related to another trustor t2, and t2 trusts a trustee t3, one can 

conclude that t1 also trusts t3. The definition of term “related” in the above 

sentence can be customized in different ATM applications. Third-party references 

are important as they provide more trust evidences for trustees that are already 

trusted by a trustor. Furthermore, they deliver valuable information regarding the 
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trustees for which the trustor does not have any trust information, and as a result, 

they can extend the trust network of trustors. Both trustors and trustees are able 

to provide their references. However, not all systems employ these two types of 

references at the same time and under a single framework. 

1.2.5. History of Trustor’s Interactions 

History of Trustor’s interactions can provide useful information about the 

behaviour of both trustees and trustors which, in turn, can be used to generate a 

model for each of them. It can also be employed to compare the behaviours of two 

trustees or two trustors to find out how similar they are. 

1.2.6. Structure of Trustees and Trustors in the Society 

The organization of trustees and trustors in the society of trustors and trustees 

can play a significant role in managing trust. For instance, if a trustor, a, owns a 

trustee, b, then a may always trust b. Moreover, there may be some protocols 

defined for different groups of trustees and trustors that affects the 

trustworthiness. 

2. Proposed Solutions 

In this section, we first introduce our two solutions, ROSTAM [7, 8] and ScubAA [9, 

10], to address the trust management problems described previously. These two 

solutions evaluate personalized (from trustor’s perspective) degrees of trust for 
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trustees by utilizing different evidences from different sources to address the 

problems identified before. 

 ROSTAM: A Rough Sets-based Trust Management Framework 

ROSTAM [7, 8] is a general framework for managing trust for MASs based on the 

theory of Rough Sets. The term ROSTAM consists of two parts: “ROS” stands for 

“ROugh Sets” and “TAM” is derived from “Agent Trust Management”. We may also 

note that “Rostam” is the name of an ancient Persian hero [11].   

In order to manage trust for an open system, ROSTAM plays the role of a 

middleware between the open system, where the service providers are located 

(trustees), and the consumer agents (trustors), those agents willing to use the 

services in the open system. ROSTAM comprises of two major components: 

service agents that constitute the MAS needed to implement the open system, and 

administrator agents that manage trust for service agents. In addition, we couple 

ROSTAM with an external Rough Sets tool that provides the functionalities of 

Rough Sets theory. By incorporating this tool as well as several other components, 

ROSTAM is able to produce a set of the most trusted service agents and update its 

trust knowledge according to the interaction rating values provided by the user 

w.r.t. to each trusted service agent.  

Many ATM methods define a fixed set of metrics based on which the degrees of 

trust for agents are evaluated. Therefore, it would not be possible to add any other 

metrics. However, ROSTAM, by utilizing the theory of Rough Sets, makes it 
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possible to incorporate any number of attributes. As a result, one can easily 

include domain specific attributes in the process of trust management. Moreover, 

by employing Rough Sets, ROSTAM is able to manage trust for agents in situations 

in which the trust evidences are incomplete and vague, i.e. the values of some 

metrics are not known to the system. In many other ATM methods in the literature, 

the set of trust evidences must be complete and precisely defined. 

 ScubAA: A Service Selection System based on Human Plausible 

Reasoning 

ScubAA [9, 10] is a generic framework for managing trust in MASs. The name 

ScubAA consists of two terms: “Scub” standing for “Service Suggestion System” i.e. 

“S-Cubed”, and “AA” for “Autonomous Agents”. The name is also derived from the 

word “Scuba” defined in the dictionary as: “Self-contained underwater breathing 

apparatus” [12]. 

ScubAA employs the theory of Human Plausible Reasoning (HPR) for managing 

trust in an open system. To this end, it firstly decouples the ATM process from the 

open system by introducing a multi-agent system as a middleware (this MAS is 

called Service Agent System). Then, with the intention of evaluating the degree of 

trust, it takes into account, for each service agent, the direct interaction rating 

value provided by the user. Moreover, ScubAA considers the references from other 

users and others service agents by employing the concepts of HPR, such as 

hierarchies, transformation functions, context, certainty parameters, etc. ScubAA 

also combines different evidences that provide trust information for an agent by 
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using several aggregation functions. We employ the Dempster-Shafer theory and 

mathematical average function as two separate aggregation methods. 

Consequently, ScubAA returns a list of the most trusted service agents for each 

request submitted by the user. Ultimately, ScubAA updates its knowledge base by 

utilizing the interaction rating value provided by the user for each trusted service 

agent, by adding new trust relations between users and service agents, and by 

finding similar users, according to their history of interactions. 

Context plays a very important role in trust management. HPR theory enables 

ScubAA to take into account the context during the evaluation of degree of trust 

for agents. Furthermore, HPR gives ScubAA the capability to not only consider the 

references from other agents, but also from other users. In other words, if a 

relation between two users, u1 and u2, exists, it would be possible to reflect the 

agents whom u2 already trusts in the process of evaluating trusted agents for u1. 

HPR enables ScubAA to employ third party references from both agents and users 

at the same time. Furthermore, by associating the elements used in theory with a 

context, HPR equips ScubAA with the capability of considering the context of 

request in all its calculations. 
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3. Major Research Contributions 

 ROSTAM 

ROSTAM is a general purpose agent trust management framework that can be 

applied to any MAS. ROSTAM addresses two problems in trust management that 

very few ATM systems have taken into consideration. ROSTAM is capable of 

consuming any number of domain-specific attributes (with any range of possible 

values). It is also able to handle the situation in which there are incomplete or 

inconsistent evidences collected by employing the theory of Rough Sets. 

Below, we highlight other major contributions of ROSTAM for managing trust in a 

MAS.  

 Recommending a personalized set of the most trusted agents for each 

request submitted by the user.  

 Being able to take into account any number of domain-specific or generic 

attributes of the system. 

 Updating its trust knowledge based on the interaction rating provided by 

the user for each trusted agent. 

 Being able to find the set of the most trust agents from incomplete and 

inconsistent data by utilizing the concepts of Rough Sets. 

 Acting as a transparent middleware between the consumer agents and the 

open system. 
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Furthermore, we apply ROSTAM to the domain of Web search in which ROSTAM 

helps the end user to find the search engines that return results with higher 

precision. In order to find the trust attributes, we conduct a human survey using 

which we are able to find the most important trust attributes for our specific 

application. 

 ScubAA 

The generic architecture of ScubAA allows us to apply it to any kind of trust 

management for MASs. ScubAA addresses many shortcomings of other ATM 

systems by introducing a single framework to take into account a number of 

important aspects of trust management, such as the context of trustor’s request, 

trustor's feedback, history of trustor’s interactions, references from both trustees 

and trustors, and the structure of the society of trustees and trustors. 

With the intention of finding the set of the most trusted service agents for the user, 

U, the main contributions of ScubAA are as follows: 

 Reasoning to find the related agents of those agents that U already trusts, 

adjusting their corresponding degree of trust and adding them to the list of 

trusted agents of U. The reasoning is performed by applying the HPR 

transformation functions on the knowledge base for a given context. 

 Reasoning to find the trusted agents of the related users to U, and adding 

them to the list of trusted agents of U along with their adjusted degree of 

trust.  
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 Improving the trust information in the knowledge base by updating the 

existing degrees of trust. 

 Inferring to generate new information that relate the nodes in the 

hierarchy of users to denote similar users, in the hierarchy of service agents 

to show similar agents, and between the nodes in these two hierarchies to 

indicate the new trusted agents of users. 

 Identifying the context of the submitted request according to the 

properties of both user and request, and accepting references only from 

those agents that are associated to that context. 

 At the time of reasoning, taking into account the certainty of how well a 

context has been identified for a given request. 

 Providing generic algorithms to evaluate the degrees of trust, and to update 

the knowledge base in a generic form in order to enable the consumers 

customize ScubAA for their application. 

 Comparison of ATM Systems 

We show the feasibility and successfulness of our proposed methods throughout 

the thesis. To this end, we first shown the feasibility of ROSTAM (in Chapter III) 

and ScubAA (in Chapter IV) by providing a real world application of Web search. 

These applications are explained in details along with the customization of 

algorithms and system components.  

Then, we compared our two proposed solutions (ScubAA and ROSTAM) to a 

number of existing ATM systems in the literature from a theoretical perspective. 
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This comparison highlights some of the most important features that trust 

management systems take into account. We explain each feature separately and 

discuss whether or not they are utilized by each of the systems in the comparison. 

The comparison also reveals the fact that ScubAA and ROSTAM are able to take 

into account in their calculations of trust many important features, which are 

employed by other trust management systems, under a single framework. This 

allows ScubAA and ROSTAM to utilize more trust evidences towards a more 

accurate degree of trust.  

In order to study if these two methods were successful in evaluating the degrees 

of trust, we conducted four different statistical comparison (based on ANOVA) in 

Chapter V. These comparisons clearly reveal the fact that ROSTAM and ScubAA 

were able to successfully assess the trustworthiness of agents. 

3.3.1. Theoretical Comparison 

We conduct a comparison between ScubAA, ROSTAM and four other ATM systems 

in the literature, including FIRE [4], AFRAS [13], POYRAZ[14], and the approach 

introduced in [15] by Nusrat and Vassileva. FIRE is chosen in this comparison 

because it is one of the closest systems to ScubAA in terms of the kind of references 

it employs to evaluate the trustworthiness of agents. On the other hand, POYRAZ 

is a context-based trust management method that can provide a good comparison 

to ScubAA. Nusrat also provides a context-based approach to trust management 

and, therefore, is a good candidate for this comparison. Finally, AFRAS has been 
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selected in this comparison because it employs a different point of view, based on 

fuzzy logic, for addressing the trust management problems.  

We compare in detail these six trust management systems based on several 

parameters with regard to their inputs and outputs as well as properties of the 

environment that are used in assessing the agents' degree of trust. The 

comparison highlights the significant features of these six ATM systems. It also 

explain why each of them is important for ATM, and how each system utilizes 

them. Nevertheless, since the other four ATM systems (FIRE, AFRAS, POYRAZ, and 

Nusrat) are not available for testing, therefore we only perform a theoretical 

comparison. 

3.3.2. Statistical Comparison 

We customize ScubAA to the field of Web search by employing Google, Yahoo, and 

Bing as our service providers.  In this experiment, ScubAA helps the user to submit 

his query to the most trusted search engines. In order to assess how well ScubAA 

is able to approximate the degree of trust for service agents, we conduct an 

analysis using the statistical method called ANOVA [16]. ANOVA analyses the 

variance of different groups of data and provides evidences if the variance of all 

groups are the same. 

Using a set of forty queries, the evaluation analyzes the values of precision of 

retrieval (as the real degrees of trust) and the trust values produced by the two 

implementations of ScubAA (as the approximated degrees of trust), ScubAA-DST 
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and ScubAA-Average where Dempster-Shafer Theory and mathematical average 

are used as the aggregation functions respectively. The results returned by ANOVA 

reveal that there was no statistically significant difference between the variance 

of precision values and degrees of trust returned by ScubAA in both modes. 

Furthermore, we employ ANOVA to analyze the degrees of trust calculated by 

ROSTAM. To this end, we also customize ROSTAM to the field of Web search. We 

train ROSTAM with the same set of forty queries as above. Then, we use a set of 

ten new queries, and calculate the precision of retrieval returned from each of the 

three search engines for each query. The results of this analysis depict that there 

are no statistically significant difference in the variance of these two groups of 

data. 

4. Structure of the Document 

This document is organized as follows. Chapter II presents the literature review of 

this research in two sections. First, it provides the background knowledge 

including the theory of Rough Sets, the theory of Human Plausible 

Reasoning (HPR), and the Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence. The second 

section denotes the related works to this research in the field of Trust 

Management, and applications of the Theory of Rough Sets and HPR.  

Chapter III introduces ROSTAM by describing its framework, algorithms, and 

components as well as a sample application to the domain of Cross-Language Web 

Search. It also provides the details of the experiment w.r.t. to this application.  
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Chapter IV describes the architecture and framework of ScubAA as well as the 

details of the generic implementation of ScubAA. It also presents the algorithms 

used in different components of ScubAA. Furthermore, this chapter provides our 

application and case study of ScubAA in the field of Web search.  

Chapter V compares our two trust management models, ROSTAM and ScubAA, 

with four other ATM systems from a theoretical point of view. Then, it discusses 

the results of a statistical analysis of the trust values produced by ROSTAM as well 

as by ScubAA compared to the values of precision of retrieval for each search 

engine. The trust values produced by ScubAA are studies with two different 

implementations of ScubAA, ScubAA-DST and ScubAA-Average where Dempster-

Shafer Theory and Average are used as the aggregation functions.  

Chapter VI presents a summary of major contributions of this research. It also 

highlights the future directions in which this research may be extended. 

Appendix A provides the dataset of forty queries used in the experiments of 

ROSTAM and ScubAA.  Appendix B discusses the details of our implementation of 

HPR Engine. Appendix C describes RSES V2 tool, the rough sets tool that we 

coupled with ROSTAM.   

 



 

CHAPTER II      

LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

This chapter reviews the literature with respect to 

the background knowledge on Rough Sets, Human 

Plausible Reasoning, Dempster-Shafer Theory of 

Evidence, and the related works to Trust 

Management, Trust-Based Recommender Systems, 

Trust-Based Service Selection and Applications of 

Rough Sets and Human Plausible reasoning. 
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1. Background Knowledge  

 The Theory of Rough Sets 

The theory of Rough Sets introduced by Pawlak [17] can be used as a means for 

processing data in an environment in which there might not be a complete 

definition for objects, i.e. the incomplete information about objects will result in 

vague concepts. For this purpose, the theory of Rough Sets makes use of a set of 

equivalence equations to define the indiscernibility of every object in the Universe 

of Discourse called U (the set of all objects). 

1.1.1. Approximations 

Let U be the universe of discourse, i.e. a non-empty set containing all the objects. 

Also, let A be a non-empty set of attributes over those objects. For any non-empty 

set of attributes B such that 𝐵 ⊆ 𝐴, one can define a binary relation , 𝐼(𝐵), for two 

objects 𝑥 ∈ 𝑈 and 𝑦 ∈ 𝑈 as follows [18]: 

𝑥 𝐼(𝐵) 𝑦 ⟺  ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐵, 𝑎(𝑥) = 𝑎(𝑦) 

Where 𝑎(𝑥) denotes the value of attribute 𝑎 in object 𝑥. 𝐼(𝐵) is called an 

Indiscernibility relation. From the above definition, it is clearly inferred that 𝐼(𝐵) 

is an equivalence relation, i.e. it is a symmetric, reflexive, and transitive relation. 

The set of all equivalence classes produced by 𝐼(𝐵) are denoted by 𝑈/𝐵. Also, each 

equivalence class E in 𝑈/𝐵 is named an Elementary Set or Atom. As a result, if 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈
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𝑈 and (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐼(𝐵), one will not be able to distinguish these two objects w.r.t. B, 

i.e. 𝑥 and 𝑦 are indiscernible in 𝐵. 

Now, suppose 𝐵 is a non-empty subset of the set of attributes, 𝐵 ⊆ 𝐴, and O is a 

subset of objects in universe of discourse, 𝑂 ⊆ 𝑈. Also, for an object 𝑥 ∈ 𝑈, let 𝐵(𝑥) 

be the set of all objects in U that are in a indiscernibility relation with 𝑥, 𝐵(𝑥) =

{𝑦 ∈ 𝑈 | 𝑥𝐼(𝐵)𝑦}. In Rough Sets, the following approximations can be defined w.r.t. 

two sets O and B [18]:  

 𝐵(𝑂) is the largest set of objects in 𝑈 which are contained in 𝑂 (lower 

approximation): 𝐵(𝑂) = {𝑥 ∈ 𝑈|𝐵(𝑥) ⊆ 𝑂} 

 �̅�(𝑂) is the smallest set of objects in 𝑈 containing 𝑂 completely (upper 

approximation): �̅�(𝑂) = {𝑥 ∈ 𝑈|𝐵(𝑥) ∩ 𝑂 ≠ 𝜙} 

According to these two rough approximations, the following three regions can be 

defined w.r.t. to a target set of objects 𝑂: 

 𝑃𝑜𝑠(𝑂) is the set of objects in U that are decisively classified as the 

members of 𝑂 w.r.t. 𝐵 (positive region):  𝑃𝑜𝑠(𝑂) =  𝐵(𝑂) 

 𝐵𝑛𝑑(𝑂) is the set of objects in U that cannot be decisively classified in to 𝑂 

w.r.t. 𝐵 (boundary region):  𝐵𝑛𝑑(𝑂) =  �̅�(𝑂) − 𝐵(𝑂)  

 𝑁𝑒𝑔(𝑂) is the set of objects in U that are decisively classified not to belong 

to 𝑂 w.r.t. 𝐵 (negative region):  𝑁𝑒𝑔(𝑂) = 𝑈 − �̅�(𝑂)  
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Figure II.1 shows these rough approximations and regions in a sample universe 

w.r.t. a target set 𝑂. In this figure, the set of attributes 𝐵 contains two attributes 

denoted by rows and columns in the grid. 

 

Figure II.1. Approximations in Rough Sets 

In Rough Sets, the following concepts can also be defined based on these two 

approximations [18]. Regarding a non-empty set of attributes, 𝐴: 

 O is definable if and only if 𝐴(𝑂) = �̅�(𝑂)  

 O is  roughly definable if and only if 𝐴(𝑂) ≠ ∅ and �̅�(𝑂) ≠ 𝑈 

 O is externally indefinable if and only if 𝐴(𝑂) ≠ ∅ and �̅�(𝑂) = 𝑈 

 O is internally indefinable if and only if 𝐴(𝑂) = ∅ and �̅�(𝑂) ≠ 𝑈 

 O is totally indefinable if and only if 𝐴(𝑂) = ∅ and �̅�(𝑂) = 𝑈 
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1.1.2. Information Table 

Different attributes of R along with the objects can be represented in a form of an 

information table in which each column denotes one of the attributes in R as well 

as the object identifier, and each row the value for the attributes for each object. 

For example, consider O as the set of patients visiting a clinic in a specific week, 

and R as the relation consisting of the age and gender of the person as well as 

whether or not he coughs, has fever, has flu, and has allergy. A sample information 

table for this system is given in Table II.1.  

Table II.1.  Sample Information Table 

Id Age Gender Has Fever Coughs Has Allergy Has Flu 

𝑃1 28 Male No Yes No Yes 

𝑃2 47 Female No No Yes No 

𝑃3 34 Male Yes No Yes No 

𝑃4 22 Male Yes No No Yes 

𝑃5 65 Female No No No Yes 

𝑃6 53 Female No Yes Yes No 

𝑃7 44 Male No No Yes No 

𝑃8 38 Female Yes Yes No Yes 

𝑃9 12 Female No Yes No No 

𝑃10 47 Male Yes Yes No Yes 

Let target set O be the set of patients who are less than 40 years old and cough, 

𝑂 = {𝑥 ∈ 𝑈|𝐴𝑔𝑒(𝑥) < 40 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑠(𝑥) = 𝑌𝑒𝑠}. Based on the definitions of 

rough approximation and regions, the followings can be inferred: 
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 𝑃𝑜𝑠(𝑂) = 𝐴(𝑂) =  {𝑃1, 𝑃8, 𝑃9} 

 �̅�(𝑂) =  {𝑃1, 𝑃3, 𝑃4, 𝑃6, 𝑃8, 𝑃9, 𝑃10 } 

 𝐵𝑛𝑑(𝑂) = {𝑃3, 𝑃4, 𝑃6, 𝑃10} 

 𝑁𝑒𝑔(𝑂) = {𝑃2, 𝑃5, 𝑃7} 

1.1.3. Rough Sets and Decision Making 

One possible application of the theory of Rough Sets is to find if there exists a 

relation between a particular set of attributes with another set of attributes in an 

information table. This is known as a decision making problem where the values 

for a subset of attributes can be used to assess the values of another subset [19]. 

In other words, it is possible to decide whether or not the values of a set of target 

attributes, named decision attributes, can be identified if the values of other 

attributes, called condition attributes, are known.  

According to this definition, one solution to this problem can be achieved if a rule-

base exists such that it relate different values of the decision attribute, i.e. the 

choice set, to the values of condition attributes, i.e. the criteria. Therefore, given a 

criteria, one could easily identify if an object belongs to a decision set. Finally, we 

can apply a monotonic normalization function on the resulting objects to facilitate 

the ranking process. For instance, suppose we would like to figure out if a 

particular patient, in the information table mentioned above, has flu according to 

the values of other attributes (this is also known as disease diagnostics). Thus, we 

would define “Has Flu” as the decision attribute, and the rest of attributes as the 

condition attributes.  
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1.1.4. Reduct 

An intuitive question is to know if all the columns in an information table carry 

useful information or not. Specially, in the case of decision making, some columns 

may impact the decision more than others, and some may have no influence. The 

theory of Rough Sets introduces the concept of Reduct [20, 21] to address this 

issue.  

Reduct is a process than results in a set of attributes which are “jointly sufficient” 

[20] and “individually necessary” [20], i.e. the reduct of a set of attributes 𝐴 preserves 

the partitioning of the universe w.r.t. a decision attribute D, and, hence, the ability 

to perform classifications as the whole attribute set 𝐴 does. Also, note that there 

may be more than one set of reduct for a given sets of condition and decision 

attributes.  In other words, a reduct makes no changes to the positive region of a 

partition of objects 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝐶(𝐷)  w.r.t. a decision attribute 𝐷 and a set of condition 

attributes 𝐶 [18] where  

𝑃𝑜𝑠𝐶(𝐷) = ⋃ 𝐶(𝑋)

𝑋∈𝑈/𝐷

 

For instance, suppose we want to classify the patients in Table II.1 to figure out if 

they have flue, i.e. find the positive region of the partition identified by the criteria 

Has_Flu = Yes. The positive region of a partition P of a decision attribute D w.r.t. a 

set of condition attributes C is defined as follows. In this case, the attribute “Has 

Allergy” plays no role in finding this positive region of the partition since it has the 

same value for all the objects in that region. Consequently, one of the reducts of 
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attributes is the following set of attributes: {𝐴𝑔𝑒, 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟, 𝐻𝑎𝑠 𝐹𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟, 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑠}.  In 

Rough Sets, a reduct R, w.r.t a set of decision attribute, D, a set of condition 

attributes, C, and 𝑂/𝐷 representing a partition of objects w.r.t. D can be formalized 

as follows  [18, 20]. 

𝐴𝑅(𝑂/𝐷) =  𝐴𝐶(𝑂/𝐷) 

𝐴𝑁𝐷 

∀𝑎 ∈ 𝑅, 𝐴𝑅−{𝑎}(𝑂/𝐷) ≠ 𝐴𝐶(𝑂/𝐷) 

where 𝑂/𝐷 is a partition of objects O w.r.t. a decision attribute D, and  𝐴𝑋(𝑂/𝐷)  

reveals the positive region of 𝑂/𝐷 with respect to a subset of condition attributes 

X (𝑋 ⊆ 𝐶). The first statement in this relation represents “jointly sufficient”, and 

the second one denotes the “individually necessary”. For instance, according to the 

information table in Table II.1, one can identify if a particular patient “Has Flu” 

only by knowing the values of “Age” and “Has Fever” attributes (jointly sufficient). 

However, it will not be possible to decide whether or not the patient has flu if only 

the value for one of these two attributes is known (individually necessary). 

 Human Plausible Reasoning 

As mentioned in [22], HPR is a theory for reasoning in the same way as human. 

The authors of [22] state that this theory discerns the frequent patterns that affect 

the human’s plausible reasoning and how certain these inferences are. We briefly 

describe below the HPR concepts that we utilize in this research. 
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1.2.1. Fundamental Concepts 

Below, we describe the fundamental concepts in the theory of HPR. 

1.2.1.1. Hierarchy 

A hierarchy represents the entities and their relations. Each hierarchy consists of 

several nodes and each node corresponds to an entity. Nodes of a hierarchy are 

connected to each other by a parent-child relation. 

1.2.1.2. Statement 

A statement denotes a relation between any two nodes within the same hierarchy, 

and also in two different hierarchies. Each statement is composed of three 

elements using the following format: 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡) =

{𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡1, … , 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑛}. The argument and referent represent a node and the 

descriptor the relation between them. In the case of parent-child relations, there 

are two types of descriptors: “HasA” depicts a parent node to child node relation, 

and “IsA” a child to parent.  

1.2.1.3. HPR Question 

There is a specific type of statement named “HPR question” in which one of the 

elements is unknown and is represented with a “?”, e.g. descriptor(argument) =

{? }, or  descriptor(? ) = {referent}. 
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1.2.1.4. Transformation Functions 

In order to navigate through the hierarchies, HPR introduces four transformation 

functions: specification (SPEC), generalization (GEN), similarity (SIM) and 

dissimilarity (DIS). GEN and SPEC traverse a hierarchy along with the parent-child 

relations while SIM and DIS occur between any two comparable nodes. 

1.2.1.5. Certainty Parameters 

There are nine different HPR certainty parameters affecting the statements and 

transformation functions as follows. 

 α: Conditional Likelihood for referent given a particular value for left hand 

side. 

 β: Conditional Likelihood for left hand side given a particular value for 

referent. 

 γ: Degree of belief that an expression is true. 

 τ: Degree of typicality of a sub-set within a set. 

 σ: Degree of similarity between two sets. 

 φ: Frequency of the referent in the domain of the descriptor 

 δ: Dominance of a sub-set in a set 

 μr: Multiplicity of the referent 

 μa: Multiplicity of the argument 

 In this work, we only utilize the certainty parameter γ which indicates the degree 

of belief that a statement or a transformation function is true. 
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1.2.1.6. Context 

Each statement and transformation function may be bounded to a specific context 

that provides some semantics. Consider the following example: 

𝐷𝐼𝑆(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔) = {𝑆𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒}. This statement does not provide any semantics 

regarding the dissimilarity of the Consulting and Software companies: are they 

dissimilar because they produce different products, or is it because their 

employees have different skills, or is it due to the fact that they are located in 

different geographic locations? In a parent-child relation defined with GEN or 

SPEC, the context is always the superset, i.e. the more general node. However, in 

the case of SIM and DIS, the context is usually defined in terms of the category of 

interest to which the two nodes belong.  

1.2.1.7. Relational Expressions 

There are two kinds of relational expressions named Mutual Implication and 

Mutual Dependency. These relational expressions define the estimate of people’s 

awareness about the relation between two concepts (statements). In the core 

theory, there are three basic classes of inferences based on implications and 

dependencies: 

 Derivation where a statement is derived from an implication or 

dependency. 

 Transitive Inference where two given implications or dependencies result 

in a new statement. 
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 Argument or Referent transformation based on implication and 

dependency that parallels the four transform functions mentioned in the 

previous section. 

1.2.2. An Illustration of HPR 

We describe the HPR concepts using the following example. As shown in Figure 

II.2, we consider a sample hierarchy of several computer companies.  

 

Figure II.2. Hierarchy of Sample Computer Companies 

The following two statements can be extracted from this hierarchy. 

𝐼𝑠𝐴(𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠) = {𝑆𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒}, 𝛾 = 1                 

𝐻𝑎𝑠𝐴(𝑆𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒) = {𝑂. 𝑆. , 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠, 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠, 𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑒𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑠}, 𝛾 = 1                    

According to Figure II.2, the following transformations are valid. As mentioned 

before, for each transformation, the context, denoted by Cx, must be defined. 

Companies

Hardware

Software

O.S.

Games

E.A. Sports

Bungie

Ubi SoftApplications

Mobile Apps

Consulting
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𝐷𝐼𝑆(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔) = {𝑂. 𝑆. } , 𝛾 = 0.99, 𝐶𝑥 = "Product"   

𝑆𝐼𝑀(𝐸. 𝐴. 𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠) = {𝐵𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑒, 𝑈𝑏𝑖𝑆𝑜𝑓𝑡}, 𝛾 = 0.76, 𝐶𝑥 = "Type of Game"   

𝑆𝑃𝐸𝐶(𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠) = {𝐵𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑒, 𝑈𝑏𝑖𝑆𝑜𝑓𝑡, 𝐸. 𝐴. 𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠 }, 𝛾 = 0.14, 𝐶𝑥 = "Games"   

𝐺𝐸𝑁(𝐵𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑒) = {𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠}, 𝛾 = 0.43, 𝐶𝑥 = "Games"   

For instance, the first transformation in the list above states that Consulting 

companies are dissimilar to O.S. companies with 99% of certainty according to 

their “Product”. Note that, these two nodes may be similar in another context. 

Furthermore, the following mutual implication expression indicates that if a 

company is a Consulting company, it is less likely to be a Hardware one:  

𝐻𝑎𝑠𝐴(𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦) = {𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔} ⇐ −⇒ 𝐻𝑎𝑠𝐴(𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦) = {𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒} 

Now, suppose we have defined the semantics for “Product” and “Revenue” 

descriptors as “the product a company produces” and “the overall income of the 

company” accordingly. The following mutual dependency statement states that 

the revenue of a company is, somehow, related to the product of that company: 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡(𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦) ←→ 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒(𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦) 

 Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence 

The Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST) of belief functions is the generalization of 

Bayesian theory [23]. While Bayesian theory requires probability for each 

question, the Dempster-Shafer theory allows us to base degree of belief for one 

question on the probabilities for a related question. By bridging fuzzy logic and 

probability reasoning, this theory has become a primary tool for uncertain 
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reasoning.  DST is based on two concepts: calculating belief values based on the 

subjective probabilities of a related event, and the Dempster’s Rule of combination 

for merging these evidences of independent events. 

1.3.1. Mathematical Formalization 

The formalization of DST as presented in [23] is as follows. Let Θ be a finite set of 

answers to the question called Frame of Discernment, Universal Set, or Universe of 

Discourse. In addition, let 𝑃(Θ) = {𝐴|𝐴 ⊆ Θ} be the power set of Θ which contains 

all the subsets of Θ, including the null set. The theory of belief assigns a belief mass 

function to each and every element in the power set. It defines this function as 

𝑚: 𝑃(Θ) → [0,1] with the following assumptions: 

 Axiom 1: 𝑚(∅) = 0 

 Axiom 2: ∑ 𝑚(𝐴)𝐴∈𝑃(Θ) = 1 

The mass belief function 𝑚(𝐴) of a given element 𝐴 ∈ 𝑃(Θ) expresses the degree 

of belief for all relevant and available evidences that support the actual sate of A, 

but no particular subset of A. In other words, the value of 𝑚(𝐴)  is related only to 

the set A and makes no additional claims about any subsets of A, each of which 

have, by definition, their own mass. 

Using the mass functions, upper and lower bounds of a probability interval for 𝐴 ∈

𝑃(Θ) can be defined as. 

𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝐴) ≤ 𝑃(𝐴) ≤ 𝑝𝑙(𝐴) 
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The upper bound is called Plausibility, 𝑝𝑙(𝐴) and the lower bound is referred as 

Belief or Support, 𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝐴). 

𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝐴) = ∑ 𝑚(𝐵)

𝐵|𝐵⊆𝐴  

𝑝𝑙(𝐴) = ∑ 𝑚(𝐵)

𝐵|𝐵∩𝐴≠∅  

These two measures are related to each other: 𝑝𝑙(𝐴) = 1 − 𝑏𝑒𝑙(�̅�). Therefore, the 

implication that bel(A)=0, and pl(A)=1 for a given element 𝐴 ∈ 𝑃(Θ) is the fact that 

we do not know anything about the truth of A. 

1.3.2. Dempster Rule of Combination 

Dempster’s rule [23] combines several belief functions through their basic 

probability assignment (BPA) function, m. These beliefs are defined on the same 

universe of discernment but based on independent evidences. The combination, 

called joint 𝑚12, is an aggregation of two BPA, 𝑚1 and 𝑚2, as follows: 

𝑚12(𝐴) =
∑ 𝑚1(𝐵). 𝑚2(𝐶)𝐵∩𝐶=𝐴≠∅

1 − 𝐾
 

Where  𝑚12(∅) = 0 and K represents the BPA associated with conflict as follows: 

𝐾 = ∑ 𝑚1(𝐵). 𝑚2(𝐶)

𝐵∩𝐶≠∅

 

K is also used as a normalization factor. It has the effect of completely ignoring 

conflict and attributing any probability mass associated with conflict to the null 
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set. Dempster’s rule of combination is commutative, associative, but not 

idempotent or continuous. 

1.3.3. An Illustration 

As an example, suppose the case in which I have a subjective probability of trust 

in my friend Betty. My probability that she is reliable is 0.9, and, therefore, my 

probability that she is not reliable is 0.1. Now, suppose she informs me that I have 

failed a course. Her testimony alone justifies a 0.9 degree of belief that I have failed 

in my course and zero (and not 0.1) degree of belief that I have not failed the 

course. In contrast to zero probability, this zero belief does not mean that I am 

sure that I have not failed. However, it implies that Betty’s testimony does not give 

me any reason to believe that I have not failed the course. These two values (0.9 

and 0) together form a belief function.  

Moreover, in order to illustrate the Dempster’s Rule of Combination, suppose 

another friend of mine, Sally, who has a 0.9 probability of trust also, independently 

from Betty, informs me that I have failed. Since these two probabilities of 

reliability are independent, to find the probability that both are reliable, we can 

simply multiply these two probabilities 0.9 × 0.9=0.81. Thus, the probability that 

both are reliable is 0.81, the probability that both are unreliable is 0.1 × 0.1=0.01 

and, finally, the probability that at least one of them is reliable is 1 - 0.01 = 0.99.  

Suppose, on the other hand, that Betty and Sally contradict in informing me about 

my course, Betty says that I have failed and Sally says not. In this case, both cannot 
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be true and, therefore, at least, one of them will not be reliable (only one is reliable 

or neither is reliable). Again, the prior probabilities that Betty is reliable, Sally is 

reliable, or none are reliable are the same as previous case, 0.9, 0.9, and 0.01 

respectively. The posterior probabilities, given that not both are reliable, are
9

19
,

9

19
 and

1

19
. Thus, we have a 

9

19
degree of belief that I have failed the course, because 

Betty is reliable, and 
9

19
degree of belief that I have not failed, because Sally is 

reliable. 

In summary, we acquire the degrees of belief for one question (Have I failed the 

course) based on probabilities of another question (How reliable witnesses are). 

2. Related Works 

 Trust Management 

Trust management in MASs that model an open system has gained a huge amount 

of attention from researchers in recent years. An open systems is a structure in 

which service providers can join and leave at any time without any supervision 

[3]. Due to availability of a vast variety of service providers, the consumers 

(trustors) need to be presented by some tools that can help them find the best (the 

most trusted) service providers (trustees). These tools take into account different 

parameters related to the behaviour of both trustees and trustors to calculate the 
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degree of trust for each trustee. The concept of trust can be roughly divided into 

two categories: the “cognitive” and “mathematical” approaches [24].  

The cognitive approaches firstly try to build a belief w.r.t. the other party, and then 

use the degree of this belief for managing the trust. [25] introduces such a method 

to trust management by incorporating the Bayesian network theory. For each 

agent, it creates a belief of how trustworthy the agent is in different situations, and 

then by applying a Bayesian network model, it combines these believes in order to 

acquire the degree of trust.  

[26] proposes an approach to employ the belief theory to manage trust. They store 

belief regarding the two possible outcomes that show whether an agent is 

trustworthy or not. Then, by subtracting these two believes, they can get the 

reputation score of a given agent. 

On the other hand, mathematical methods do not build a belief, yet they employ a 

number of measures based on the characteristics of the underlying MAS. After 

gathering quantitative values for these measures, they calculate the degree of 

trust. For instance, [27] proposes a graph-based approach to trust management. It 

introduces the Agent Trust Graph as a directed graph in which agents are the 

nodes. Then, there will be an edge between any two nodes if there is a trust 

relation between them. By combining the trust sub-graphs, and, then, trying to find 

a trust path in the graph, they can find the trusted agents for a given node.  
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In [28], authors present an approach for measuring reputation in three phases: 

checking feedback acquired from the user, adjusting feedback by incorporating 

the feedback similarity and detecting malicious feedback by using a cumulative 

sum method.  

[29] reports a trust management model based on the Markov model and time 

series. This method clusters the direct interactions and referenced trust values 

using local learning methods based on time series in different time slots. Then, it 

predicts the future trust values by the help of a Markov matrix.  

[30] introduces a reputation management scheme for P2P networks where there 

is no centralized authority. It uses the past behaviour of the peer to predict its 

future behaviour. The malicious peers are then put away from the network which, 

in turn, results in significantly reduction of the harmful activities in the network. 

[31] reviews the individuals who create and maintain their trust in others in 

complex societies. The review is based on comparative biology, behavioural 

economics and social cognitive neuroscience. It suggests that the trust 

management in the nature has its roots in evolution and is happening every day.  

[32] examines a number of trust management approaches as well as some 

mechanisms to exchange trust values. It concludes that although trust is a 

subjective concept, it may be useful to take into account the degrees of trust 

evaluated by other agents as recommendations.  
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[33] studies trust models from three different points of view: socio-cognitive, 

numerical, and reputational. It also considers the Service Oriented Computing 

(SOC) as a MAS. Then, it focuses on trust in P2P networks and Grid computing, and 

examines a number of methods to employ trust and reputation management in 

SOC.  

[34] proposes a new reputation model for Web service selection in a Web service 

collaboration network. It proposes two reputation metrics to calculate the trust. 

The first one is called invoking reputation which considers the recommendation 

selected from the structure of the community and the second one uses a modified 

version of the page rank algorithm to assess the reputation of the invoked Web 

service.  

[35] presents a method for selecting and ranking services according to their 

reputation. To this end, it utilizes the certainty measure of social networks, in 

terms of how close two nodes are in the social graph, as the reputation of each 

service by counting the number of adjacent services to the current service. 

[36] defines a probability density function for the positive experiences. Authors 

state that the key intuition of this approach is the assumption that the agent’s trust 

corresponds to the increasing deviation from the uniform distribution. 

As shown in this section, the ATM systems use a fixed set of factors to evaluate the 

degree of trust for agents and do not let the consumers include their domains 

specific attributes. Interaction rating is the common factor that all these ATM 
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systems utilize in their calculations of trust. This completely complies with the 

subjective nature of trust. 

In a real life scenario, trust is strictly bound to a context. For instance, you may 

trust your doctor in the context of medical diagnostics, but you may not trust him 

in the context of repairing a watch. However, not many ATM models, as studied in 

this section, consider the context when calculating the values of trust. 

 Trust-Based Recommender Systems 

With the explosion of information on the Internet, users face the problem of 

overloaded information. Search engines have been proposed to tackle this issue. 

Nevertheless, search engines suffer from the fact that not all users have the same 

preferences and interests, and, therefore, they expect to get different results sets 

of data. Recommender systems are the alternative option to search engines that 

try to address the personal preference problem. Trust management approaches, 

on the other hand, can provide important information for recommender systems 

regarding the behaviour model of the information providers. Trust-based 

recommender systems utilize this information to recommend to the user the set 

of providers that can satisfy their information need the best. As discussed in [37], 

the trustworthiness of agents has to be taken into consideration in 

recommendation systems. Authors of [38] clearly state that “The goal of a trust-

based recommendation system is to generate personalized recommendations by 

aggregating the opinions of other users in the trust network.”   
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Trust-based recommendation systems have been investigated by many 

researchers.  

[39] introduces a recommendation system in the social networks according to the 

trust between different agents in the network of trust. The trust knowledge is used 

in this paper to filter the information agents can find in the social network. It also 

examines if the dynamic nature of trust between agents biases outcome of the 

system. 

[40] introduces TREPES that employs the trust information of the service 

providers in a peer production system to recommend the best information to 

users. The method is able to evaluate the trustworthiness as well as accuracy of 

services provided by each peer using fuzzy inference system and fuzzy MCDM 

method. 

[41] also provides a model for using trust in recommender systems (in 

collaborative filtering specifically). The model approximates the rating for an 

unvisited product by defining two heuristics that are based on trust. Finally, the 

model proposes different techniques to constantly providing trust information for 

the products.  

[42] supposes that there exists a network of trust between the parties in a 

recommender system. Each agent provides its feedback in terms of a fuzzy value.  

By using a temporal ontology, the proposed model records all the changes 
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different parties may make on the ontology. Finally, this ontology, in contrast to 

the traditional database approach, is used to generate the recommendations.  

[43] tries to solve the problem of quality assessments of the parties in a 

recommender system. For this purpose, the authors propose a trust-aware 

recommender system which, in addition to the traditional way of accepting the 

rating matrix, takes into account the trust network in terms of a matrix depicting 

the trust relations between agents. Using the trust matrix, the system is able to 

find similar users, i.e. those that the current user trusts.  

The systems studied in this section provide an overview of how trust can be 

employed in recommender systems. Most of these systems take into account the 

trust network build in the underlying MAS. However, many do not utilize the 

structure of the society of agents in the underlying MAS as an evidence towards 

recommendation.  

 Trust-Based Service Selection 

Enterprise applications have recently been shifted towards service oriented 

programming paradigm, in which a number of autonomous services are 

responsible for performing sub-tasks of the applications. In open systems, where 

service providers can join and leave the society without any supervision, trust 

management becomes an important factor because there may be several defective 

providers.  
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Methods of service selection have been widely reported in the literature. [44] 

introduces an agent-based framework to facilitate the process of dynamically 

selecting Web services by means of an ontology that defines the QoS parameters 

from both objective (e.g. response time) and subjective (e.g. by concentrating on 

the user’s interaction) perspectives.  

[45] identifies the challenges of calculating trust and proposes SCOUT as a 

middleware to collect the evidences, and a client interface that, once implemented, 

makes it possible for the consumer to submit the evidences to the middleware 

layer. SCOUT helps a software system to easily compute the degree of trust for its 

entities. The evaluated degrees, then, are used to select the best service.  

[46] proposes a trust based service selection method. In this model, the degree of 

trust that a consumer has in a service is calculated based on both direct and 

indirect rating for that service. The direct rating is the assessment of the service 

after the consumer finishes the interaction, and indirect one is provided by third 

parties. The paper employs the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence to calculate 

such a trust value. As a result, the model is able to overcome the problem of 

transitive trust evaluation as well as to remove fake evidences from the 

assessment process.  

[47] proposes an intuitionistic fuzzy sets-based approach. Using an improved 

version of fuzzy indexing method (proposed in the paper), the authors are able to 

combine both “concord” and “discord” satisfaction rates in order to assess the 
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satisfaction degree of the service provider. Moreover, a weighting scheme is 

employed to prioritize different QoS metrics.  

[15] introduces a method for evaluating trust and reputation of a service provider 

in a decentralized user modeling system. The proposed method takes into account 

two metrics: a number of measures with regard to the QoS of service provider, and 

the degree of trust over each of these measures in the case where they are 

provided by other agents that show how much the user trusts the referrers values 

in that context.  Finally, by taking into account the defined weights as well as 

adjusting the referred values according to degree of trust to the provider, the 

consumer agent is able to generate his degree of trust in a service provider.  

[48] provides a classification of trust metrics for services (functionalities used by 

consumers) and service providers (organizations which own services). It 

considers the direct trust between the trustors and trustees, and do not take into 

account the third party references. In fact, it does not incorporate the trustee’s 

opinion about the services/service providers by stating that the first-parties 

should provide the trust information.  

One of the applications of the trust-based recommender systems is trust-based 

service selection in which service providers in an open system are considered as 

trustees. In other words, trust-based service selection methods try to suggest a set 

of most trusted service providers (in terms of different factors such as functional 

QoS properties, past behaviour) which are evaluated to be the best in responding 

to the user’s request.  
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 Applications of the Theory of Rough Sets 

Theory of Rough Sets has been applied to many different domains. [49] provides 

a broad survey of applications of rough Sets to various fields of Civil engineering 

such as pavement engineering, water resource management, land management, 

etc. There are also a lot of Rough Sets-based approaches reported in the literature 

in the field of pattern recognition.  

[50] introduces a hybrid method that combines neural networks with Rough Sets 

in the field of pattern recognition. It employs the Rough Sets as an objective 

function as well as a stochastic method to extract the features from a state space. 

Moreover, it utilizes neural networks to handle the uncertainty of the system.  

Another application is reported in [51] where the authors propose a prototype 

system that makes use of Rough Sets, Boolean algebra, and genetic algorithms in 

the field of inductive rule learning. This prototype is able to find inconsistency in 

empirically gathered collections of data. The theory of Rough Sets is also used to 

reduce the dimensionality of data. Specially, in classification problems, it helps 

reducing the size of input data which improves the performance of the classifier. 

[52] reviews a number of approaches in this field.  

[53] introduces an interesting application of rough sets in which they examine the 

facilities of a building for the performing arts by generating a set of 140 decision 

rules based on the 6 condition attributes they define. The decisions rules, for 

instance, reveal that while the backstage amenities are of less importance to the 
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dance performers, clear voice is the least important attribute for the drama 

performers.  

[54] propose a Rough Sets-based decision making problem for addressing the 

issue of mapping the users’ likings and the components used in designing system. 

The issue is due to the fact that the raw data providing such mapping is usually 

uncertain and non-linear. Their method is successfully finding the hidden patterns 

that can be used to lead the design.  

[55] presents a method for online identifying of signatures. Using a training 

database of different signatures, 31 attributes were extracted for each signature. 

Then, it calculates the reduct of these attributes which results in 9 attributes. The 

authors also state that the classification rate is 100% in their experiment.  

In the field of information retrieval, Rough Sets has been employed  for instance 

in [56]. It proposes an approach based on Rough Sets and Fuzzy Sets to address 

the vocabulary mining problem. The approach makes it possible to apply different 

views of vocabulary set in an IR system.  

Rough Sets has also been applied in the field of clustering. [57], for instance, 

reviews some of methods that make use of Rough Sets for clustering in the areas 

such as traffic data (clustering highway sections), and clustering supermarket 

customers.  
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Using Rough Sets to predict the failure of Chinese companies has been explored in 

[58] where the authors employ the variable precision Rough Sets model to find 

the impact of financial and non-financial parameters on companies’ performance. 

To this end, the paper produces a set of rules, based on 13 different conditional 

attributes, which define if a company will be classified as ST (special treatment). 

 Applications of Human Plausible Reasoning 

Although HPR is a fairly new theory, introduced in 1989 [22], it has also been 

successfully used in various applications. [59] applies HPR to the area of 

Information Retrieval. It uses NLP-based methods to discover the relationship 

among different words or phrases in the collection and the rich document 

representation as a logical form to describe a document. By doing so, a semantic is 

being created. Finally, it infers the relevance of documents in that semantic space.  

[60] also introduces a system named “RESCUER” which aims at providing 

intelligent help for Unix users when they issue commands for manipulating file 

systems. Moreover, HPR has been utilized in the domain of cross language filtering 

[61], adaptive filtering [62] and XML retrieval [63].   

Another application of HPR is reported in [64] which employs HPR as the 

reasoning component for a question answering system in the domain of 

telecommunications. HPR helps this system to infer new answers when exact ones 

do not exist in the KB.  The KB of this system represents a semantic web of 

concepts used in telecommunications. 



 

CHAPTER III      

ROSTAM: A ROUGH SETS-BASED 

AGENT TRUST MANAGEMENT 

FRAMEWORK 

 

This chapter describes in details ROSTAM, an agent 

trust management framework based on the theory 

of Rough Sets. 
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1. Introduction 

ROSTAM is a general framework for managing trust for MASs based on the theory 

of Rough Sets. As illustrated in Figure III.1, ROSTAM plays the role of a middleware 

between the Open System, where the service providers are located, and the 

Consumer Agents, those agents willing to use the services in the Open System. 

ROSTAM comprises of two major components: Service Agents that constitute the 

MAS needed to implement the Open System, and Administrator Agents that 

manage trust for Service Agents. In addition, we couple ROSTAM with an external 

Rough Sets Tool that provides the functionalities of Rough Sets theory.  

 

Figure III.1. ROSTAM as a Middleware 

ROSTAM helps the user find the set of most trusted service providers according to 

the features of Service Agents and user’s request. In fact, all the agents in such a 

set are equally trusted. To this end, ROSTAM utilizes the theory of Rough for a 

specific application with the following steps.  
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 First, the developer who wants to use ROSTAM for a specific application 

identifies the metrics based on which the service agents of the application 

are to be evaluated as trusted. We name these metrics “trust attributes”. 

These attributes are derived from the properties of the user, the user’s 

request and the Open System.  Subsequently, one of the attributes must be 

selected as the decision attribute which is used to assess the 

trustworthiness of service agents, i.e. the higher the value of the decision 

attribute, the more trustworthy the agent. 

 Second, ROSTAM collects the values of trust attributes. We name these 

values trust evidences. Different agents in the system, such as Consumer 

Agents, Administrator Agents and Service Agents, provide the values for 

the trust attributes. 

 Third, ROSTAM applies the theory of Rough Sets to the collected trust 

evidences in order to generate the “trust rules”. These rules are then 

utilized to extract the set of the most trusted service agents.  

 Fourth, the set of trusted agents are then employed to process the user’s 

request. The results are shown to the user once they are returned. At this 

point the user rates the interaction with each agent in the set of the most 

trusted ones. 

 Fifth, the interaction rating values along with the values of other trust 

attributes are gathered and are stored in a repository. Then, the theory of 

Rough Sets is utilized to generate the new set of trust rules according to the 

available trust evidences. 
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2. Designing ROSTAM 

In this section, we first describe the process for producing the trust rules based on 

Rough Sets, and then present the generic software architecture of ROSTAM and its 

underlying software agents. 

 A Trust Management Process 

2.1.1. Defining Trust Attributes 

The first step is to define the trust attributes for the application being developed 

with ROSTAM. These attributes are the metrics based on which the 

trustworthiness of service agents are to be evaluated. The developer may identify 

the set of attributes by firstly examining the features of the request and of each 

service agent (either human or software). Secondly he needs to determine the 

domain of each attribute and map it into a set of discrete values. The values can be 

either fuzzy or crisp. The values of an attribute with a continuous domain must 

also be discretized. ROSTAM has no limitation on the number of attributes and the 

domain of their possible values. Yet, a large number of intervals or attributes may 

result in a longer processing time. Finally, one of these attributes should be chosen 

as the decision attribute. The rest will form the set of condition attributes. To 

select the decision attribute, one should answer the following question:   

“Which attribute should have higher value in order to trust an agent more 

than another one?” 
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 In the trust management field, we define the decision attribute as the one that 

must be used to evaluate the degree of trust for each service agent. As reviewed in 

Chapter II, there are many trust attributes that can be considered such as 

reputation, popularity, and average response time. For instance, in an IR 

application, one may determine the following set of attributes: reputation, 

retrieval method, language of query, average precision of retrieval and domain of 

query. He might choose the reputation as the decision attribute, i.e. the higher the 

reputation of the IR system, the more trustworthy the system. However, another 

IR application might be interested in defining the decision attribute as the average 

precision of retrieval. In this situation, for two service agents A and B, with PA and 

PB as their averages precision of retrieval respectively, if PA > PB, then A is more 

trustworthy than B. 

2.1.2. Collecting Trust Evidences  

The second step deals with collecting the trust evidences, i.e. a collection of the 

values of the trust attributes. ROSTAM gathers the trust evidences from different 

sources such as Consumer Agent and Agent Management System. ROSTAM stores 

the trust evidences in the Evidence Repository. The result of this step is the 

information table. For instance, in an IR application, a collection of documents as 

well as a set of queries over that collection may be employed to collect the trust 

evidences. 
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2.1.3. Analyzing Trust Evidences 

The final step is to analyze the evidences collected in step 2. To this end, ROSTAM 

employs Rough Sets to generate the trust rules. Trust Rules are implication 

statements that state how the decision attribute is related to the condition 

attributes according to the information table. ROSTAM will then extract from these 

trust rules the set of the most trusted service agents. 

Consider as an example an IR system. Suppose we have chosen the average 

precision of retrieval as the decision attribute. A sample trust rule, in this case, 

may look like the following:  

[(𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑂𝑓𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 = 𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡) 𝐴𝑁𝐷  (𝐼𝑅𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 = 𝑉𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒)]  

⇒ {𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑛 = 𝐿𝑜𝑤} 

where: 

𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑂𝑓𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 ∈ {𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡, 𝑆𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑦, 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙} 

IRModel ∈ {𝑉𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒, 𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔, 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐} 

AveragePrecision ∈ {𝐿𝑜𝑤, 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚, 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ, 𝑉𝑒𝑟𝑦𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ} 

This rule states that, for a given query, if the domain is “Sport” and the IR algorithm 

that is used is “VectorSpace”, then the average precision of retrieval will most 

likely be “low”.  
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 System Workflow 

The following process takes place for each request submitted by a Consumer 

Agent to ROSTAM.  

 ROSTAM determines the set of trusted service agents based on the current 

trust rules as well as the values of trust attributes (w.r.t the properties of 

current request, Consumer Agent, and Service Agents). 

 The request is forwarded to the Service Agents in the set of trusted agents. 

 The results are shown to the Consumer Agent who, in turn, provides 

feedback in terms of rating the interaction with each Service Agent in the 

set of trusted agents. 

 ROSTAM collects the interaction rating values as well as the values of trust 

attributes, and appends them to the existing list of trust evidences. 

 ROSATM utilizes a Rough Sets tool to produce a set of new trust rules based 

on the new list of trust evidences. 

 Generic Software Architecture 

Figure III.2 shows the detailed architecture of ROSTAM that manages the trust for 

a number of Service Agents using the Administrator Agents. Below, we describe 

all the components of ROSTAM. 
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Figure III.2. Generic Software Architecture of ROSTAM  
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2.3.1. Consumer Agents 

Consumer Agents are those agents (human or software agent) willing to make use 

of the services provided in the Open System. A  Consumer Agent issues a request 

to ROSTAM, and then provides a feedback in terms of rating the interaction with 

each trusted service provider that returned results to it.  

2.3.2. Service Agents 

For each service provider in the Open System, there exists a Service Agent who is 

responsible for communicating with that provider. Each service agent changes the 

format of the request according to its corresponding service provider. Moreover, 

after getting the results back from that provider, it modifies the format of the 

results to follow a unique interface usable by the Consumer Agent. As a result, 

regardless of which service provider will be utilized, the Consumer Agent will have 

a unique interface to provide their requests, and a distinctive format for the results 

they get.  

2.3.3. Administrator Agents 

2.3.3.1. Agent Management System 

One common sub-system in a MAS is the Agent Management System (AMS) [65]. 

AMS acts as both White and Yellow pages in the society of agents. Each agent upon 

the time of joining or leaving the society registers itself in the AMS by providing 

proper information that can uniquely identify that agent. Thus, if an agent wants 

to know which other agents are currently in the society, or equally if a specific 

agent is already in the society, it simply queries the AMS.  This is the White page 
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service. Moreover, each agent registers the type of services it provides. This will 

constitute the Yellow Page service. In other words, any agent can query the AMS 

to find out which agents in the society offer a particular service. The AMS will then 

respond with a list that may contain no, one or a number of agents offering that 

service. As a result, in ROSTAM, AMS can be utilized to acquire the values of those 

trust attributes that are related to Service Agents. 

As an example consider a Web search application where the system has access to 

a number of search engines.  Regarding the White Page service, we have the case 

where an agent wants to find out if it can get the results from Google. However, 

Yellow Page service might be used in the situation where an agent wants to know 

which agents can accept a query in Persian language. 

2.3.3.2. Evidence Agent 

This agent is responsible for performing the second step of our model: collecting 

the trust evidences. The Evidence Agent must be able to gather and store the 

values for both dynamic and static attributes. Values are collected from different 

sources such as AMS and Consumer Agents. The values collected for a dynamic 

attribute may be different each time they are accessed whereas a static attribute 

will always have the same value. The Evidence Agent, after collecting values, stores 

the trust evidences in the Evidence Repository. ROSTAM exposes no limitation on 

the medium used to store the trust evidences. However, Evidence Agent must be 

capable of providing the trust evidences as an information table. 
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Consider the Web search system where “Supporting Persian Language” is one of 

the trust attributes. This is a static attribute because its value does not change over 

time. On the other hand, the value for “Precision of Retrieval” attribute is dynamic 

since it might be different after each interaction with a service agent. 

2.3.3.3. Analyzer Agent 

Analyzer Agent gets the current trust evidences from Evidence Agent, and changes 

their format into a representation usable by the Rough Sets tool being used. It then 

utilizes the Rough Sets Tool to acquire the set of trust rules based on the evidences, 

and stores them. One may argue that how often the Analyzer Agent should 

generate the new set of trust rules. One option is to produce the trust rules after 

each iteration of workflow is completed, i.e. whenever there are new objects being 

added to the trust evidences. An alternative to this approach is to gradually update 

such rules. There are a number of researches that target this problem [66-70]. For 

instance, [66] performs a preliminary process on the information table which 

results in a consistent decision table (named ∂-decision table). Then, through the 

algorithm presented in the paper, the rules are learned incrementally by using a 

matrix that is built based on the ∂-decision table. 

2.3.4. Rough Sets Tools 

Analyzer Agent employs a Rough Sets tool to convert the trust evidences into trust 

rules. There are many Rough Sets Tools, such as RSES [71], ROSETTA [72], RIDAS-

a [73], Rough Enough [74], GROBIAN [75] and ROSE [76],  that can be utilized. The 

Rough Sets tool firstly calculates the reduct of the trust attributes. As described 
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before, this will eliminate those attributes that do not affect the decision attribute. 

Secondly, it generates the trust rules according to the collected evidences. 

 A Summary 

Figure III.3 summarizes the ROSTAM workflow. For Requestt, ROSTAM finds the 

set of the most TrustedAgentst by employing the TrustRulest-1, i.e. the trust rules 

generated w.r.t. Requestt-1. Then, the values of trust attributes w.r.t. Requestt are 

stored in the TrustEvidencet. Note that TrustEvidencet contains all evidences 

available in TrustEvidencet-1 in addition to the one collected w.r.t. Requestt. The 

theory of Rough Sets is then utilized to generate the set of TrustRulest that are used 

later for finding trusted agents w.r.t. Requestt+1. 

 

Figure III.3. Summary of Trust Management Workflow 
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3. Applying ROSTAM to Cross Language Web Search 

We apply ROSTAM to the field of Web search. We also support cross-Language 

search in which the language of the query and language of the results can be 

different. We employ a machine translation method [77] for translating the user's 

query to the target language if required. For this purpose, we make use of two 

online translation services: Google translate1 and Babylon2.  

Search engines are a kind of Information Retrieval (IR) systems [78]. However, the 

collection of documents in a search engine is constantly changing. Thus, to assess 

how well a search engine could find relevant information, one can utilize some of 

the metrics for evaluating IR systems, such as precision and recall [79]. Precision 

is defined as the ratio of the number of relevant documents retrieved to the 

number of all documents retrieved whereas recall is the ratio of number of 

relevant documents retrieved to the number of all relevant documents in the 

collection. According to these two definitions, it will not be possible to calculate 

the value for recall measure in a Web search system due to the fact that the 

number of all relevant documents is unknown. Therefore, in this research, we only 

use the precision factor. Moreover, from the IR perspective, we consider the 

system of our case study as a high precision system where the ultimate goal is to 

increase precision as much as possible. Considering the fact that most search 

engines show their results in separate pages makes this assumption rational in the 

                                                        
1 - http://translate.google.com/ 
2 - http://translation.babylon.com 
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sense that the user will find his demanded information in the very few first pages 

of the results.   

The goal of our Web search application is to find the set of the most trusted pairs 

of translators and search engines in terms of the pairs that have higher precision 

results in the trust rules. All the pairs in this list are equally trusted in the sense 

that the precision of the results they return is the same. For this purpose, ROSTAM 

produces a set of trust rules that are generated as the result of a Rough Sets 

analysis and show how the value of precision of retrieval, as the decision attribute, 

is related to the values of other trust attributes identified specifically for the Web 

search application.  

 Universe of Discourse and Objects 

The goal of applying ROSTAM to a cross-language Web search is to find those pairs 

of translators and search engines that result in a higher precision of results in the 

target language for a given query in the source language. In other words, we would 

like to classify the combination of queries, translators and search engines and find 

a pattern that demonstrates the relation between such combinations with the 

precision of results. We consider each of these combinations as an individual 

object. Hence, from the Rough Sets perspective, the set of objects O can be defined 

as: 

𝑂 =  ⋃ < 𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦, 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟, 𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒 > 
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 Defining Trust Attributes for Web Search 

Here we define the trust attributes w.r.t. our Web search application. To this end, 

we conducted a survey to identify the trust attributes. We also provide the 

discretized values of all trust attributes including condition and decision 

attributes. 

3.2.1. A Survey on Trust Attributes 

In order to figure out how people evaluate the trust of Web services in the real 

world and which attributes they use to do so, we developed a survey 3 on the Web 

and asked a number of individuals to anonymously state which Web sites or 

services they choose with respect to the following tasks: 

 Search Engine 

 News Source (general news) 

 Sports News 

 Shopping 

 Weather 

 Email 

In addition, they were asked to express the reasons why they select such 

services/Web sites. They are able to provide as much information as they like. 

Furthermore, we didn’t offer any options or sample reasons in order to avoid 

                                                        
3 - This survey has been approved on ethical grounds by the Research Ethics Board of 

University of Regina on Sep 6th, 2012 (File#: 04S1213).  
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biasing their opinions. The answers were collected in an XML file as shown in 

Figure III.4. A summary of these answers is also provided in Table III.1.  

Table III.1. Summary of Trust Attributes Survey 

Service Reason 

Search Engine 
personal affection, fast, support different languages, popularity, offering 

different services, best results, user friendly 

News 

(general) 
popular, extensiveness, user friendly, language, locality 

Sports 
personal interest in a specific sport, uses general news sites, up-to-date 

information 

Shopping local shopping sites, reputation, extensiveness of products, ease of use 

Weather 
information for different times, long-term forecast, ease of access and use, 

reputation (rank in search engine) 

Email features like capacity, affiliation, ease of use and good user interface 

According to the results of this survey and our case study of Web search, we have 

identified the following trust attributes: Domain of Query, Update Frequency, Is 

Searchable By Date. In addition, we need to consider Search Engine and Translator 

to show which search engine and translation service has been used.  These 

attributes form the set of condition attributes. The decision attribute is the 

Precision of retrieval. This is because of the fact that we consider our case study of 

Web search as a high precision retrieval system.  

The rational for choosing such trust attributes according to the results of the 

survey are as follows. The Domain Of Query is derived from the type of service that 

was considered in the survey, i.e. News, Sport, Shopping, etc. Also, “information 

for different times” and “long-term frequency” results in defining Is Searchable By 
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Date attribute. Finally, “up-to-date information” leads us to consider the Update 

Frequency as a trust attribute. However, some other attributes were not relevant 

to our case study. For instance, due to the fact that our service agents communicate 

with the service providers in the Open System through their APIs, “User Friendly” 

will not be taken into account in our case study. 

 

Figure III.4. Results of Trust Attributes Survey 

3.2.2. Condition Attributes 

3.2.2.1. Domain of Query 
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Domain of query defines the type of information the user is looking for. Identifying 

such piece of information has been widely reported in literature [80-83]. [80] 

depicts an approach to figure out what the user’s objective is when he queries a 

search engine. The approach includes a classification mechanism based on the 

linguistic attributes of the query as well as the feedbacks collected from the target 

search engine.  

With the intention of recognizing the context and semantics of  the related works 

section in research papers, [81] generates a model, through a supervised learning 

process, that describes the flow of sentences in this section. It uses a generalization 

function to transform the sentence space to a feature space. The feature space has 

fewer dimensions than the sentence space, and is used to form the context. 

Another approach towards a semantic-based IR system is presented in [82]. The 

approach firstly explores the query to extract its semantic elements such as verb, 

subject, predicate, etc.  Then, by summarizing the content, determining the 

semantics, and producing semantic patterns respectively, the semantics of the 

query is identified. [83] employs a n-gram approach to extract the token from 

SMSs submitted from a cellphone, and then uses those tokens to generate a set of 

rules that can result in determining the domain of those SMSs.  

However, in this case study, we do not detect the domain of the query automatically. Yet, 

the user chooses one from a list when he is issuing a query.  

Table III.2 shows the domains along with their numerical representation.  
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Table III.2. Discretizing values of DomainOfQuery Attribute 

DomainOfQuery Discretized Value 

Sports 1 

Science 2 

Politics 3 

Economics 4 

Entertainment 5 

General 6 

3.2.2.2. Update Frequency 

The frequency of updating information in a service provider can affect how 

trustworthy that service is in the sense that the user may want to find the 

information that has just been created. For instance, in the case that the user is 

looking for news, he might be interested in following the news as they happen. 

Consequently, a news service with the capability of updating in real time will be 

more preferred (more trusted from ATM point of view) in this situation. However, 

the value of this attribute will not be important to the user if he is searching for 

information about an event that has happened in the past. We have identified the 

following update frequencies along with their values that are shown in Table III.3. 

3.2.2.3. Is Searchable By Date 

For certain types of queries, a user may be interested in filtering the results by a 

date range, i.e. by providing the lower and upper bound of a date interval. For 

instance, if the user is looking for scholar documents, he may want to get the 
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papers that have been published between 2008 and 2012. It will be more 

beneficial for the user if ROSTAM ranks higher the scholarly engines that support 

such filtering mechanism. The discretized values of this attribute are presented in 

Table III.4. 

Table III.3. Discretized Values for UpdateFrequency Attribute 

UpdateFrequency Discretized Value 

Unknown 0 

Real Time 1 

Hourly 2 

Daily 3 

Otherwise 4 

 

Table III.4. Discretized Values of IsSearchingByDate 

IsSearchableByDate Discretized Value 

YES 1 

NO 0 

 

3.2.2.4. Search Engine 

This attribute indicates which search engine has been employed to answer the 

user’s query.   
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3.2.2.5. Translator 

This attribute indicates which translator agent has been employed to translate the 

user’s query into English.  

Table III.5. Values of SearchEngine Attribute 

SearchEngine Value 

Google GOOGLE 

Yahoo! YAHOO 

Bing BING 

Table III.6. Values of Translator Attribute 

Translator Value 

Google Translate 1 

Babylon 2 

3.2.3. Decision Attribute: Precision of Retrieval 

In this research, we have chosen the Precision of retrieval as our decision 

attribute. As mentioned before, ROSAM for Web search is a high precision system, 

from IR perspective, that returns a set containing pairs of translator and search 

engine agents that will lead in results with higher precision. Therefore, the rules 

generated by ROSTAM, in the context of the theory of Rough Sets, must reveal the 

positive region of “Precision = HIGH”. However, if this region is empty, i.e. there 

are no pairs that result in “Precision = HIGH”, then ROSTAM must recursively 

reduce the level of precision (to MEDIUM, and then to LOW) till at least one pair is 
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found.  Precision of retrieval has a value between 0 and 1.  Table III.7 shows how 

we discretize the values of this attribute. 

Table III.7. Discretized Values for Precision Attribute 

Actual Value Discretized Value 

[0, 0.33] LOW = 1 

[0.34, 0.66] MEDIUM = 2 

[0.67, 1] HIGH = 3 

 Implementing ROSTAM 

In this research, the underlying MAS, composed of search and translation engines, 

is implemented with the CAPNET framework [84] in C# .Net.  We also developed 

a GUI and Administrative Agents. CAPNET is a FIPA-Compliant4 framework that 

makes it possible to incorporate other agents written in other FIPA-Compliant 

frameworks such as JADE [65] and JACK [85] into our system.  

3.3.1. Service Agents for Web Search 

This specific implementation of ROSTAM for Web search utilizes three search 

engines, Yahoo, Google, and Bing, employed to retrieve the relevant Web pages. 

The open APIs of these search engines allow ROSTAM to submit the queries and 

get the results back as a set of Web pages. For each of these search engines, we 

have implemented a separate agent that wraps its corresponding API. Moreover, 

                                                        
4 - http://www.fipa.org/ 
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for the translation purpose, we have implemented the APIs for accessing the 

Babylon5  and Google Translate6 services. Through these APIs, and by sending 

requests to their corresponding agents, we are able to translate the whole query 

from Persian into English.  

3.3.2. GUI 

We developed a friendly GUI, as illustrated in Figure III.5, to help the user enter 

his query and select its domain from a pre-populated list. Also, after receiving the 

results back from the most trusted search engines, GUI displays them in separate 

tabs. The user is able to judge each link in the list returned from each search engine 

by providing a Boolean value indicating whether or not that specific result was 

relevant to his query. Once the user judges all the results, the GUI calculates the 

average precision of retrieval for the each pair of translator and search engine.  

3.3.3. A Rough Sets Tool 

In this research, we use the RSES (version 2) [71] as our Rough Sets Tool. RSES V2 

presents the rules in the following format: 

(𝐶1 = 𝑉𝑐1
)&(𝐶2 = 𝑉𝑐2

)& … &(𝐶𝑛 = 𝑉𝑐𝑛
) ⇒ (𝐷 = {𝑉𝐷

1[𝑀𝐷
1 ], … , 𝑉𝐷

𝑚[𝑀𝐷
𝑚]}) 

Where Ci represents the ith condition attribute, 𝑉𝐶𝑖
is the value of Ci, D denotes the 

decision attribute,𝑉𝐷
𝑗
 shows the jth value of D, and [𝑀𝐷

𝑗
] depicts how many object 

                                                        
5 - http://translation.babylon.com/persian/to-english/ 
6 - http://translate.google.com/ 

http://translate.google.com/
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in the information table comply with this rule w.r.t. 𝑉𝐷
𝑗
. The set 

{𝑉𝐷
1[𝑀𝐷

1 ], … , 𝑉𝐷
𝑚[𝑀𝐷

𝑚]} is called “descriptor” of the premise.  RSES V2 provides the 

consumer with an option to shorten the generated rules, in addition to the basic 

functionalities presented in the theory of Rough Sets. Rule shortening and 

generalization has been investigated by researchers [86-88]. In RSES, rule 

shortening is an advanced process that tries to condense the descriptor provided 

along with the premise of the rules [89]. There are fewer rules after a shortening 

process. The shortened rules are also more general, i.e. more objects comply with 

those rules. Nevertheless, the shortened rules are less precise in the sense that 

some incorrect objects may fulfill a rule. RSES exposes a tuning parameter named 

Shortening Ratio that defines a degree based on which the RSES tool can 

compensate losing the precision while gaining more generality and less rules.  

4. Web Search Experiment 

Our experiment includes two phases. In the training phase, we use a number of 

queries to generate the initial set of trust rules. To this end, we send each query to 

all the pairs of translators and search engines and judge all the results returning 

from them. In the execution phase, we first extract the set of the most trusted pairs 

of translator and search engines (based on the current set of trust rules and values 

of trust attributes w.r.t. the query) and then get the results only from these pairs.  
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Figure III.5. Snapshot of GUI of ROSTAM 
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 Workflow of ROSTAM for Web Search 

Figure III.6 shows the workflow of ROSTAM w.r.t. cross language Web search case study.  

At first, the user, through the GUI component, submits a query. He also selects the 

domain of the query from the list in  

Table III.2. Evidence Agent stores the value of domain of query as well as the 

values of other trust attributes sent from AMS in the Evidence Repository. 

Subsequently, the Rule Matcher component returns the set of the most trusted 

pairs of translator and search engine and ROSTAM employs them to retrieve the 

results of the query. Each Service Agent utilizes its corresponding service provider 

in the Open System. After getting the result back from the Service Agents, the user 

judges each and every result by assigning a Boolean value that shows whether or 

not the result was relevant to our query. The precision of the retrieval, computed 

by GUI, is then stored by the Evidence Agent in the Evidence Repository. The 

collected evidences are then sent to the Analyzer Agent in order to obtain the set 

of trust rules by employing the Rough Sets tool. 

 Rule Matcher Component 

The role of Rule Matcher component, as depicted in Figure III.6, is to infer the list 

of the most trusted pairs of translators and search engines according to the 

current set of trust rules and the values of trust attributes w.r.t. the submitted 

query. It accepts as input the variable E consisting of values for DomainOfQuery, 

IsSearchableByDate and UpdateFrequency attributes. It also gets the set of current 

trust rules from the Analyzer Agent as input. 
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Figure III.6. Workflow of Web Search 
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Algorithm III.1 starts by checking if Rule Matcher is operating in the training 

phase. In the training phase, Algorithm III.1 returns all the pairs of translators and 

search engines. However, in the execution phase, it starts by setting the output 

variable SetOfTrusted to empty and initializing the Red variable to DomainOfQuery 

by considering the reduct given in Figure III.7 (the variable Red includes all the 

attributes in the reduct set, Figure III.7, except the Translator and SearchEngine). 

Then, it assigns to the set HP those trust rules with “HIGH” precision value. It 

iterates through all the rules r in HP and invokes Algorithm III.2 by passing the 

variables r, E, and Red. Next, it adds the rules returned by Algorithm III.2 to 

SetOfTrusted (note that Algorithm III.2 may return no pairs. In this case, nothing 

will be added to the SetOfTrusted). In step 6, if SetOfTrusted is empty, i.e. there is 

no matching pair of Translator and Search Engine added w.r.t. HIGH precision, it 

finds the pairs which result in a MEDIUM precision. Through the same iterative 

approach as in step 5, it adds the matching pairs to SetOfTrusted. In step 7, if 

SetOfTrusted is still empty, the algorithm tries to determine the matching pairs for 

LOW precision in the same way as step 5. However, if SetOfTrusted is still empty 

(i.e. there are no evidences that match the attributes of this query), the algorithm 

adds all the possible combinations of Translators and Search Engines to 

SetOfTrusted.  

Algorithm III.2 parses each rule to find the matching pair of translator and search 

engine according to the input parameters r, E, and Red. It first initializes variable 

TmpList to empty. Then, it checks whether or not the value of ai w.r.t. r (denoted 

by r.ai) equals the value of ai  w.r.t.  E (referred to as E.ai). If such condition holds, 
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it adds the pair of Translator and Search Engine in the corresponding rule to 

TmpList. Note that if the value of r.ai is NULL (i.e. the value of ai does not affect the 

value of decision attribute), the condition of IF statement in step 4.1 always holds. 

In other words, if r.ai is NULL, no comparison between r.ai and E.ai is performed 

and the execution moves to the body of IF statement. Similarly, when r.Translation 

or r.SearchEngine is NULL, it is implied that the choice of Translator or Search 

Engine does not affect the precision of retrieval. Therefore, all the Translator or 

Search Engine agents must be added to the output List accordingly (Step 2 and 

Step 3). 

The training phase also addresses the Cold Start problem [47] which refers to the 

situation where the system cannot infer due to the lack of information. This 

problem usually happens at the beginning of the operation of the system. There 

are many researches in the literature that address the cold start problem [90, 91]. 

For example, [90] presents a similarity metric based on neural network learning 

to address the cold start problem w.r.t. users. It finds the similarity according to 

only the other users’ rating information in the core process of content filtering. 

The approach in [90] introduces more risk and complexity comparing to other 

approaches that utilize more information such as those provided by the user’s 

profile and user’s tags. 
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Algorithm III.1. Rule Matcher 

Input: TR //Trust Rules, E //An object encapsulating the trust attributes         

       IsTrainingPhase //Boolean 

Output: SetOfTrusted //List of Trusted Pair <Translator, SearchEngine> 

Resources: Reduct //Reduct of Attributes 

{ 

   // In training phase, return all the pairs of translator and search engines 

1. IF (IsTrainingPhase) 

Return All pairs of <Translator, Search Engine>. 

2. SetOfTrusted = {} 

3. Red =  Reduct – {Translator, SearchEngine} 

    // Finding pairs of <Translator, SearchEngine> that result in High Precision 

4. HP = {r ∈ TR | r.Precision = HIGH} // High Precision list 

5. For each r in HP Do{ 

5.1. Let tmp = Algorithm III.2(r, E, Red) 

5.2. Add all elements of tmp to SetOfTrusted 

} 

   // Finding pairs of <Translator, SearchEngine> that result in Medium Precision 

6. If SetOfTrusted is empty Then { 

6.1. MP = {r ∈ TR | r.Precision = MEDIUM} // Medium Precision list 

6.2. For each r in MP Do 

6.2.1. Let tmp = Algorithm III.2(r, E, Red) 

6.2.2. Add all elements of tmp to SetOfTrusted 

} 

   // Finding pairs of <Translator, SearchEngine> that result in Low Precision 

7. If SetOfTrusted is empty Then { 

7.1. LP = {r ∈ TR | r.Precision = LOW} // Low Precision list 

7.2. For Each r in LP Do 

7.2.1. Let tmp = Algorithm III.2(r, E, Red) 

7.2.2. Add all elements of tmp to SetOfTrusted 

} 

    // If SetOfTrusted is empty, add all the pairs of <Translator, Search Engine> 

8. If SetOfTrusted is empty { 

8.1. For each Translator Ti and each Search Engine SEj 

           Add <Ti, SEj > to SetOfTrusted. 

} 

9. Return SetOfTrusted. 

} 
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Algorithm III.2. Rule Parser 

The training phase produces an initial set of trust rules to be used in the execution 

phase. Therefore, the execution phase does not suffer from the cold start problem. 

On the other hand, in order to overcome the cold start problem in the training 

phase, we return all possible pairs of translator and search engines as the trusted 

ones. This is achieved as the result of first step of Algorithm III.1. 

 Training Phase 

The training phase of our case study is described in this section. As mentioned 

before, the objects in this application are the combination of query, translator and 

search engine. In the training phase, the set of objects O are derived from 40 

Input: r //a Trust Rules, E //An object representing the trust attributes, 

       Red //Reduct of Attributes 

Output: TmpList //Temp List of Trusted Pair <Translator, SearchEngine> 

Resources: Red //Reduct of Attributes 

{ 

1. TmpList = {} 

2. If (r.Translator == NULL) 

   Then let r.Translator represent all Translator Agents. 

3. If (r.SearchEngine == NULL) 

   Then let r.SearchEngine represent all Search Engine Agents. 

4. For Each attribute ai in Red Do{ 

4.1.  If  (E.ai == (Case When r.ai == NULL Then E.ai Else r.ai)) 

          Then  add <r.Translator, r.SearchEngine> to TmpList. 

} 

5. Return TmpList 

} 
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Persian queries [7]. For each query, we use two translator services (Google 

Translate and Babylon), and three search engines (Yahoo, Google, and Bing). 

Therefore, we have a total of 40 × 2 × 3 = 240 objects which are used to generate 

the initial set of trust rules. 

The training phase also addresses the cold start problem [47] which refers to the 

situation where the system cannot infer due to the lack of information. This 

problem usually happens at the beginning of the operation of the system. There 

are many researches in the literature that address the cold start problem [90, 91]. 

For example, [90] presents a similarity metric based on neural network learning 

to address the cold start problem w.r.t. users. It finds the similarity according to 

only the other users’ rating information in the core process of content filtering. 

The training phase produces an initial set of trust rules to be used in the execution 

phase. Therefore, the execution phase does not suffer from the cold start problem.  

4.3.1. Results 

After collecting all the trust evidences for all queries, the evidences are sent to the 

Analyzer Agents who will generate the trust rules by employing the RSES V2 tool. 

Figure III.7 shows the process of generating the rules. We first change the format 

of the collected evidences into an information table consumable by the RSES tool. 

Then, the RSES tool calculates the reduct of attributes in this table. In this 

experiment, the reduct contains three attributes as shown in Figure III.7. The 

reduct will eliminate those attributes that have no impact on the value of the 

decision attribute (Precision of retrieval in this case study). 
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Figure III.7. Steps taken to generate initial trust rules 

According to the reduct of attributes and trust evidences, the RSES tool is able to 

generate a set of trust rules given in Figure III.8.  
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Figure III.8. Generated Trust Rules 

Moreover, to shorten the trust rules as described in Section 3.3.3, RSES tool lets us 

choose a shortening parameter that has a value between 0 and 1 which defines 

how aggressively the rules must be shortened [71]. To choose the value for this 

parameter, we shortened the trust rules in Figure III.8 using 9 different values for 

shortening ratio (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9). Table III.8 reveals 

some statistics, provided by the RSES tool, for each shortening ratio. In this table, 

the value of ”Support of Rules” is the number of objects satisfying the rules, and 

“Mean Length of Premise” is the mean of the number of attributes in the premise 

of the rules. A lower value of “Mean Length of Premise” means that the shortening 

process is using a larger degree of generalization for the condition attributes. 
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According to Table III.8, shortening parameters 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 are not 

appropriate because the attributes of the premise in the resulting rules will be 

very general because of very low mean length of premise. 

Table III.8. Statistics for Different Shortening Ratios 

Shortening Ratio Number of Rules 
Support of Rules 

<Min, Max, Mean> 

Mean Length 

of Premise 

0.1 11 <17, 120, 50.1> 1 

0.2 11 <17, 120, 47.1> 1 

0.3 15 <3, 93, 26.3> 1.4 

0.4 26 <2, 50, 12> 2.1 

0.5 17 <3, 42, 9> 2.6 

0.6 6 <4, 13, 7.7> 2.5 

0.7 5 <4, 10, 6.2> 2.8 

0.8 3 <4, 7, 5.7> 3 

0.9 0 N/A N/A 

On the other hand, we would like to use the shortening parameters with greater 

support for the rules. As stated before, support of the rules shows the number of 

objects that satisfy a rule. According to the values of support of rules, especially 

the Mean value, we do not choose shortening parameters 0.6, 0.7, or 0.8. Finally, 

to choose between shortening parameters 0.4 and 0.5, we consider the value of 

“Number of Rules”. Preferably, we would like to have fewer rules in order to 

improve the performance of the Rule Matcher component (the Rule Matcher 

components must traverse all the rules). Therefore, we choose 0.5 as our 

shortening parameter. 
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Figure III.9 depicts the rules after employing the shortening process by setting the 

shortening parameter to 0.5. Figure III.8 and Figure III.9 clearly demonstrate how 

we are able to reduce the number of rules (from 36 to 17 rules in this case study). 

 

Figure III.9. Shortened Trust Rules (Shortening Parameter = 0.5) 

4.3.2. Results Analysis 

Below, we briefly describe some of the trust rules presented in Figure III.9. Rule 

#1, for instance, indicates that for a query in the General domain (DomainOfQuery 

= 6), the combination of “Google Translate” and “Yahoo” returns HIGH precision 

results. It also points out that there are 4 objects (combinations of query, 

translator, and search engine) in the information table (the collection of Trust 

Evidences) that satisfy such an implication. This is denoted as “Precision={3[4]}”. 

In Figure III.9, also consider rules #8, #9, #12 and #13 in which at least one of the 

attributes in the reduct set is missing. This shows that the missing attribute plays 

no role in deciding the value of the decision attribute. For instance, in #8, the 
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values for “SearchEngine” and “Translator” attributes are missing which implies 

the fact that when the domain of query is Science (DomainOfQuery=2), then the 

precision of retrieval will be MEDIUM regardless of which search engine and the 

translator had been chosen. Rule #12, as another example, also depicts the fact for 

General queries (DomainOfQuery=6) in the sense that when the Babylon translator 

is used, regardless of the search engine, the precision of the retrieval is MEDIUM. 

 Execution Phase 

After the training phase is completed, the system is trained so it can infer, for each 

query, which pairs of search engines and translators will result in higher precision 

results. We explain the execution phase through two examples.  

4.4.1. Experiment 1 

In the first interaction, the user enters the query “ اتمی زیر ذرات تئوری تاریخچه ” (“the 

history of the theory of subatomic particles”) and chooses “Science” as its domain 

(DomainOfQuery=2). By following Algorithm III.1 and based on the rules shown in 

Figure III.9, ROSTAM returns all pairs of Translators and Search Engines as the list 

of trusted ones. Below, we describe how this list has been inferred. 

Algorithm III.1, firstly, initializes the Red variable. In step 3, it assigns the set [92, 

#2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #7] to HP.  These numbers represent those rules in Figure III.9 

for which the conclusion equals 3 (Precision = 3). Then, by looping through HP, the 

algorithm tries to find the rules for which the value of DomanOfQuery is 2. Note 

that steps 4.1 and 4.2 are not applicable here since the value of Translator and 
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SearhEngine is not NULL in any of the rules in HP. Moreover, step 4.3 will not add 

any entry to the output list due to the fact that the value of DomanOfQuery for all 

the rules in HP is not 2.  The algorithm moves on to step 5.1 because at this point 

the list is empty.  It assigns the set [93, #9, #10, #11, #12, #13, #14] to variable 

MP.  By looping through the rules in MP, the following steps are taken: 

 In rule #8, since r.Translator and r.SearchEngine are null, they represent 

{Google Translate, Babylon}⊕ and {Google, Yahoo, Bing}⊕⊕ respectively. 

Moreover the value of DomainofQuery is 2, so we add to the List (the output 

variable) all the combinations of ⊕ and ⊕⊕ as follows: 

𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 = {< 𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑒 >, < 𝐵𝑎𝑏𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑛, 𝑌𝑎ℎ𝑜𝑜 >, 

               < 𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑔 >,  < 𝐵𝑎𝑏𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑛, 𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑒 >, 

               < 𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑌𝑎ℎ𝑜𝑜 >, < 𝐵𝑎𝑏𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑛, 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑔 >, }                     (*) 

 In rule #9, r.Translator is NULL, therefore it denotes both translators of 

Table III.6. Here the value of r.DomainOfQuery is NULL, thus the condition 

of the IF statement in step 5.2.3. returns TRUE, and as a result the pairs 

<Google Translate, Yahoo> and <Babylon, Yahoo> will be added to the list.  

 Rules #10, #11, #12, #13 will not add any entries to the list because they 

do not match the values of input variable E. 

At this point, variable List is not empty which makes steps 6 and 7 not applicable. 

Finally, the List contains the trusted pairs of agents. The query is then forwarded 

to the pairs in the List and the rest of workflow follows as described before. 
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4.4.2. Experiment 2 

The user, at this point, enters the query “ شرقی اروپای پارلمانی نظام ” (“Parliamentary 

system in Eastern Europe”). “Politics” is also selected as the domain 

(DomainOfQuery =3).  In step 3 of Algorithm III.2, the value of HP is set to [92, #2, 

#3, #4, #5, #6, #7]. Step 4 iterates through these rules one at a time. However, the 

two steps 4.1. and 4.2. are not applicable here. In step 4.3., the algorithm adds to 

the List the pair of <Babylon, Google> as the result of processing rule #7. Note that 

#7 is the only rule in HP for which the value of DomainOfQuery is 3. Steps 5, 6 and 

7 will not be performed because the List is not empty. Finally, <Babylon, Google>, 

as the only entry in List, will be returned as the trusted pair of Translator and 

Search Engine. 

5. Conclusions 

In this chapter, we introduced ROSTAM, a generic agent trust management 

framework based on the theory of Rough Sets. In order to apply ROSTAM to a 

specific area, one must first identify the set of attributes (features of consumers, 

consumers' requests and service agents) based on which the service agents’ 

degrees of trust are to be evaluated. Subsequently, one of the attributes must be 

selected as the decision attribute which is used to assess the trustworthiness of 

service agents, i.e. the higher the value of decision attribute, the more trustworthy 

the agent.  
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For each user request, ROSTAM collects the values of trust attributes, i.e. trust 

evidences, from different sources in the system and stores them. According to the 

current set of trust rules, ROSTAM extracts the list of the most trusted service 

agents.  The request is then submitted to the trusted agents and the results are 

presented to the user. At this point, the user rates the interaction with each and 

every trusted agent. ROSTAM stores these rating values along with other trust 

evidences. Finally, ROSTAM generates a new set of trust rules according to the 

trust evidences by employing the theory of Rough Sets. These rules are then used 

to determine the set of most trusted agents for the consecutive requests. 

In this chapter, we applied ROSTAM to the domain of cross language Web search. 

The application consists of implementing the APIs for three search engines 

(Yahoo, Google, and Bing) as well as two machine translation services (Google 

Translate, and Babylon). The ultimate goal here was to increase the precision of 

the Web search process as much as possible. Consequently, we chose the precision 

of retrieval as our decision attribute. To define the condition attributes, we 

conducted a survey asking people which Web service providers they choose as 

their search engine, news source, and sports news as well as shopping, weather 

and email. We also asked them the reasons why they prefer such services. By 

examining their responses, we defined five condition attributes: Domain Of Query, 

Is Searchable By Date, Update Frequency, Translator, and Search Engine.  We also 

implemented a friendly GUI. 
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Moreover, we conducted an experiment in two phases. In the first phase, the 

system was trained using a set of 40 queries that seek information in different 

domains. Also, ROSTAM collected the values of trust attributes for all possible 

combinations of the translators and search engines, and generated the initial trust 

rules. The second phase was the execution phase in which the users were able to 

submit their queries. By utilizing the Rule Matcher component, ROSTAM 

successfully returned those pairs of translator and search engines that would 

result in higher precision of retrieval according to the trust rules.  

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER IV      

SCUBAA: A SERVICE SELECTION 

SYSTEM BASED ON HUMAN PLAUSIBLE 

REASONING 

 

This chapter describes in detail ScubAA, a generic 

framework for agent trust management based on 

the theory of Human Plausible Reasoning. 
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1. Introduction 

In an ATM system, agents play the role of either a “trustee” or a “trustor” [94] as 

depicted  in Figure IV.1. The trustor is the agent who intends to assess the trust, 

and the trustee is the agent for which the system calculates the trust. Many 

researches employ reputation management methods to evaluate the trustee’s 

trust degree. Some others also consider references from other trustors. This 

requires the trustor to have some degree of trust in those third-parties. For 

instance, the eBay model [6] utilizes the reputation each service agent acquired 

during its previous interactions with buyer agents. This means if buyer agent A 

wants to interact with service agent B, then A first checks the reputation of B. The 

higher the reputation of B, the more likely B supplies trustworthy services. 

 

Figure IV.1. Trustee and Trustor Roles 
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Suppose trustori wants to find a set of trusted agents (trustees). Also, consider that 

trustori does not currently know its degree of trust for trusteek. In this situation, it 

can use the reference from trustorj which happens to have some degree of trust in 

trusteek. As discussed before, several works provide methods to consume this kind 

of third-party references. However, not many researches consider the 

relationships between trustees. What if two trustees are related? Would it be then 

possible for a trustor to use this type of relation in order to evaluate the trust for 

the corresponding trustee? For example, in Figure IV.1, if trusteem is related to 

trusteen, can trustori determine its trust in trusteen by knowing its trust in 

trusteem? Our proposed method, as described in this chapter, addresses both of 

these issues. For this purpose, it defines different types of relations between 

entities. Each relation connects two entities from the same layer (either trustors 

or trustees) or between those two layers. Furthermore, our approach identifies a 

context for each relation and which indicates whether or not that relation should 

be used. 

2. Agent Trust Management with ScubAA 

This chapter introduces ScubAA, a generic framework for managing trust in MASs. 

The name ScubAA consists of two terms: “Scub” standing for “Service Suggestion 

System” i.e. “S-Cubed”, and “AA” for “Autonomous Agents”. The name is also 

derived from the word “Scuba” defined in the dictionary as: “Self-contained 

underwater breathing apparatus” [12]. According to this definition, “Scuba” is a 

self-contained (autonomous) apparatus (system) which breathes (works) 
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underwater (hidden from the users). Figure IV.2 illustrates how ScubAA, the open 

system and the Service Agent System (SAS), i.e. the MAS representing the open 

system, are connected. SAS provides an interface through which ScubAA can send 

requests to and receive the results from the underlying service providers 

currently available in the open system.   

 

Figure IV.2. Connections between ScubAA, SAS, and Open System 

In ScubAA, the users play the role of trustors and service agents the role of 

trustees. The goal of ScubAA is twofold: 1) determine for each user’s request a list 

of the most trusted service agents in the context of the request, and 2) forward the 

request to those trusted services only. The resulting list is sorted according to the 

agents’ degree of trust. There are many factors that may bias the user’s opinion 

about how trustworthy a service provider is such as the reputation that provider 

has acquired during past interactions with the user, or the references from a third-

party. To manage the trust, ScubAA takes into account different metrics regarding 

the service agents, the user and the user’s request. The main contribution of 

ScubAA is that with the intention of evaluating trust, not only it considers the 

current degree of trust and the direct interaction rating, but also utilizes third-

party references from both trustors, in terms of their trust values, and trustees, 
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with regard to their relations with the current trustor.  Furthermore, the proposed 

method does not utilize the trust values from all third parties, yet it only employs 

those third parties that are related to the trustees and trustor of interest within a 

given context. 

We apply the theory of Human Plausible Reasoning (HPR) [22, 60] to manage the 

trust for agent-based systems. HPR utilizes hierarchies to represent the 

knowledge. To reason, HPR introduces several transformation functions that 

traverse the knowledge hierarchies. Moreover, it associates a number of certainty 

values to each piece of knowledge and transformations function. In our work, we 

only utilize one certainty parameter to define how trustworthy each service agent 

is. HPR also supports the concept of context for both elements of hierarchy and 

transformation function. One interesting feature of the HPR theory is that it can 

infer from incomplete and inconsistent data. The subjective nature of trust leads 

to the fact that HPR will be beneficial to address a trust management problem. 

Also, as mentioned before, another issue is how to identify related entities (users 

or service agents). In ScubAA, the evaluated trust for each trustee is the 

aggregation of the current trust, the direct interaction rating and any third-party 

references from entities with whom the trustor or trustee has a relation. ScubAA 

infers the relations between entities by applying the HPR transformation 

functions to its knowledge base for a given context. The context itself is derived 

from both the submitted request and profile of the trustor. It provides some 

semantics for the HPR transformation functions. Context is beneficial in this 

process in the sense that it eliminates the third-parties that do not belong to the 
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current identified context. As a result, it ensures that the third-party references 

are only accepted from entities that have some common knowledge with the 

trustor. For every submitted request, ScubAA adjusts and improves its knowledge 

base by inferring new trust and similarity information. 

 Sample Application 

This chapter also presents the details of our case study of Web search.  In this 

experiment, ScubAA helps the user submit his query to the most trusted search 

engines. ScubAA firstly identifies the context of the query, and then by employing 

HPR finds the most trusted search engines in that context. These engines are 

sorted according to their degree of trust which is obtained by merging three 

metrics: the current value of trust, the precision of the retrieved results as the 

direct interaction rating, and third-party references from related users and from 

related search engines. 

 Arguments 

One may argue that our test case is similar to the meta-search in which the results 

returned from several search engines are combined into a single result set before 

being presented to the user. We would like to note that our work is different in the 

sense that, in contrast to existing meta-search engines [95], we do not aggregate 

the documents returned from the search engines into one result set. In fact, we do 

not process the returned documents. Yet, for each search engine, we reason to 

calculate a trust value according to the judgments of the user, and, then, by 
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aggregating this value with the reference trust values from other related agents, 

we obtain the value of trust. The calculated trust value is then used to sort the 

search engines. Then, the user’s query is forwarded to some of the most trusted 

agents for retrieval. 

3. Generic Framework of ScubAA  

The goal of ScubAA is to aid the user obtain the best results to his request by 

forwarding it to the most trusted services only. To determine these trusted 

services for a user U, ScubAA answers the following HPR question: 

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠(U) = {? }, 𝐶𝑥 = 𝑐. The result of answering such question is a list 

of the most trusted service agents associated to the same context c. The list is 

sorted w.r.t the certainty parameter γ that indicates how trustworthy each agent 

is. To answer the above question, the following information must be available in 

the Knowledge Base. 

 The hierarchy of service agents. 

 The hierarchy of users. 

 The relations between the hierarchy of users and hierarchy of agents. 

These relations represent the “trust” information. For example, if 𝑈𝑖 is 

related to  𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑗  then 𝑈𝑖 trusts 𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑗  to some extent. We express this 

relation with a new descriptor called TrustedAgent, i.e. 

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑈𝑖) =  {𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑗}. 
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 The certainty parameter γ affecting each transformation and each 

statement. 

 The context for every transformation function. 

 Optionally, similarity relations between users and between service agents 

that represent references from third-parties. 

 Software Architecture of ScubAA 

As depicted in Figure IV.1, ScubAA manages the trust for the service agents system. 

Each service agent in the MAS is responsible for interacting with an external 

service provider, i.e. there’s a one-to-one relationship between service agents and 

the external service providers. To this end, the service agent transforms the 

request to the format acceptable by the corresponding external provider, 

transmits the request using proper protocols, and finally interprets the returning 

results to the inner representation. The External Service Providers are the services 

the user request will be sent to. They are external to the system, i.e. ScubAA does 

not know how they work. They also represent the open system for which the trust 

management has been requested. 
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Figure IV.1. High level Architecture of ScubAA  
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 Workflow of ScubAA 

First the user, a human or any software system, issues his information needs in 

terms of a request to ScubAA. The request is then sent to the Context Identifier 

component that produces the context based on the request and the user’s profile. 

For each user, ScubAA maintains a profile which stores different properties 

regarding how the user is willing to interact with ScubAA. Moreover, after 

identifying the context, the request along with the context detected for that 

request is stored in the user’s profile. Subsequently, the HPR Engine determines 

the sorted list of trusted agents according to the identified context and the 

hierarchies currently in the KB. 

The task of answering the user’s request is then delegated to the proper service 

agents with respect to the list created by HPR engine. Each service agent interacts 

with its corresponding external service provider.  The results returned from the 

service providers are then sent to the result pruner. Result pruner sends all the 

results that were returned from the service agents to the KB updater. However, 

not all the result may be shown to the user, i.e. according to user’s trust threshold 

(U.T.T.) value, the result pruner will show to user only those results that were sent 

from service agents with a trust value greater than U.T.T. At this point, the user 

provides his feedback, in terms of rating the interaction, for each service agent that 

is shown to him. Based on these judgments, the KB Updater component produces 

new HPR trust statements along with their adjusted certainty parameters to be 
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added to the KB. Moreover, the new SIM relations between users and between 

service agents along with their certainty parameters are also added to the KB. 

 Components of ScubAA 

3.3.1. Context Identifier 

The context of a request plays a key role in ScubAA due to the fact that the third-

party references are only taken into consideration if they have been sent from a 

related entity, either a trustor or trustee, in that context. In ScubAA, as shown in 

Algorithm IV.1, the context is identified according to two entities: the user’s 

request and profile. Moreover, due to the fact that the identifying context for a 

request is not always deterministic, Algorithm IV.1 also returns λCx as the degree 

of certainty that C is the context. λCx will have a value between zero and one 

(λCx ∈ [0, 1]). 

Inputs: R //Request, Ui //User 

Output: <C, λCx> //Context 

Resources: UPDB //User Profile DataBase 

{ 

1. Retrieve Ui’s profile from UPDB 

2. Determine S = semantics of R 

3. Determine C according to R, Ui’s profile, and S 

4. Set λCx to be the degree of certainty of C. 

5. Return <C, λCx> 

} 

Algorithm IV.1. Context Identifier 
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3.3.1.1. Request Properties 

The context of a request depends on its properties such as semantics, content 

length and type. Regarding the semantics, there exists a number of methods [80-

83] to acquire such information from the user's request. [83] introduces a rule-

based method to detect the domain of SMSs sent from mobile devices by 

incorporating an n-gram tokenization approach. In [80], the authors present an 

approach to identify the intention of users’ queries to a search engine by 

classifying them into categories. The classification is done according to both 

feedbacks from the search engine and linguistic properties of the query. [82] 

proposes a semantic-based Information Retrieval (IR) system. It first analyzes the 

user’s query to extract its semantics elements such as subject, object and 

predicates. It then determines the semantics through three steps: content 

summarization, semantic identification and semantic pattern construction. [81] 

exposes a technique for identifying the context of the related work section of 

research articles. It employs a supervised learning approach to model the 

sequential flow of sentences in this section. Then, by applying a generalization 

method, it transforms the sentences into a number of features that form the 

context of the sentence.  

On the other hand, we may note that the semantics of a request may also be the 

type of information the user is looking for. As an example, consider an IR 

application in which the request is presented as a query. The semantics of the 

sample query “NBA First Draft pick 1990” can be identified as “Sports”. 
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3.3.1.2. User Profile  

The user’s profile provides information to aid identifying the context of a request. 

For instance, ScubAA may store a variety of data such as user’s configurations that 

govern how he prefers to interact with the system, the history of user’s 

interactions, his preferred language, etc. The user profile database maintains the 

history of user interactions by storing every request along with its context. This 

history will be later used to find similar users. In addition to these domain specific 

properties, ScubAA stores the User’s Trust Threshold (UTT) that is used to prune 

the list of trusted service agents. For example, regarding the IR application 

mentioned above, the profile may enable the user to choose his desired language 

for the results. This will provide a more informed context such as “Sports in 

French”.  

 There are a huge number of researches in this field [96-98]. For instance, [98] 

introduces a system to make IT services and resources available for users 

according to the context. To this end, it maintains for each user a profile including 

when, where and how a service was used as well as basic information to retrieve 

users and services. 

3.3.2. HPR Engine  

The HPR engine consists of two modules. The first module is responsible for 

storing and traversing the hierarchies. It accepts as input a set of HPR statements. 

It parses the statements in order to extract the elements of each node, argument, 
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descriptor and referent, as well as the certainty parameters and any related 

context. Furthermore, this module traverses the hierarchies to find the nodes as 

the result of HPR transformation function. The second module is the inference 

module that answers a plausible question. The following statements are two 

sample questions. 

𝐼𝑠𝐴(𝑆𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒) = {? }         

𝐻𝑎𝑠𝐴(? ) = {𝐵𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑒}                                

The reasoning module answers these questions by returning a list of proper nodes 

as described in the core theory. The results are returned along with the certainty 

parameters. For instance, considering the hierarchy of Example 1, the HPR engine 

returns “Games” when the second question is submitted. 

3.3.2.1. HPR Engine Workflow 

With regards to the ATM field, we present the four main steps (cf. Algorithm IV.2) 

of the HPR Engine to determine the most trusted agents for the current user Ui, 

and for a given context, C. 

a) Finding Trusted Agents w.r.t. Current Value of Trust 

First, the HPR engine extracts from the KB all the trusted agents X of Ui by 

finding the “TrustedAgent(Ui)= X” relations. The certainty parameters 

returned with each result is considered as the trust value of X at that 

moment.  
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b) Finding Trusted Agents w.r.t. Third Party References from Users 

In this step, the engine performs HPR transformation functions on Ui to find 

related users Uj. Then, for each Uj, it finds all its trusted agents Y. The value 

of the certainty parameter of Y is computed depending on the 

transformation function being used. If it is a GEN/SPEC, the value of γ is 

calculated by multiplying the current certainty parameter value by the 

GenSpecFactor tuning parameter. Otherwise, if a SIM transformation has been 

employed, the resulting γ is the product of three values: the current value 

of γ, the certainty parameter value of the SIM relation in KB, γSIM, and the 

value of λCx which indicates the degree of certainty of the current context. 

If Y already exists in the result list, i.e. there are other evidences which state 

that Ui trusts Y, we use an aggregation function F1: [0,1]n → [0,1] to merge 

those into a single quantitative value. A number of aggregation functions, 

such as fuzzy logics [99, 100], Dempster-Shafer theory [23], Fuzzy OWA 

[101], may be used.  

c) Finding Trusted Agents w.r.t. Third Party References from Agents 

Now, for each agent X in the result list, the engine, in a similar way as 

related users, finds the related agents by applying HPR transformation 

functions on X. This will result in a list of agents Z. Then, it calculates the 

certainty parameter value in the same way as related users via applying an 

aggregation function on existing evidences.  
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d) Pruning the Trusted Agents List 

Finally, before returning the list of trusted agents, HPR Engine prunes the 

list so that it only includes those agents with a trust certainty value greater 

than a threshold. For this reason, ScubAA uses the minimum value of S.T.T. 

and U.T.T. tuning parameters as the threshold to choose which agents the 

request must be forwarded to. The resulting list will also be sent to the 

KB Updater in order to improve the SIM certainty values. 

3.3.2.2. Tuning Parameters 

a) GenSpecFactor 

GenSpecFactor is used to adjust the certainty parameter value of the 

statements inferred from a GEN and SPEC transformation function. This 

parameter has a value between zero and one (𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 ∈ [0, 1]). 

One way of finding the related nodes, Nrel, of a given node, N, is to navigate 

up in the hierarchy that N belongs to by performing a GEN transformation. 

Let’s name the parent node Np. Then, by applying a SPEC transformation on 

Np, we will get all siblings of N as the related notes. Now, suppose the 

certainty parameter value for N equals γN. In order to adjust the certainty 

value of each Nrel, we multiply γN by GenSpecFactor (𝛾𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑙
= 𝛾𝑁 ×

𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑡𝑟). In this research we have assigned the value of 0.3 to this 

parameter.  
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b) User Trust Threshold (U.T.T.) 

Each user can define a threshold through which he expresses a lower 

bound for degree of trust of a trusted agent. In other words, an agent must 

gain a degree of trust at least equal to UTT in order to be considered as 

trusted for that user. U.T.T. has a value between zero and one (𝑈. 𝑇. 𝑇. ∈

[0, 1]), and is stored in the user’s profile database. 

c) System Trust Threshold (S.T.T.) 

S.T.T. is another threshold that affects pruning of the list of trusted agents. 

S.T.T.  is a threshold defined system-wise, i.e. has the same value for all the 

users. The main purpose of S.T.T. is to include those agents that have fairly 

high degree of trust, but below the U.T.T. in the list of trusted agents, and, 

therefore, make it possible to update their degree of trust. We explain S.T.T. 

with an example. Suppose the list of trusted agents, w.r.t. Ui’s request, 

contains the following four service agents. 

 𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 = {(𝐴1, 0.83), (𝐴2, 0.78), (𝐴3, 0.47), (𝐴4, 0.23)} 

Also, suppose Ui has set his U.T.T. to 0.50.  Therefore, A3 and A4 will not be 

included in the pruned list. Moreover, since the request will not be sent to 

the A3, its degree of trust will not be modified. Now, suppose we were able 

to prune this list in such a way that A3 was also included. . In this case, the 

system would include A3 in the pruned list of trusted agents. Therefore, 

ScubAA would be able to update A3’s degree of trust. This is achieved by 
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utilizing S.T.T. More precisely, we prune the list according to the minimum 

value of S.T.T. and U.T.T.  

The important point of using S.T.T. is the fact that it must be an invisible 

parameter from the user’s point of view, i.e. the user must not see any 

effects caused by the S.T.T. in the results he is getting from ScubAA. To this 

end, as stated before, the Result Pruner component will only send to the 

GUI the results from those service agents with a degree of trust greater than 

U.T.T. Thus, in our simple example, the user will only see the result sent 

from A1 and A2 only. However, ScubAA, through the KB Updater component, 

will be able to use the results provided by A3 to update the KB. 

3.3.2.3. HPR Engine Algorithm 

With regards to our ATM application, Algorithm IV.2 describes how ScubAA uses 

the HPR engine to find the trusted agents for user Ui in a specific context C.  Figure 

IV.2 shows the roles of entities as used in Algorithm IV.2 by considering users as 

trustors and service agents as trustees. The goal here is to find newer possible 

relations between users and agents. We generate such relations as denoted in 

Figure IV.2. HPR engine tries to find the related users or agents by applying the 

transformation functions on HPR statements available in the KB. When 

implementing ScubAA for a specific application, we only need to dpecify the two 

aggregation functions F1 and F2. 
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Figure IV.2.  a) Before Process   b) After Process: Generated Trust Relations 

Inputs: Ui //User,               GenSpecFactor //Tuning Parameter 

UTT //User Trust Threshold, STT //System Trust Threshold 

     <C, λCx> //Context and its certainty  

Output: HPRList //Ranked List of Trusted Service Agents 

Resources: KB //Knowledge Base 

{ 

1. HPRList = {} 

// Find Trusted Agents X w.r.t. Current Trust Values 

2. Add to HPRList(X, [γ=γx]) such that  

“TrustedAgent(Ui)= X,[γ=γx]”  ∈ KB 

   // Find Trusted Agents Y w.r.t. Third-Party References from Users 

3. For each related user Uj of Ui by applying HPR transformations 

do { 

3.1. Find agent Y such that  

“TrustedAgent(Uj)= Y,[γ=γcurrent]”   ∈ KB 

3.2. For GEN/SPEC:  γtrans = γcurrent * GenSpecFactor 

3.3. For SIM:  γtrans = γcurrent * γSIM * λCx  

3.4. if (Y,[γ=γylist]) ∈  HPRList 

          then { 

remove (Y,[γ=γylist]) from HPRList 

γy = F1(γylist, γtrans) 

    } 

          else γy = γtrans 

3.5. add (Y,[γ=γy]) to HPRList 

} 
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   // Find Trusted Agents Z w.r.t. Third-Party References from Agents 

4. For each (X,[γ=γx]) in HPRList do{ 

4.1. Find related agent Z of X by applying HPR 

transformations 

4.1.1. For GEN/SPEC: γtrans = γx * GenSpecFactor 

4.1.2. For SIM: γtrans = γx * γSIM * λCx 

4.2. if (Z,[γ=γzlist]) ∈ HPRList 

               then { 

remove (Y,[γ=γylist]) from HPRList 

γy = F2(γylist, γtrans) 

} 

               else γz = γtrans 

4.3. add (Z,[γ=γz]) to HPRList 

} 

5. Sort HPRList according to the certainty parameter γ 

6. Prune HPRList according to min(UTT, STT) 

7. Return HPRList 

} 

Algorithm IV.2. HPR Engine 

3.3.3. KB Updater  

This component updates the current trust values for existing trust relations when 

the interaction rating values have been submitted by the user. In addition, 

according to the results returned from each agent as well as the history of user’s 

requests, it finds the SIM relations between the user and service agents and then 

adds them to KB along with their adjusted certainty values. This component 

performs three major tasks described below.  
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3.3.3.1. Updating Current Trust value w.r.t. Interaction Rating Values 

After the user rates the interaction with each service agent, the ratings are added 

to the KB, regarding the current user, Ui, and the corresponding service agent, 

Ai: 𝑈𝑖   𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠  𝐴𝑖    [𝛾 = 𝛾𝑛𝑒𝑤]. However, if such a relation already exists in 

the KB, in order to calculate the new trust value, the KB Updater applies an 

aggregation function 𝐹3: [0,1]𝑛 ⟶ [0,1]. Note that the aggregation functions used 

in HPR engine and the ones employed in this component can be the same or 

different. 

3.3.3.2. Updating Agents’ SIM Certainty Values 

Now, the certainty values for agent similarity relations will be updated. This 

component first gets the degree of similarity (𝛾𝑠𝑖𝑚) of each pair of service agents 

in the result list. To this end, we define the operator ⊕ that accepts as input two 

results, which are returned from the agents, and returns a single quantitative 

value in the interval [0, 1]. The implementation of this operator depends heavily 

on the domain of application. For instance, if these results are represented as sets, 

one may define the ⊕ operator as follows: 

𝐴 ⊕ 𝐵 =
|𝐴∩𝐵|

|𝐴∪𝐵|
              

Secondly, the KB Updater adjusts the SIM certainty parameter value of each pair 

of service agents if such SIM relation is already in the KB. It is important to take 

into account the context of the request whenever the values are to be updated, i.e. 

the system updates the SIM values only for those with the same context as the 
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current context. So, it uses an aggregation function, F4, to merge the old and new 

certainty values, 𝛾𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡and 𝛾𝑠𝑖𝑚, into one single value γnew.  

𝐴𝑖         𝑆𝐼𝑀     𝐴𝑗     [𝛾 = 𝛾𝑛𝑒𝑤],     𝐶𝑥 = 𝐶              

3.3.3.3. Updating Users’ SIM Certainty Values 

The KB Updater must improve the SIM certainty values w.r.t. users as well. For this 

purpose, it refers to the history of users’ interactions with ScubAA. There are many 

researches investigating how the similarity between two users can be evaluated 

according to their history of interactions. [102], for instance, introduces a method 

for personalized social matching by using users’ explicit information and implicit 

relations to other users. In order to find similar users, it employs an instance-

based learning algorithm based on the attributes of users’ profile. Each attribute 

is assigned a weight which equals the percentage of users who have provided a 

value for that particular attribute. Then, by applying a weighted summation 

operator over all the attributes, the similarity score between two users is 

calculated. [103] finds the similarity between users by mining their geographical 

location history. Some other researches, besides the geographical location, take 

into account other aspects of the system, such as the activities. For instance [104] 

defines nine sources of information in a social network. 

ScubAA utilizes a combined average method to calculate this value. Suppose we 

would like to find out how similar two users, Ui and Uj, are.  The history of their 

interactions is shown in Figure IV.3 where Cx1, Cx2, …, Cxm denote m different 
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contexts, and niz represents the number of requests that have been submitted by 

Ui in context Cxz. 

 

Figure IV.3. Sample History of Interactions 

Then, given a context Cxk, ScubAA determines how similar Ui and Uj are in Cxk by 

calculating the average ratio of requests in Cxk to all the requests submitted by the 

two users: 

𝑁𝑖 = ∑ 𝑛𝑖𝑘

𝑘

 

𝛾𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑈𝑖 , 𝑈𝑗, 𝐶𝑥𝑘) = {
0              𝑖𝑓   𝑛𝑖𝑘×𝑛𝑗𝑘=0

𝑛𝑖𝑘 + 𝑛𝑗𝑘

𝑁𝑖 + 𝑁𝑗
         𝑖𝑓  𝑛𝑖𝑘×𝑛𝑗𝑘≠0

 

where Ni is the total number of requests submitted by Ui in all contexts. However, 

if such a relation between those two users already exists in the KB, the KB Updater 

utilizes F5 as an aggregation function in order to merge the certainty parameter 

values of the existing SIM relation with the newly generated one into γsim. The 

following statement will finally be added to the KB. 

𝑈𝑖         𝑆𝐼𝑀      𝑈𝑗          [𝛾 = 𝛾𝑠𝑖𝑚], 𝐶𝑥 = 𝐶 

Cx1: ni1

Cx2: ni2

Cx3: ni3

...

Cxm: nim

Ui Cx1: nj1

Cx2: nj2

Cx3: nj3

...

Cxm: njm

Uj
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Inputs: ResultSets //From Service Agents, C //Context, U //User, 

        UIR //User’s Interaction Rating, HPRList //From HPR Engine  

Output: void 

Resources: KB //Knowledge Base, UPDB //Users’ Profile Database 

{ 

1. For each ri in ResultSets  do{ 

1.1. Normalize UIR of ri into γint such that γint ∈ [0,1] 

1.2. Let Ai be the corresponding service agent of ri 

     

     //----------------  Update Trust Values  ----------------- 

1.3. Get γcurrent from HPRList such that (Ai,γcurrent) ∈ HPRList 

1.4. γnew =  F3(γcurrent, γint) 

1.5. Add “TrustedAgent(U)={Ai}, [γ = γnew]” to KB 

} 

   // Update SIM Certainty Parameter Values for Service Agents  

2. For each pair of results (ri, rj) in ResultSets do{ 

2.1. Let Ai and Aj be service agents of  ri and rj 

2.2. 𝛾𝑠𝑖𝑚  = 𝑟𝑖  ⊕  𝑟𝑗  such that 𝛾𝑠𝑖𝑚 ∈ [0, 1] 

2.3. If “Ai SIM Aj, Cx = C, [γ = γcurrent]”  ∈  KB 

       then γnew = F4(γcurrent, γsim)  

       else γnew = γsim 

2.4. Add “Ai SIM Aj, Cx = C, [γ = γnew]” to KB. 

} 

    // Update SIM Certainty Parameter Values for Users 

3. For each user Uj such that Ui ≠ Uj{ 

3.1. ni= No. of requests submitted by Ui in C from UPDB 

3.2. nj= No. of requests submitted by Uj in C from UPDB 

3.3. Ni= No. of all requests submitted by Ui from UPDB 

3.4. Nj= No. of all requests submitted by Uj from UPDB 

3.5. 𝛾𝑠𝑖𝑚 =
𝑛𝑖 + 𝑛𝑗

𝑁𝑖 + 𝑁𝑗
 

3.6. If “Ui SIM Uj, Cx=C, [γ=γcurrent]” ∈ KB 

      then γnew = F5(γcurrent, γsim) 

      else ynew = γsim 

3.7. Add “Ui SIM Uj, Cx=C, [γ= γnew]” to KB 

} 

} 

Algorithm IV.3. KB Updater 
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3.3.3.4. KB Updater Algorithm  

In Algorithm IV.3, for each item in the result sets, the KB Updater normalizes the 

user’s interaction rating value into γint. Then, it updates the KB by adding the trust 

relation between the users and corresponding service agent as well as adjusting 

the SIM certainty parameters regarding similar users and similar service agents.  

When implementing ScubAA for an ATM application, the three aggregation 

functions and the operator ⊕ should be defined. 

3.3.4. The Cold Start Problem 

The cold start problem [90] refers to the case where there is no information 

available to the system to infer. This problem usually happens at the beginning of 

the operation of the system. ScubAA faces the cold start problem. Initially, the KB 

only contains two independent hierarchies of agents and users. However, ScubAA 

needs to relate these two hierarchies to find trust relations. As a result, for the first 

query submitted to ScubAA, there are no trust evidences w.r.t. to current trust 

values of service agents and third party references. 

Cold start problem has been explored by a number of researches. For example, 

[90] presents a similarity metric based on neural network learning to address the 

cold start problem w.r.t. users. [47] finds the similarity according to only the other 

users’ rating information in the core process of content filtering. As mentioned in 

[47], this approach introduces more risk and complexity comparing to other 

approaches that utilize additional information such as those provided by the 
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user’s profile and user’s tags. [91] introduces a probabilistic approach which, by 

applying the EM algorithm [105], collaborative and content information can be 

merged. The result of this merging process is used to fit the model into data.  

To address this issue in ScubAA, we use a uniform probability distribution 

function to assign the initial trust value to the service agents. In other words, all 

the agents in the MAS have the same probability for being considered as trusted. 

Thus, for each user U and for each agent A, we add the following HPR statement to 

the KB at the time of setting up the system. 

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑈) =  𝐴, [𝛾 =
1

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟  𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
]                 

 A Summary 

Figure IV.4 summarizes the trust management process in three steps. The first 

step indicates the available information in the KB. Note that, at this point, there is 

a TrustedAgent relation defined between user Ui and only agent X.  Moreover, the 

<RELATED> notation represents two types of relations between two nodes: 

 The two nodes may be related because there exists a SIM relation between 

those two in the KB, e.g. “X  SIM  Z  [γ=γrel_agent]   Cx=C”.  

 The HPR engine can find two <RELATED> nodes if they are siblings. 

Consider the statement “Ui <RELATED>  Uj   [γ=γrel_user] Cx=C”. By applying a 

GEN transformation on Ui, and then a SPEC transformation on the result of 

GEN, all siblings Uj of Ui will be retrieved as <RELATED> nodes. 
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Figure IV.4. Three Step Summary 

Then, the HPR engine generates the list (HPRList) of all trusted agents of Ui which 

are ranked based on their degree of trust, the value of γ certainty parameter.  

Finally, the KB Updater produces new HPR statements based on the HPRList and 

the interaction rating values. The new statements are the TrustedAgents relations 

between Ui and trusted agents in the HPRList along with their newly calculated 

trust values. In addition, KB Updater builds new SIM relations between Ui and all 

other users Uk in the identified context, and also the SIM relations between agents 

in the HPRList w.r.t. context C. 

KB

•TrustedAgent(Ui) = {X}     [γ=γX_current]

•X      <RELATED>    Z   [γ=γrel_agent]        Cx=C

•Ui <RELATED> Uj [γ=γrel_user]          Cx=C

•TrustedAgent(Uj) = {Y}    [γ=γY_current]
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•( X, γX_list )

•( Y, γY_list )
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•TrustedAgent(Ui) = {X}      [γ=γX_new]

•TrustedAgent(Ui) = {Y}      [γ=γY_new]
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•Ui SIM Uk [γ=γsimik]           Cx=C
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•X        SIM        Z         [γ=γsimXZ]          Cx=C

•Y        SIM        Z         [γ=γsimYZ]          Cx=C
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4. Implementing ScubAA for Web Search 

In this Section, we implement ScubAA specifically for Web search as shown in 

Figure IV.5.  More precisely, we use a number of search engines, Google7, Yahoo8 

and Bing9, as our external service providers. We fully implement the Service Agent 

System with the CAPNET agent development platform [84]. We also developed in 

C#.Net a friendly GUI, a HPR engine, the Context Identifier component, and the KB 

Updater component which uses the precision measure as a method to rate the 

users’ interaction. We identify the context as the combination of the semantics and 

the language of the query. 

 Web Search 

The plentiful content of WWW is useful to millions. Some simply browse the Web 

through entry points such as Yahoo!. But many information seekers use a search 

engine to carry out their Web activities. In this case, the user submits a query, 

typically a list of keywords, and receives a list of Web pages that may be relevant, 

typically pages that contain the keywords. Search engines utilize a mathematical 

model to find the most relevant Web pages to the user’s query. This model returns 

a quantitative value to indicate the degree of relevancy.  

                                                        
7 - http://www.google.com 
8 - http://www.yahoo.com 
9 - http://www.bing.com 
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Figure IV.5. ScubAA for Web search 
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Then, the results are sorted based on this value. The process is based on the 

characteristics of both the Web site and query. Since natural languages are 

ambiguous, it is not guaranteed that the higher ranked Web pages are the most 

relevant [106]. Moreover, search engines use different algorithms to crawl, index, 

retrieve and rank Web pages. Therefore for the same query, each search engine 

may return different Web pages and in different order. Search engines may return 

more relevant results for a specific type of query depending on how they crawl 

and index Web pages. For instance, a certain search engine may return better 

results for blogs while another engine works better for news pages. As an example, 

Google has a scholar component that searches through academic materials while 

Yahoo! lacks such a specific component.  Thus, it is more likely that Google will 

return more relevant results for the scholar queries. Therefore, a context derived 

from properties of the user’s query, and the search engine is required in order to 

find the search engine that returns the results more relevant results. 

 Service Agent System 

ScubAA forwards the submitted request to a set of search engines for which users 

have already rated as trustworthy and associated to the same context. We develop 

a SAS in which each agent is responsible for querying one of the three search 

engines.  After getting the results back, each agent changes them into a unique 

format usable by our GUI.  We employ the multi-agent framework CAPNET [84] to 

implement the SAS. CAPNET is FIPA-Compliant10, and thus agents written in other 

                                                        
10 - http://www.fipa.org/ 
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FIPA-Compliant development frameworks, like JADE [65] and JACK [85], can join 

our MAS. Consequently, there will be no restriction for the programming language 

used to implement the agents in SAS. We implement in C#.Net the open APIs of the 

three search engines. These APIs allow us to query a wide range of categories of 

information including Web, videos, images, etc. However, in our experiment, we 

only query the Web. 

 User Profile Database 

Each user profile, managed with Microsoft SQL Server, stores the following 

information as illustrated in Figure IV.6. Firstly, it stores the user’s preferred 

translator that has one of the two values of “Babylon11” or “Google Translate12”. If 

the submitted query is not in English, it is sent to the preferred translation service 

to get the equivalent English query which will be used to query the search engines. 

Secondly, this component stores the history of all the user’s queries along with 

their identified contexts. Finally, the profile stores the user trust threshold used 

by the HPR engine to prune the list of trusted service agents.  

                                                        
11 - http://translation.babylon.com/persian/to-english/ 
12 - http://translate.google.com/#auto|fa| 
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Figure IV.6. User Profile Database 

 GUI 

The user interacts with our application of ScubAA for Web search through a GUI 

that we develop as a Web-based application in C#.Net. Via the GUI, the user enters 

his query and also selects its domain (such as Sports, Economics, Scholar, Scientific 

and General). This information is then submitted to ScubAA after the user chooses 

the “Search Web” option.  The GUI displays the results returned from each trusted 

search engine in a separate tab. In our implementation, the user can judge the first 

20 results returned from each service agent. Indeed, the user indicates whether or 

not the result is relevant to his query.  From the IR perspective, there are a number 

of measures for evaluating a Web search system such as Precision and Recall 

which are used the most [79]. We consider ScubAA for Web search as a high 

precision search system in which the goal is to increase the precision as much as 

possible. Precision is the ratio of the number of documents judged by the user as 

relevant to the total number of retrieved documents. We utilize the precision of 

retrieval based on these judgments as the direct interaction rating value for that 
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search engine regarding current user and current context. Figure IV.7 shows a 

snapshot of our GUI.  

 Context Identifier  

The context of the user’s request is a combination of the semantics and language 

of the query. Identifying the semantics of the query is beyond the scope of this 

research.  In ScubAA for Web search, the semantics of the query is just its domain. 

We let the user select the query’s domain from a predefined list of domains. This 

will result in the fact that the degree of certainty of the context, λCx, for every query 

is always equals 1. 

 HPR Engine 

We develop the HPR engine as a generic implementation of the HPR theory and 

which can be used for any kind of HPR applications [9]. However, the only 

limitation is the format of the hierarchy we currently support. In our 

implementation, each line of the KB file represents a statement along with its 

associated certainty parameter. However, if there is a context associated to a 

statement it will be added as a new statement with the format shown below. Each 

line starts with a unique sequential number that denotes the order of that 

statement in the KB. For example, we express the HPR statement  "𝐼𝑠𝐴(𝐵𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑒) =

{𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠}, 𝛾 = 0.63, 𝐶𝑥 = 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠” as follows: 

35   𝐵𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑒    𝐼𝑠𝐴    𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠     [𝛾 = 0.63] 

36  ∗ (35)      𝐶𝑋      𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠     [𝛾 = 0.99] 
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Figure IV.7. Snapshot of the GUI of ScubAA 
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 KB Updater based on Precision  

In this specific implementation, we specify the three aggregation functions of 

Algorithm IV.3. The KB Updater modifies the KB by applying an average operator 

for the aggregation function F3: 

𝛾𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝐹3(𝛾𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 , 𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑡) = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝛾𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 , 𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑡) 

                                                 = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝛾𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 ,  𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)              

The KB Updater updates the values for SIM relations as well. To do so, for each 

pair of trusted agents < 𝐴𝑖 , 𝐴𝑗 >, it counts the number of common URLs in the 

results returned from each agent. This value is then normalized according to the 

number of results returned from each agent (20 in this case), and is used as the 

SIM certainty value. In other words, regarding the current context C, if there is a 

total number of u common URLs in the results returned from Ai and Aj, the 

following HPR statement is added to the KB: 

𝐴𝑖   𝑆𝐼𝑀 𝐴𝑗, [𝛾 =
𝑢

20
] ,     𝐶𝑥 = 𝐶 

If such relation already exists in the KB, we use the average of the old value for γ 

and the normalized value of u as the new value of γ: 

𝛾𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝐹4(𝛾𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 , 𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑡) = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝛾𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 , 𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑡) = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝛾𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 , 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛) 

Finally, the similarity between Ui and other users will be calculated.  As described 

in Algorithm IV.3, KB Updater calculates the value for γsim. The aggregation 
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function F5 to combine the new value with the ones already available in the KB is 

defined below: 

𝛾𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝐹5(𝛾𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 , 𝛾𝑠𝑖𝑚) = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝛾𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 , 𝛾𝑠𝑖𝑚) 

5. A Case Study of Web Search 

In our specific implementation of ScubAA for Web search, the goal is to search the 

Web as exhaustive as possible. On the other hand, we do not intend to provide the 

user with a huge amount of information, yet we return to the user the information 

from a set of trustworthy search services. In addition, we provide the user the 

capability of submitting a query in Persian language and get the results in English  

 Configurations of ScubAA 

In this experiment, we have four users whose profiles are given in Table 1. For 

instance, U1 has chosen “Google Translator” as his preferred translation service, 

and set his U.T.T. to 65%. This latter implies that each service agent has to gain a 

trust value greater that 65% in order to be considered trusted for this user.  Here 

we set the value of GenSpecFactor to 0.3, and the S.T.T. to 0.2.  

Figure IV.8 shows the hierarchy of a number of services agents and users as well 

as the corresponding KB in the format acceptable by our HPR engine. The 

statements #35 to #46 are initially added to the KB in order to address the cold 

start problem. Since there are three agents in the SAS, we have the probability of 

33% as the initial γ certainty value for each of these service agents per user. 
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Table IV.1.  Users' Profiles 

User Preferred Translator Trust Threshold History 

U1 Google Translator 65% ф 

U2 Google Translator 83% ф 

U3 Babylon 47% ф 

U4 Google Translator 30% ф 

 Experiments 

We will explain our experimentation with two example iterations. The first 

example describes the process for the first iteration where the only trust 

statements in the KB are those added to address the cold start problem (#35 to 

#46). The second example, however, shows one of the consecutive iterations 

where a number of new trust relations have been added to KB. 

5.2.1. First Iteration 

The first iteration was performed by U4. He submitted the query “پرفروش ترین فیلم”. 

According to U4’ profile, ScubAA, firstly, submits this query to the Babylon 

translator service. The resulting English query is “The most selling film”. He has 

also selected “General” as the domain of information he is seeking for.  
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KB for Web Search 

----------------------------------------------- 

1 Agents   HasA   Search Engine   [γ=0.99] 

2 Agents   HasA   Web Sites       [γ=0.99] 

3 Agents   HasA   Translator      [γ=0.99] 

4 Google   IsA   Search Engine      [γ=0.99] 

5 Bing     IsA   Search Engine      [γ=0.99] 

6 Yahoo!   IsA   Search Engine      [γ=0.99] 

                           ... 

17 Babylon          IsA   Translator [γ=0.99] 

18 GoogleTranslator IsA   Translator [γ=0.99] 

                           ... 

31 U1   IsA    User  [γ=0.99] 

32 U2   IsA    User  [γ=0.99] 

33 U3   IsA    User  [γ=0.99] 

34 U4   IsA    User  [γ=0.99] 

 

          ------------- Cold Start -------------- 

35 TrustedAgent  U1   Google [γ=0.33] 

36 TrustedAgent  U2   Google [γ=0.33] 

                           ... 

45 TrustedAgent  U3   Bing  [γ=0.33] 

46 TrustedAgent  U4   Bing  [γ=0.33] 

Figure IV.8. Hierarchy of Agents and Users 
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Next, the context of this query, along with U.T.T., formatted as the tuple <U4, 

“General in Persian”, 0.30> is sent to the HPR Engine which, at this point, returns 

the list shown in Table IV.2 as the result of answering “TrustedAgent(U4) = {?}”. 

Table IV.2. Trusted Service Agents for U4 for the first query 

Agent Trust Value 

Google 0.33 

Bing 0.33 

Yahoo 0.33 

All these values are the result of direct hit to statements #38, #42, and #46. Next, 

the list needs to be pruned. Since th calculated trust value for all three service 

agents is greater than 20%, the minimum value of S.T.T. and U4’s trust threshold, 

𝑚𝑖𝑛(0.2, 0.3) = 0.2, the query is sent all three agents for retrieval. After getting 

the results back from each search engine, we display the results from all three 

agents. This is due to the fact that the computed trust values of all these agents are 

greater that the U4’s trust threshold, 30%. In next step, the user judges the results. 

The precision of judgments for this query per each search engine is provided in 

Table IV.3.  

Table IV.3. Precision values for the first query 

Agent #of Relevant Doc. Precision γ 

Google 16 0.8 (0.8 + 0.33)/2 = 0.56 

Bing 15 0.75 (0.75 + 0.33)/2 = 0.54 

Yahoo 11 0.55 (0.55 + 0.33)/2 = 0.44 
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Moreover, Table IV.3 shows the aggregated certainty parameter value calculated 

for each agent, regarding the current user’s interaction rating, by applying an 

average function. 

Then, KB Updater adds the following HPR statements to the KB.  

47    𝑈4    𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠    𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑒   [𝛾 = 0.56] 

48    𝑈4    𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠    𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑔        [𝛾 = 0.54] 

49    𝑈4    𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠    𝑌𝑎ℎ𝑜𝑜     [𝛾 = 0.44] 

In addition, KB updater updates the SIM certainty values as well. To this end, it 

compares the results returned from each pair of search engines. The number of 

common results for each pair is presented in Table IV.4. 

Table IV.4. No. of Common URLs for each pair of Search Engines 

Pair of Search Engines <Google, Bing> 
<Google, 

Yahoo> 
<Bing, Yahoo> 

#of common URLs returned 9 7 7 

SIM Certainty Parameter Value 0.45 0.35 0.35 

The following HPR statements will be added to the KB in the next step according 

to Table IV.4. 

50     𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑒    𝑆𝐼𝑀   𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑔   [𝛾 = 0.45] 

51    ∗ (50)      𝐶𝑋    𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛    [𝛾 = 0.99] 

52     𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑒    𝑆𝐼𝑀   𝑌𝑎ℎ𝑜𝑜   [𝛾 = 0.35] 

53    ∗ (52)      𝐶𝑋    𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛    [𝛾 = 0.99] 

54     𝑌𝑎ℎ𝑜𝑜    𝑆𝐼𝑀   𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑔   [𝛾 = 0.35] 

55    ∗ (54)      𝐶𝑋    𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛    [𝛾 = 0.99] 
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Finally, the KB updater tries to update the SIM certainty parameter values for 

related users. Since the interaction history of all other users is empty at the first 

iteration, there would be no calculation, and, thus, no other HPR statements will 

be added to the KB. 

5.2.2. Consecutive Iterations 

After a certain number of iterations, now user U1 enters a new query “NBA draft 

first pick 1990”.  At this point, the KB contains new information, in terms of new 

HPR statements, that has been generated after each interaction with a user. Figure 

IV.9 present some of these statements. ScubAA detects “Sports in English” as the 

context of U1’s query. Then, the user’s request, along with U.T.T., formatted as the 

following tuple is sent to the HPR engine:  <U1, “Sports in English”, 0.65>. 

325  U1   TrustedAgent   Google    [γ=0.85] 

326  U3   TrustedAgent   Bing      [γ=0.60] 

327  U1   SIM   U3    [γ=0.47] 

328  *(327)    CX   Sports in English   [γ=0.99] 

329  U3   TrustedAgent   Yahoo!    [γ=0.36] 

Figure IV.9. Trust and SIM Relations after a Number of Iterations 

The HPR engine first creates a list of trusted agents along with their calculated 

trust certainty values. In this example, the HPR engine returns the list given in 

Table IV.5. The first row is calculated from statement #325 of the KB given in 

Figure IV.9. However, the second and third entries are the result of third party 

references. We will only describe the process for acquiring Bing. The same process 

will result in adding Yahoo to the list. 
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Table IV.5. Trusted Agents for the Sample Query 

Agent Trust Value 

Google 0.85 

Bing 0.23 

Yahoo 0.10 

The following two justifications have been performed to get the trust value for 

Bing. The third one is performed due to the fact that for a single search engine 

Bing, the HPR engine has found two evidences. Thus, it needs to combine those 

evidences. 

 According to #33, the HPR engine applies a GEN transformation on U3 

which is the argument of #326. This operation results in “Users 

TrustedAgent  Bing  [γ=0.18]”. The certainty parameter value of this 

statement is calculated by multiplying the γ of #326 with GenSpecFactor of 

0.3. Then, a SPEC transformation is performed on the argument of this 

newly generated statement which results in: 

U1   TrustedAgent   Bing   [γ=0.18]                * 

 The second evidence is the result of a SIM transformation on #326 

according to #327 and #328 which indicate that, in the context “Sports in 

English”, U1 is similar to U3 with 47% of certainty. Based on Algorithm IV.3, 

γtrnas=0.6×0.47×1 = 0.28. Note that if a certainty parameter value equals 

0.99, we consider it as 1. Thus, a new evidence will be formed as follows: 

U1   TrustedAgent   Bing   [γ=0.28]                ** 
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 Finally, since there are two evidences for Bing, by employing an average 

function on the values of γ in * and **, the following trust statement will be 

returned: 

U1   TrustedAgent   Bing   [γ=0.23]  

In the next step, the query is forwarded to the service agents to retrieve the results. 

To prune the list of trusted agents, the minimum value of S.T.T. and U.T.T. is used: 

 𝑚𝑖𝑛(0.2, 0.65) = 0.2. However, according to U.T.T., Result Pruner will send to the 

GUI the results returned from Google only. 

5.2.3. Updating Trust Statements 

After showing the results from Google, U1 judges the top 20 results. The results of 

the judgment showed that, out of 20, there were 15 relevant pages. Thus, the 

precision of retrieval would be 75%.  Regarding U1, for the sample query, we have: 

𝛾𝑛𝑒𝑤 =
𝛾𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

2
=

0.85 + 0.75

2
= 0.80 

Finally, the following HPR statement indicating how much U1 trusts Google in the 

context of this query is added to the KB:   

330    𝑈1    𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡    𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑒   [𝛾 = 0.8]. 
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5.2.4. Updating SIM Certainty Values for Search Engines 

We compare the results returned from each pair of service agents in order to 

update the SIM certainty values. To this end, for every pair of search engines in the 

list of trusted agents with a trust value greater than S.T.T. we compare the 

returned URLs. According to the value of S.T.T. in this experiment, 0.2, we only 

compare the results returned from Google and Bing. The percentage of URLs in 

common between these two search engines is used as the value indicating how 

similar those two agents are in the current context.  

With regards to the query of this iteration, comparing the URLs returned from 

Google and Bing revealed that there are 9 common results. Therefore, the new 

value of γ for the SIM relation between Bing and Google, regarding the context of 

the query, “Sports in English”, is 0.45%. Finally, since KB did not contain any SIM 

relation between Google and Bing in the current context, no further action is 

required. Therefore, the following two statements were added to the KB: 

331   𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑔     𝑆𝐼𝑀    𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑒    [𝛾 = 0.45] 

332  ∗ (331)   𝐶𝑋    𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑖𝑠ℎ 

5.2.5. Updating SIM Certainty Parameter Values for Users 

According to Algorithm IV.3, ScubAA accesses the user profile database to get the 

required information regarding the users’ interaction history. At this point, the 

data returned from UPD is as follows: 
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Table IV.6. Interaction History of  Users 

 U1 U2 U3 U4 

No. of requests in context “Sports in English” 4 5 1 0 

No. of all requests (Ni) 12 8 5 7 

Based on Algorithm IV.3, we have the following γsim for <U1, U2>, <U1, U3>, and 

<U1, U4> in the context of the current query. 

𝛾𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑈1, 𝑈2, 𝐶𝑥) =
4 + 5

20
= 0.45 

𝛾𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑈1, 𝑈3, 𝐶𝑥) =
4 + 1

17
= 0.29 

𝛾𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑈1, 𝑈4, 𝐶𝑥) = 0 

𝛾𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢1, 𝑢4, 𝐶𝑥) has been evaluated to zero due to the fact that U4 had not 

submitted any queries in the current context (n1×n4=4×0=0). The following HPR 

statements, then, were added to KB regarding the similarity of U1 and U2. 

332     U1       SIM       U2         [γ = 0.45] 

333    ∗ (332)   CX   Sports in English     [γ = 0.99] 

However, since there already exists a SIM relation, in the current context, between 

U1 and U3 in the KB, #327,  and #328, an average function is utilized to combine 

the γ values: 𝛾 =
0.47+0.29

2
= 0.38. Therefore, the KB updater will also add the 

following two statements to KB: 

334     𝑈1       𝑆𝐼𝑀         𝑈3         [𝛾 = 0.38] 

335    ∗ (334)   𝐶𝑋   𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑖𝑠ℎ     [𝛾 = 0.99] 
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 Discussion 

5.3.1. Results Analysis 

As the experiment results reveal, ScubAA can successfully manage trust for a 

number of service providers in an open system. In the second experiment 

regarding user U1, statements #39, #43, #325 and #327 were the only statements 

in which either argument or referent was U1. Subsequently, by employing the HPR 

engine, ScubAA was able to find newer trusted agents for U1 in the context of the 

query as shown in Table IV.5. Furthermore, not only HPR could find the trusted 

agents, it also returned the degree of trust for each of those agents as well. Finally, 

ScubAA, through the KB Updater component, updated the KB with newer 

information affecting the trusted agents of U1. Specifically, the KB Updater added 

statements #331 to #325 along with their certainty parameter values as the result 

of that query. It also updated the value of γ in statement #325 by adding a new 

statement #330. 

5.3.2. Scalability of ScubAA 

A valid question is that how well ScubAA scales. Specially, with respect to the Web 

search application, ScubAA will be dealing with a huge number of service 

providers. This will introduce a huge KB in which each hierarchy may have several 

levels and many nodes at each level. To contend with this concern, we would like 

to bring up the basics of the theory of HPR. According to HPR, the transformation 

functions GEN and SPEC move one level up and down, respectively. Thus, having 

a very deep hierarchy will not introduce any scalability problem to the inference 
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process. Moreover, SIM and DIS transformation functions also directly relate two 

nodes in any hierarchies. Therefore, given a specific node, finding the SIM or DIS 

nodes is of order of O(1).  

Another important concern regarding the scalability of ScubAA is how deep the 

reasoning chain is, i.e., how many times we recursively perform HPR 

transformations? To address this, we can add to our implementation of HPR 

engine two tuning parameters which are the maximum number of answers to be 

returned and the depth of reasoning. These parameters can be adjusted according 

to the features of the domain in which ScubAA is applied in order to make the 

system scalable. For instance, consider the KB of Figure IV.8, and also suppose user 

Ui trusts Google.  If this user is interested only in finding trusted search engines, 

he might set the depth of reasoning to 1. In this case, the HPR engine only finds 

other trusted agents that are a member of “Search Engine” node. Thus, in this case, 

FIFA.com will not be included in the results. However, setting this value to 2 forces 

the HPR engine to look for other trusted agents under the “Service Agents” node. 

6. Conclusions 

In this chapter, we proposed a novel framework, named ScubAA, to address the 

problem of finding the most trusted service providers in an open system. We 

designed ScubAA as a generic framework for trust management for MASs.  ScubAA 

employs the theory of HPR to maintain the current trust relations as well as to find 

newer possible ones between the hierarchy of users and hierarchy of service 

agents. It also determines new similarity relations between users and between 
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agents. To achieve this goal, ScubAA takes into account for each user the current 

trust value, the interaction rating value and trust values from third party 

references. Third party references are accepted only if they have been provided 

by a related user or a related service agent in the given context. To find related 

users or related service providers, we apply the HPR transformation functions on 

the KB in the context of the user’s query. We also conducted an experiment by 

applying ScubAA to the domain of Web search. We employed Google, Bing, and 

Yahoo! as our Web services and implemented a MAS to communicate with these 

search engines. Furthermore, we considered the precision of retrieval as the direct 

interaction rating value. The result of the case study revealed that ScubAA could 

successfully find trusted agents for a given user not only by considering the 

current value of trust and direct interaction rating but also by incorporating third 

party references from other related users and related service agents. 



 

CHAPTER V      

A COMPARISON OF AGENT  

TRUST MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

 

This chapter provides a theoretical comparison 

between ROSTAM, ScubAA and four other well-

known systems in the literature. Based on a 

dataset of 40 queries, it also performs a statistical 

comparison, conducted with ANOVA, between the 

precisions of retrieval and ROSTAM and also two 

methods of ScubAA based on Dempster-Shafer 

Theory and the mathematical Average. 
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1. Theoretical Comparison 

In this section, we compare our two trust management approaches, ROSTAM and 

ScubAA with four other trust management systems, FIRE13 [4], AFRAS14 [13], 

POYRAZ15 [14], and the approach introduced in [15] (that we name Nusrat in this 

document)16. This comparison highlights some of the most important features that 

trust management systems take into account. We explain each feature separately 

and discuss whether or not these systems utilize each of them. 

The main contributions of ScubAA are that it takes into account third party 

references from both trustees and trustors when calculating the degree of trust 

for agents. Moreover, it considers the context of request in this calculation. FIRE is 

chosen in this comparison because it is one of the closest systems to ScubAA in 

terms of the kind of references it employs to evaluate the trustworthiness of 

agents. On the other hand, POYRAZ is a context-based trust management method 

that can provide a good comparison to ScubAA. Nusrat also provides a context-

based approach to trust management and, therefore, is a good candidate for this 

comparison. Finally, AFRAS has been selected in this comparison because it 

employs a different point of view, based on fuzzy logic, for addressing the trust 

management problems. 

                                                        
13 - Cited by 398. Impact Factor (2011): 1.21 
14 - Cited by 99, Impact Factor: N/A 
15 - Cited by 40, Impact Factor (2011): 0.971  
16 - Cited by 7, Impact Factor: N/A 
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 FIRE 

FIRE [4] is an agent trust management model that takes into account different 

sources of trust evidences in order to have a more accurate degree of trust. In so 

doing, it benefits from the fact that it can handle situations in which some of those 

sources are missing, consider the cold-start problem [91] for instance. Moreover, 

there is no centralized trust authority, i.e. each agent individually evaluates the 

degree of trust in another agent. To this end, FIRE incorporates four different 

types of trust evidences as follows [4]. 

 “Interaction Trust”: the value of this module is calculated based on the history 

of direct interactions between the trustor and the trustee. 

 “Role-based Trust”: this module makes it possible for FIRE to consider any 

role-based relation between a trustor and a trustee, if such a relation exists. 

For instance, an agent must be configured in such a way that it always 

trusts the agents it owns. 

 “Witness Reputation”: through this model, FIRE is able to consume the 

references from other third-party agents w.r.t. the reputation of the 

trustee. 

 “Certified Reputation”: a trustee, t, can also provide a list of agents that are 

willing to provide their reputation. 

FIRE employs weighted mean to aggregate all the evidences collected by each 

agent.  
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 AFRAS 

AFRAS [13], a fuzzy reputation agent system, employs fuzzy sets in order to 

manage trust in a MAS. It mostly emphasizes on the reputation each agent, in an 

e-commerce scenario, gains by interacting with other agents. AFRAS proposes a 

conceptual model for agents based on the following three abstract layers:  

 “World Model” which takes care of tasks dealing with the environment and 

other agents in the society, e.g. answering a question or purchasing a 

particular product from another agent. This layer will be activated when a 

new event has been percept from the environment. 

 “Social Model” is introduced to deal with the arrangement of those actions 

required to take place so that the World Model can perform a specific task. 

World Model invokes this layer at the time of responding to an event in the 

environment. 

 “Mental Model” keeps track of the inner state of an agent. The other two 

layers will make use of the mental state of the agent in their decisions. This 

layer is called from the Social Model when a new change in the mental state 

of the agent is required, e.g. the result of an interaction rating is provided. 

As stated in this work, reputation and trust are meaningful in a specific context. 

However, AFRAS uses the overall reputation of each agent in all contexts as the 

general witness of its behaviour. Furthermore, AFRAS uses a weighted average 

scheme in order to aggregate the current value of reputation with the interaction 

rating provided by the consumer agent. By normalizing this weight, AFRAS 
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achieves a single weight parameter 𝑊 ∈ [0,1] such that the higher value of W gives 

more importance to the current value of reputation, and a lower value of W 

calculates the new reputation in favour of most recent interactions.  

Moreover, AFRAS does not address the cold start problem. It assigns zero as the 

initial value of remembrance to new agents joining the society.  

 POYRAZ 

POYRAZ, a context-based service selection system under deception, is introduced 

in [14]. In this model, agents store their experiences objectively using an ontology 

which can be easily interpreted by other agents. POYRAZ also presents an 

information module that makes POYRAZ be able to identify deceptive experiences. 

[14] states that the weak points of using a rating-based methods for trust 

management is two folds. Firstly, there are no semantics associated with the 

ratings, and secondly, ratings only depict the criteria and perception of the rater. 

Therefore, it is possible that a consumer gets misrepresented if he has a 

completely different taste than of the rater. 

In order to capture the context, POYRAZ defines two separate ontologies. The 

base-level ontology handles the domain independent concepts, and the second-

level one captures the domain specific properties. These two ontologies share the 

same “description” class as their base class. The description class of the domain-

level ontology is used to illustrate service requirements, delivered services, tasks 

and accomplishments of both consumer and provider agents. 
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POYRAZ also considers third party references from other consumers. To this end, 

each consumer collects the related experiences from other consumers in the 

context of his request. Then, the consumer rates each service agent by assigning a 

Boolean value to indicate whether or not the interaction was satisfactory based on 

his own criteria. Finally, a machine learning classification technique is used to 

calculate the degree of trust in each agent. 

 Nusrat and Vassileva’s Model 

Nusrat and Vassileva propose a model of trust in [15] (we name this “Nusrat” in 

this document) where agents assess the trustworthiness of other agents based on 

two factors: quality of service (w.r.t. different aspects) and references for these 

aspects from third parties. The recommendations are provided by other users and 

the degree of trust in those referee agents are taken into account using a weighting 

scheme. In this model, user models are employed to keep record of user’s needs 

and objectives. Users are also able to define their own preference model by 

assigning different weights to different properties. Moreover, agents are able to 

aggregate the recommendations from other agents in a decentralized fashion.  

In the example scenario explained in this paper, an agent, a, can use 

recommendation from another agent, b, about the agent of interest, c, by getting 

the values of judgment of b w.r.t. different aspects of c. However, they do not 

provide any arguments regarding any ontology to unify these aspects, e.g. two 

different agents may consider approachability and friendliness of a doctor as the 

same aspect. Therefore, the ontology is required here to connect these two 
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concepts. Furthermore, in the simulation, they suppose that the set of referee 

agents is static and do not change. This is a strong assumption that will bias the 

results as this set must be dynamic, a set that may change during the time. 

Otherwise, the model will not be able to find new trust (or recommendation) 

relations between agents. 

 The Comparison 

Table V.1 compares the two methods of trust management introduced in this 

document, ROSTAM and ScubAA, along with four other approaches, FIRE [4], 

AFRAS [13], POYRAZ [14], and Nusrat [15]. 

 Discussions  

1.6.1. Context of Request 

Context plays an important role in trust management problem in the sense that 

the trustors evaluate trustees in a specific context. For instance, you, as a trustor, 

may trust your family doctor, a trustee, in the context of medical diagnosis. 

However, you may not trust him in another context, repairing a car for instance. 
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Table V.1. Comparing ROSTAM, ScubAA, FIRE, AFRAS, POYRAZ, and Nusrat 
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According to the comparison in Table V.1, ScubAA, POYRAZ, and Nusrat take into 

account the “context” of request, identified according to the user and his request. 

ScubAA uses the context by associating it to the statements in the KB, and by taking 

it into account when applying HPR transformation functions on those statements. 

POYRAZ defines a common description class for the domain-level and domain 

independent ontologies and uses them as the context. Nusrat not only takes into 

account the context, but also a faceted trust model in which the agents can define 

their trust according to different aspects of trust.  

ROSTAM, FIRE, and AFRAS do not employ context in their method. 

1.6.2. Third-Party References from Trustors 

If a trustor t1 is related to another trustor t2, and t2 trusts a trustee t3, one can 

conclude that t1 also trusts t3. The definition of term “related” in the above 

sentence can be customized in different applications. Third-party references are 

important as they provide more trust evidences for trustees that are already 

trusted by a trustor. Further, they deliver valuable information regarding the 

trustees for which the trustor does not have any trust information, and as a result, 

they can extend the trust network of trustors. 

ScubAA, FIRE, POYRAZ, and Nusrat consume third party references from other 

trustors. By applying the transformation functions of HPR theory, i.e. 

generalization, specialization and similarity, ScubAA is able to find related trustors 

to the trustor of interest. Furthermore, ScubAA determines the related entities 
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only if the corresponding relation exists in the KB within the same context that has 

been identified for the request. FIRE also utilizes this kind of references through 

its “witness reputation” [4] module in which the reputation in a trustee is provided 

by other agents. POYRAZ, by collecting related experiences from other consumers 

in the context of the request, and Nusrat, by aggregating recommendations from 

other agents in a decentralized fashion, are able to make use of trustors’ third 

party references. 

ROSTAM and AFRAS do not employ references from other trustors in their models. 

1.6.3. History of Interactions 

History of interactions can provide useful information about the behaviour of 

agents which, in turn, can be used to generate a model of them. It can also be 

employed to compare the behaviours of two agents to find out how similar they 

are.  

ScubAA and Nusrat utilize the history of trustors’ requests in order to find the 

degree of similarity between them in a specific context. ScubAA uses this degree 

in order to update the certainty parameter of the similarity transformation 

functions between trustors. Agents in Nusrat model collect and aggregate different 

aspects of their corresponding users from different sources in a distributed 

fashion in order to build a model for those users. The user model is then employed 

to create a preference model to find more personalized service providers. 

Nevertheless, this factor is not used by the other three ATM approaches.  
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1.6.4. Third-Party References from Trustees 

As mentioned before, third-party references are important as they provide more 

trust evidences for trustees that are already trusted by a trustor.  

ScubAA and FIRE are the only two models that take in to consideration the 

references from other trustees. ScubAA uses the HPR transformation functions, 

generalization, specification, and similarity, to find the related trustees. Moreover, 

ScubAA finds the related trustees only in the context of the request. FIRE also 

introduces “certified reputation” [4] module which provides such a reference. 

ROSTAM, AFRAS, POYRAZ, and Nusrat do not utilize this kind of references in their 

model. 

1.6.5. Current Value of Trust 

Current value of trust plays an important role in trust management models 

because it shows the overall degree of trustworthiness for trustees from the 

trustor’s point of view. Majority of trust management models utilize this factor in 

their calculations in order to have an iterative process for updating the degrees of 

trust. To this end, the ATM methods aggregate this value, as an indicator of past 

behaviours of the trustee, with several other factors that are derived from the 

current state of the system. 

All the systems in this comparison take into account the current value of trust.  
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1.6.6. User’s Interaction Rating Value 

All these trust management models take into consideration the interaction rating 

value provided by the user. This complies with the fact that the trust is subjective, 

and, therefore, the user’s opinion plays an important role in evaluation of trust. 

1.6.7. Domain Specific Attributes 

Domain specific attributes are very important factors in calculating the degree of 

trust for agents. Many models in the literature define a fixed set of factors for trust 

management. However, there are many other factors in real life scenarios that 

affect how trustworthy agents are. 

Amongst the six trust management models compared in Table V.1, ROSTAM is the 

one in which the number and the type of metrics, based on which the degree of 

trust is calculated, are not limited to the ones in the theory. Nusrat also by defining 

weighting schemes for different domain specific aspects of the trust addresses this 

issue. However, the other four methods of comparison do not have such a facility. 

For instance, FIRE defines four different metrics whereas ROSTAM, as used in this 

document, does not expose such restriction.  In other word, the designer of the 

system has the ability to add any arbitrary trust metrics to ROSTAM. However, he 

is limited to the ones introduced in the theory in the other approaches. 
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1.6.8. Handling Inconsistent and Incomplete Values 

Many trust management systems suffer from the fact that their underlying model 

is not able to correctly handle the situations in which the values of trust evidences 

are incomplete or inconsistent. On the other hand, the results produced by those 

systems that expose such a facility are biased in favour of other parameters. For 

instance, in FIRE, if the value of witness reputation is not known for a specific 

trustee, fire will completely ignore it.  

Amongst the systems in our comparison, ROSTAM is the only system that can 

inherently handle such a situation thanks to the theory of Rough Sets. More 

specifically, ROSTAM is able to generate trust rules to find the most trusted agents 

even if some of the values in the information table are missing or are inconsistent. 

ScubAA, FIRE, AFRAS, POYRAZ, and Nusrat do not propose any solutions to this 

problem. 

1.6.9. Structure of MAS 

The organization of trustees and trustors in the society of agents can play a 

significant role in managing trust. For instance, if an agent, a, owns another agents, 

b, then a may always trust b. Moreover, there may be some protocols defined for 

different groups of agents that affects the trustworthiness of those agents.  

In our comparison, ScubAA and FIRE make use of such structure in their 

calculations. Regarding ScubAA, all the agents along with their relations and their 
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structures and roles in the society are defined in the KB. The theory of HPR makes 

it possible to define any relation between two agents, between and agent and a 

group of agents, and between different groups of agents as needed. FIRE also 

introduces the “Role-based Trust” [4] module which provides the structural 

protocols between agents. 

ROSTAM, AFRAS, POYRAZ, and Nusrat do not make use of this component.  

1.6.10. Ranked List of Trusted Agents 

In all these systems except ROSTAM, each agent in the set of trusted agents is 

associated to a degree of trust. Since degree of trust is calculated based on the 

values of several factors, trust management models usually employ some sort of 

aggregation functions in order to convert those evidences into a single 

quantitative value. As a result, trusted agents are associated with a number 

between zero and one. This implies the fact that the agents in the set of trusted 

ones are not necessarily equally trusted and, therefore, the set of trusted agents 

can be sorted based on the degree of trust for each agent.  

Amongst the models in this comparison, ROSTAM is the one that do not associate 

such a degree to trusted agents. In other words, all the trusted agents returned by 

ROSTAM are equally trusted. This is due to the fact that ROSTAM, as implemented 

in this document, used the basic form of the theory of Rough Sets in which there is 

no probability assigned to the generated rules. 
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 Conclusions  

As depicted in Table V.1, ScubAA is an agent trust management framework that 

can address many shortcomings of other ATM systems by introducing a single 

framework to take into account a number of important aspects of trust 

management, such as the context, history of interactions, references from both 

trustees and trustors, and the structure of the society of agents. Moreover, ScubAA 

makes it possible for the consumers to customize it to their application domain by 

defining several aggregation functions. ScubAA also calculates the degree of trust 

based on several different sources of evidences in order to increase the accuracy.   

ROSTAM, on the other hand, addresses two other problems in trust management 

that not many ATM systems have taken into consideration. ROSTAM is capable of 

consuming any number of domain-specific attributes (with any range of possible 

values). It is also able to handle the situation in which there are incomplete or 

inconsistent evidences collected by employing the theory of Rough Sets. 

2. Statistical Comparison 

In this section, we use ANOVA [16, 107, 108] to analyze the results of our 

experiments. We compare the degrees of trust produced by ROSTAM, ScubAA-

DST, and ScubAA-Average. ScubAA-DST and ScubAA-Average respectively 

represent ScubAA when the “DST” or “Average” are applied to all the aggregation 

functions of Algorithm IV.3. Furthermore, the results generated by these three 

systems are an approximation of the real values of trust. In our case studies, we 
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define our case study as a high precision system, i.e. the system whose goal is to 

return results with higher precision. Therefore, we acquire the real values of trust 

by calculating the precision of retrieval for each of the queries and for each search 

engine.  

Finally, we employ ANOVA to measure how well our proposed methods for trust 

management can approximate the real values of trust. To this end, we first 

generate a dataset of forty queries which includes queries in different domains. 

Each query is expressed in both English and Persian. Then, we separately submit 

these queries to the three search engines of the experiment (Google, Yahoo, and 

Bing) and calculate the precision of retrieval for each and every result set 

manually. These precisions form the real values of trust. We also submit to ScubAA 

the same set of forty queries and calculate the precision of retrieval for the 

webpages returned by ScubAA wherever applicable. These values will form the 

approximations. Finally, in the case of ROSTAM, we first train the system with the 

same set of forty queries, and then using ten new queries, we calculate the real and 

approximated values of trust for comparison. 

 ANOVA: Analysis of Variance 

In most cases, the goal of a statistical comparison is to compare the center (either 

mean or median) of the entities distribution. However, studying the spread of 

groups of entities, in terms of their variance, is a common procedure specially 

when there are more than two groups of entities [16]. All these methods try to find 

evidences against a NULL Hypothesis which states that, with a certain confidence 
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level denoted by 𝛼 (0 < 𝛼 < 1), there is no statistically significant difference 

between the entities w.r.t. the context of comparison. In many situations, the value 

of 𝛼 is set to 0.05; nevertheless, some researchers use other confidence levels as 

well, e.g. 𝛼 = 0.01 [107].  

ANOVA [16], which stands for analysis of variance, is a statistical method to test 

whether or not there is a statistically significant difference between means of 

multiple sets of data. ANOVA only confirms or rejects a NULL hypothesis of 

equality between all groups; yet another test is needed to determine which groups 

are different. ANOVA is helpful in the scenarios in which each group of entities, 

also named cells, are the response of the application of a single treatment or factor. 

In this case, ANOVA employs the mean amongst the cells as an evidence to 

measure the effects of factors. The assumption under which ANOVA is valid is the 

fact that the data are obtained in a random manner, and thus, their distribution is 

normal. 

2.1.1. Declaration of Hypothesis 

In order to compare k different groups of entities with 𝜇1, 𝜇1, … , 𝜇𝑘 as their means, 

the ANOVA states the NULL hypothesis, H0, and the alternative hypothesis, Ha, as 

follows. 

𝐻0: 𝜇1 = 𝜇1 = ⋯ = 𝜇𝑘 

𝐻𝑎: At least two population means differ from each other 
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2.1.2. F-Test 

At the heart of ANOVA lies the “F-Test”. In F-Test, the NULL hypothesis is defined 

as the statement “The variances of the two populations are the same”. The F-Test 

uses the ratio of these two variances as an evidence to test the NULL hypothesis. 

F-Test works under assumption that the collected data are the responses of a 

random experiment and, therefore, both populations have a Normal distribution. 

The following is a summary of an F-Test: 

𝐻0: 𝜎1
2 = 𝜎2

2 

𝐻𝑎: 𝜎1
2 ≠ 𝜎2

2 

F-Test =
𝑆1

2

𝑆2
2⁄  

p-Value = 𝑃[𝐹 ≥ F-Test] 

In which 

 𝜎𝑖
2 is the variance of the ith population 

 𝑆𝑗
2 is the variance of the jth group of samples 

 p-Value is the probability that the NULL hypothesis is true.  

 F is the value retrieved from the standard table of “F Distribution”. 

This procedure always puts the larger of the two sample variances,  𝑆1
2 and 𝑆2

2, in 

the numerator. 
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2.1.3. The ANOVA F-Test 

ANOVA employs the ratio of “between-group variance” [16] to “within-group 

variance” [16] as the value of a F-Test.  

F-Tes𝑡𝐴𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑎 =
Between-Group 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

Winthin-Group 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
 

2.1.3.1. Between-Group Variance 

The Between-Group Variance, 𝑆𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛
2 , depicts the fact that in the case where the 

hypothesis holds, the population mean of all groups are equal. In order to calculate 

this value, �̅�𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 is calculated as the mean of all samples in all groups combined. 

Then, the following formula is used to calculate the  𝑆𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛
2  [16]. 

𝑆𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛
2 =

𝑛 ∑ (�̅�𝑖 − �̅�𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙)
2𝑘

𝑖=1

𝑘 − 1
= 𝑛. 𝑆�̅�

2 

Where 

 k is number of groups in the experiment. 

 n is number of samples in each group. 

 �̅�𝑖  is the mean of values in ith group. 

 𝑆�̅�
2 is the variance of means. 

2.1.3.2. Within-Group Variance 

Consider the case where the samples in each group are taken from a population 

with variance 𝜎2. In this case, the assumption of variance equality results in the 
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fact that the reason for any difference between sample variances of k groups, 

𝑆1
2, 𝑆2

2, … , 𝑆𝑘
2, is solely caused by randomization in sampling. Hence, to better 

estimate the value of  𝜎2, one can calculate 𝑆𝑝
2 by aggregating the values of 𝑆𝑖

2 in 

the following manner [16]. 

𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛
2 = 𝑆𝑝

2 =
(𝑛1 − 1). 𝑆1

2 + (𝑛2 − 1). 𝑆2
2 + ⋯ + (𝑛𝑘 − 1). 𝑆𝑘

2

𝑛1 + 𝑛2 + ⋯ + 𝑛𝑘 − 𝑘
 

Where 

 k is number of groups in the experiment. 

 ni is number of samples in the ith group. 

 𝑆𝑖
2 is the variance of samples in the ith group. 

 𝑆�̅�
2 is the variance of means. 

 

 Comparing ScubAA-DST, ScubAA-Average, and Precisions of 

Retrieval 

2.2.1. Configurations 

In order to perform this comparison, we use experiments as defined in Chapter III 

and Chapter IV. These experiments include a service agent system of three search 

engines (Yahoo!, Google, and Bing). Furthermore, the trustworthiness of service 

agents is defined based on their precision of retrieval, i.e. the higher the precision 

of retrieval, the more trustworthy the service agent. Finally, these experiments are 

based on a data set of 40 queries. We produce this data set of queries by defining 
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each query manually in both English and Persian. We also provide a description of 

each query that explains what information each query is seeking. This explanation 

enables us to judge whether or not a document is relevant. This dataset of queries 

is available in Appendix A. 

2.2.2. Approach 

We use Microsoft Excel to perform an ANOVA analysis in order to compare: 

1. The values of precision of retrieval returned by the three search engines 

used in the experiments. These values for the real values of trust. 

2. The degrees of trust calculated by ScubAA-DST after submitting each query 

vs. precision of retrieval for each of those queries. 

3. The degrees of trust calculated by ScubAA-Average after submitting each 

query vs. precision of retrieval for each of those queries. 

4. The results produced by ScubAA-Average with results from ScubAA-DST 

and with values of precision of retrieval for each of 40 queries. 

We conduct the first experiment to compare the search engines to find out which 

one returns better results, i.e. with a higher precision. However, the second and 

third comparisons are to demonstrate the effect of each ScubAA approach w.r.t. 

the trust management. For all these comparison, we consider 𝛼 = 0.05. Thus, we 

can reject or accept the NULL hypothesis with 95% of confidence. Furthermore, 

by performing the second and third comparison, we would like to figure out if 

there is a statistically significant difference in the variance of the degrees of trust, 
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calculated by each approach, in comparison to the actual degrees of trust, 

computed as the precision of retrieval from each search engine. For a specific 

approach, if such NULL hypothesis (the equality of variances) holds, it implies that 

corresponding approach was able to constantly calculate the correct degree of 

trust within an acceptable range of error. Conversely, the conclusion of rejecting 

the NULL hypothesis is that the approach, with a confidence level of (1-∝)%, was 

not able to return the correct degree of trust in some cases, i.e. there was too much 

error in the calculations. 

2.2.3. Comparing Precisions of Retrieval of Search Engines 

We are interested in comparing the precisions of retrieval for the three search 

engines according to the set of 40 queries. The results of applying ANOVA to the 

values of precision of retrieval are presented in Figure V.1.  In this figure, because 

the value of “F” with regards to “Columns” (cell “J21”) is greater than the value of 

“Fcrit” (cell “L21”), we can conclude that with 95% of confidence, there is a 

statistically significant difference between the variance of precisions of retrieval 

w.r.t. the three search engines. Also, by considering the values in cells “G8”, “H8”, 

“I8”, and “J8”, which represent the average precision of Bing, Yahoo, Google, and 

the Total respectively, we can determine the fact that, in general, Bing and Google 

return higher precision results compared to Yahoo. Moreover, the overall 

precision of Google and Bing are very close. However, the variance of retrieval for 

Bing (cell “G9”) is less than Google’s (cell “I9”) which in turn implies that although 

the precision of retrieval for Google is higher, Bing returns results that are more 

consistent in terms of their precision. 
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Figure V.1. ANOVA Analysis of Precisions of Retrieval 
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2.2.4. Comparing ScubAA-DST vs. Precisions of Retrieval 

Figure V.2 shows the results of ANOVA procedure on ScubAA-DST and precisions 

of retrieval. The values of the ScubAA-DST group are the degrees of trust 

calculated for each search engine after executing the KB updater algorithm 

(Algorithm IV.3). Also, we include the values of precision, as depicted in Figure V.2, 

as the second group (named “Precisions”). Consider the values of “F” and “Fcrit” 

w.r.t. “Interaction” (cells K28, M28 respectively). Due to the fact that the value of 

“F” is smaller than the value of “Fcrit”, we can conclude that, with 95% of 

confidence, there is no statistically significant difference in the variance of the 

degrees of trust, when ScubAA-DST is used, compared to the variance of precisions 

of retrieval. This conclusion implies that ScubAA-DST is able to successfully 

manage trust in our Web search application. In other words, the degrees of trust 

calculated by ScubAA-DST are not very different than the real values calculated as 

the precision of retrieval. 

2.2.5. Comparing ScubAA-Average vs. Precisions of Retrieval 

The results of applying ANOVA to the values of precision of retrieval compared to 

the degrees of trust produced by ScubAA-Average are presented in Figure V.3. By 

comparing the values of “F” and “Fcrit” w.r.t. “interaction” (cells “K34”, “M34” 

correspondingly), we can conclude that, with 95% confidence, there is no 

statistically significant difference between the variances of the calculated degrees 

of trust, by ScubAA-Average, and the actual values, represented as the precision of 

retrieval.   
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Figure V.2. ANOVA Analysis of ScubAA-DST vs. Precisions of Retrieval 
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Figure V.3. ANOVA Analysis of ScubAA-Average vs. Precisions of Retrieval 
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Figure V.4. ANOVA Analysis of ScubAA-DST, ScubAA-Average and Precisions 
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2.2.6. Comparing ScubAA-Average vs. ScubAA-DST vs. Precisions  

Another comparison that we perform is between ScubAA-DST, ScubAA-Average, 

and the values of precision of retrieval. According to the results presented in 

Figure V.2, and Figure V.3, we are expecting to see that the NULL hypothesis of this 

comparison is true. This fact is confirmed according to Figure V.4 where the value 

of values of “F” and “Fcrit” w.r.t. “interaction” (cells “K34”, “M34” respectively) are 

compared (𝐹 < 𝐹𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡). 

 Comparing ROSTAM and Precisions of Retrieval 

In order to evaluate ROSTAM, we conduct another ANOVA test between the values 

of precision of retrieval, as the actual values of trust, and the degrees of trust 

produced by ROSTAM, as the approximated values. To this purpose, we first 

employ the dataset of forty queries (used in to evaluate ScubAA) to train ROSTAM 

as described in the experiment in Section 4.3 of Chapter III. Then, we generate a 

new set of ten queries. The two dataset of queries do not contain any common 

queries. We submit these new ten queries to ROSTAM and to the three search 

engines. Finally, we compare the results produced by ROSTAM (the 

approximations) to the values of precision of retrieval returned from the three 

search engines (the real values of trust) using ANOVA. Moreover, in order to 

compare these values, we discretize the values of precision of retrieval for these 

ten queries retuned from the three search engines of the case study using the same 

scheme as in Table III.7. 
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The results of this comparison are presented in Figure V.5. which reveals the fact 

that there is no statistically significant difference between the variance of the 

precisions of retrieval and the trust values produced by ROSTAM. This fact is 

inferred because the value of F (cell M26) is smaller than the value of Fcrit (cell 

O26). Thus, there is no evidence that leads to rejecting the NULL hypothesis. The 

NULL hypothesis states that the variances of the two groups of values are equal. 
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Figure V.5. ANOVA Analysis of ROSTAM vs. Precisions of Retrieval 
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3. Conclusions 

In this chapter, we compared ScubAA and ROSTAM with four other well-known 

trust management systems, FIRE, TRAVOS, AFRAS, and Nusrat from a theoretical 

perspective. The comparison was performed on different features of these models 

such as their inputs and outputs. We also discussed the significant differences 

between them. 

In order to compare the results produced by ScubAA and ROSTAM, we utilized 

ANOVA to conduct a statistical comparison. ANOVA is a statistical model for 

analyzing the variance of multiple groups of information from different 

experiments.  

We also employed ANOVA to compare the values of precision of retrieval returned 

from the three search engines w.r.t. a set of 40 queries. The results of this analysis 

reveal that Bing and Google were almost the same in terms of the values of average 

precision and both were better than Yahoo.  

Secondly, we compare the results of ScubAA-DST and ScubAA-Average, two 

individual implementation of ScubAA using DST and Average respectively as their 

aggregation policy, versus the values of precision of retrieval as the real values of 

trust. The ANOVA analysis reveals that both ScubAA-Average and ScubAA-DST 

were able to properly calculate the degree of trust for each search engine due to 

the fact that there was no statistically significant difference between the variance 

of values of precision of retrieval and the trust values produced by ScubAA. 
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Finally, we also employ ANOVA to evaluate ROSTAM. To this end, we train 

ROSTAM with a set of forty queries. Then, we compare the results produced by 

ROSTAM in response to a set of ten new queries (which are not included in the 

initial set of forty queries) versus the values of precision returned from each of 

three search engines, as the real values of trust. We discretize the values of 

precision according to the same scheme used in ROSTAM. The results of this 

ANOVA analysis reveal that there is no statistically significant difference between 

these two groups of data. 

 

 



 

CHAPTER VI      

CONCLUSIONS AND 

FUTURE WORKS 

 

This chapter presents the summary of the major 

contributions of this research. It also mentions a 

number of future directions in which this research 

can be extended.  
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1. Summary of Contributions 

In this research, we proposed two new approaches to address the problem of trust 

management in open systems. To this end, we first modeled the open system as a 

multi agent system. Then, by introducing ROSTAM and ScubAA as middlewares 

between the consumers and the multi agent system, we were able to manage trust 

in the underlying open system. 

 ROSTAM 

ROSTAM, a Rough Sets-based Agent Trust Management Framework, firstly 

collects trust evidences (the values of the trust attributes derived from the 

properties of the users, the service agents, and the user’s request). These 

evidences are used to generate the set of trust rules. Using trust rules, expressed 

as a set of implications, ROSTAM identifies the list of trusted agents. The user’s 

request is then forwarded to those trusted agents. After showing the results to the 

user and gathering the interaction rating values for trusted agents provided by the 

user, ROSTAM employs the theory of Rough Sets to regenerate the trust rules. 

We applied ROSTAM in the domain of Cross-Language Web Search consisting of 

two languages (Persian and English), two translator services (Google Translate 

and Babylon), and three search engines (Yahoo, Google and Bing). This application 

is a recommender system that can identify the most trusted combination of 

translator and search engine in terms of the pair that returns results with the 

highest precision of retrieval. 
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 ScubAA 

ScubAA is a novel trust management framework for open systems based on the 

theory of Human Plausible Reasoning (HPR). ScubAA decouples from the open 

system by introducing a multi agent system in which each agent, names service 

agent, has a one-to-one mapping to a service provider in the open system. 

Moreover, ScubAA acts as a middleware between the users and the service agents. 

ScubAA stores all the relations between service agents, between users, and 

between users and service agents in terms of different hierarchies in a Knowledge 

Base (KB). In addition, ScubAA identifies and takes into account the context of 

user’s request, a very important factor in trust management, by incorporating this 

concept as introduced in the theory of HPR.  

ScubAA calculated the degree of trust based on three factors: current value of 

trust, direct interaction rating value, and any third party references from both 

users and service agents. It makes use of HPR transformation functions to find any 

third party reference from users and service agents. More specifically, it uses the 

GEN/SPEC and SIM transformation functions, defined in the theory of HPR, to find 

the related users and the service agents. ScubAA also updates the value of γ 

certainty parameter after finding a related entity (either a user or service agent). 

Furthermore, ScubAA uses it KB to identify the list of trusted agents. This list is 

sorted according to agents’ degree of trust, i.e. the values of γ certainty parameter. 

The user’s request is then forwarded to these trusted agents. After showing the 

results to the user and acquiring the value of interaction rating for each and every 
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trusted agent, ScubAA updates its KB by, firstly, modifying the values of γ for the 

trusted agents. Secondly, ScubAA finds newer possible SIM relation between users 

and between service agents according to the history of interactions stores in a user 

profile database. 

We also applied ScubAA in the field of Web search containing three search engines 

(Yahoo, Google, and Bing) in order to show the feasibility of ScubAA. We also 

implemented a general purpose HPR engine that can be used in any kind of HPR 

application. This case study recommends to the user the ranked list of the most 

trusted search engines in terms of the ones that will return results with higher 

precision. The results of this application revealed that ScubAA could successfully 

find the list of the most trusted search engines in the context of the user’s request. 

 Comparisons of ATM Systems 

We conducted a theoretical comparison between ScubAA, ROSTAM, and four other 

well-known trust management systems, FIRE, POYRAZ, Nusrat, and AFRAS. This 

comparison identifies the features that are unique to each of these systems. 

Moreover, we compared the values of precision of retrieval with the trust values 

produced by ScubAA-DST and ScubAA-Average using a statistical method named 

ANOVA. This comparison depicts the fact that there was no statistically significant 

difference between the values of precision (as the expected degrees of trust) and 

the values produced by both ScubAA-Average and ScubAA-DST. In other word, 

both these implementations of ScubAA were able to properly estimate the right 
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value of trust for each search engine. ANOVA is also utilized to compare the values 

of precision of retrieval to the degrees of trust calculated by ROSTAM. This 

analysis also reveals that there is no statistically significant difference between the 

variances of these two groups of data. 

2. Future Works 

 ROSTAM 

ROSTAM can be extended in a number of ways as follows. 

2.1.1. Generating Probabilistic Trust Rules 

ROSTAM can be extended by employing the extensions of Rough Sets, like Fuzzy 

Rough Sets [109] and Variable Precision Rough Sets [110] in order to generate 

probabilistic trust rules. As used in this research, the basic theory of Rough Sets 

results in Boolean rules. However, a better way of stating these rules would be the 

case in which the rules are expressed by a probability of correctness.  

2.1.2. Incrementally Updating the Trust Rules 

In our case study, for each request, we generate a new set of trust rules when all 

the trust evidences, including interaction rating value, are collected. One can 

extend this research by iteratively updating the set of trust rules after each 

iteration.  
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2.1.3. Automatically Identifying the Domain of Queries 

In our case study, we ask the user to choose the domain of his query. Automatically 

identifying such information [80, 82, 83] can form a further extension for this 

research.  

2.1.4. Application to Other Domains 

Agent trust management has been applied widely to E-Commerce systems. The 

goal of these systems is to employ a number of intelligent agents who are able to 

negotiate and trade on behalf of the users. The next step of this research may be 

replacing the trust model of an existing e-commerce system with ROSTAM and 

perform a comparison between the two systems. 

 ScubAA 

Future possible research directions on ScubAA are as follows. 

2.2.1. Utilizing HPR Certainty Parameters 

Beside γ which is used in this research, there are other certainty parameters that 

affect the results of the HPR engine. A further step is to incorporate into ScubAA 

those parameters that are appropriate to trust management problem. 
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2.2.2. Including Context in All HPR Statements 

In this research, ScubAA only uses the context of user’s request for performing 

similarity transformations (SIM). Another direction to broaden this research 

would be to include the context for each statement.  

2.2.3. Algorithmically Identifying the Semantics of User’s Requests 

Identifying the semantics of the user’s request, which is used in defining the 

context of the request, can be automated [80, 82, 83]. In this case, the value of λCx, 

the degree of certainty of the identified context, must be adjusted accordingly.  

2.2.4. Updating similarities for a Subset of Users 

A scalability issue may rise when ScubAA updates the certainty parameter values 

of similarity transformation (SIM) for users.  As described in Section 3.3.3.3 of 

Chapter IV, ScubAA tries to find the similarity between the current user and all 

other users in the system. The performance of this operation can be improved if 

ScubAA finds the similarity between current user and only a subset of users. This 

subset indicates those users that are most likely similar to current user, and 

therefore reduces the amount of calculation in ScubAA. To this end, a new tuning 

parameter can be introduced to ScubAA to choose the right sub-set of users.   
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2.2.5. Different Aggregation Functions 

We employed the average and DST as our aggregation functions. There are other 

aggregation functions and models, such as fuzzy logics [99, 100] and Fuzzy OWA 

[101],  that can be used and can form a future research for this research.  

2.2.6. Application to Other Domains 

ScubAA is a generic purpose framework that can be applied to any open system, 

or, equally, any MAS. Applying ScubAA to other applications such as e-commerce 

[111-113] can expand this research. 
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APPENDIX A      

A DATASET OF 40 QUERIES 

 

This appendix lists the set of 40 queries used in the 

experiments in this research. We express each 

query in both English and Persian. We also provide 

a brief description of what the user is looking for 

by issuing each query. 
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1. Women’s Rights Constitution 

 Persian: حقوق زنان در قانون اساسی 

 Description: The goal of this query is to figure out women’s rights in the 

constitution of different countries. Documents that talk about Women’s 

Rights but are not constitutions are not acceptable. 

2. Demonstration of Muslim people in Occupied Palestine  

 Persian:  مسلمان در فلسطین اشغالیتظاهرات مردم  

 Description: study the demonstrations held by the Muslim people in 

Palestine. The conflicts between the Palestinian and Israeli armies are 

not of interest. 

3. Cigarette Prostate Cancer 

 Persian: سیگار سرطان پروستات 

 Description: The effects of smoking cigarettes on prostate cancer. How 

cigarettes affect other types of cancers or other diseases is not of 

interest. 

4. Gold World Market Price Increase 

 Persian: افزایش قیمت طال در بازارهای جهانی 

 Description: The purpose of this query is to find out the changes in the 

prices of gold in world market. However, the effects of these change on 

other products like crude oil are not relevant. 
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5. Haiti Earthquake  Death Statistics 

 Persian: آمار طلفات زلزله هائیتی 

 Description: The statistics about the earthquake in Haiti is relevant. The 

web pages with information about earthquakes with the most deal toll 

are not relevant. 

6. Effects of Water Pollution on Global Warming 

 Persian: ها بر روی گرمایش زمین تأثیرات آلودگی آب  

 Description: The purpose of this query is to study the effects of water 

pollution on global warming. Other causes of global warming are not of 

interest. 

7. Birds Migration to Iran 

 Persian: مهاجرت پرندگان به ایران 

 Description: The purpose of this query is to study the effects of water 

pollution on global warming. Other causes of global warming are not of 

interest. 

8. Repairing Ancient Buildings 

 Persian: مرمت آثار باستانی 

 Description: The goal of this query is to find information regarding the 

organizations, plans, budgets, and etc. w.r.t. repairing procedures of the 
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ancient buildings.  However, information about the buildings 

themselves such as their history and location are irrelevant. 

9. NBA draft first pick 1990 

 Persian:  1990انتخاب اول در ان بی ای در سال  

 Description: Information about the NBA first over-all draft pick player 

in 1990 is relevant. Information about the teams he played, the titles he 

won are also relevant. However, information about such players in 

other years is irrelevant. 

10. Fire in Australian Jungles between 2005 and 2010 

 Persian:  2010تا  2005آتش سوزی جنگلهای استرالیا  

 Description: Any information about the fire in Australian jungles 

between 2005 and 2010 are relevant. Results with the information not 

in these years are irrelevant. 

11. Unemployment Rate in Canada 

 Persian: نرخ بیکاری در کانادا 

 Description: The goal of this query is to study the unemployment rate 

in Canada. Also, finding statistics regarding the issue as well as any 

information towards lowering this rate are also relevant. 

12. Nokia Stock  
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 Persian: سهام نوکیا 

 Description: Studying the changes in the Nokia’s Stock is the aim of this 

query. The causes of these changes, in terms of new products, and 

policies are also relevant. However, the comparisons with stocks other 

companies, like Apple, or Samsung are not relevant. 

13. Weapons Missile Trade Amount Market in 2010 

 Persian:  2010میزان خرید و فروش اسلحه و موشک در سال  

 Description: The purpose of this query is to seek information w.r.t. the 

amount of money spent in trading weapons and missiles in 2010. 

Information from other years is not relevant. 

14. Increase Decrease in Gas Prices in North America 

 Persian: افزایش و کاهش قیمت بنزین در آمریکای شمالی 

 Description: Results that discuss the causes of increase or decrease in 

gas prices in North America are relevant. Yet, comparisons between 

prices in different regions are not relevant. 

15. Statistics Divorce Iran 

 Persian: آمار طالق در ایران 

 Description: News and statistics about the divorce in Iran are relevant. 

Information about the causes and reasons are also relevant. However, 

documents with information about other countries are irrelevant. 
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16. The history of the theory of subatomic particles 

 Persian: تمیتاریخچه تئوری ذرات زیر ا  

 Description: The history of the theory of sub-atomic particle is of 

interest including people who have worked on it.  

17. Agriculture Village Wheat 

 Persian: کشاورزی روستا گندم 

 Description: Any information regarding wheat, including farmers who 

grow wheat as well as procedures and problems are relevant. However, 

information about the global market and price is not relevant. 

18. Middle East Development Crude Oil Price 

 Persian: مت نفتیانه قیتحوالت خاورم  

 Description: This query is to study the effects of the developments and 

changes in the Middle East on the price of crude oil only. Information 

about other causes is not relevant. 

19. European Champions Leagues Stats 2011 

 Persian:  2011آمار لیگ قهرمانان اروپا در سال  

 Description: The goal hear is to find statistics about the European 

Champions league in 2011. Any statistics regarding the games, player, 

coaches and clubs are relevant. 
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20. Students Books Schools Library 

 Persian: دانش آموزان کتابخانه کتاب مدارس 

 Description: News regarding current situations and problems with 

regards to text books in schools and universities are required. Student’s 

other problems are not relevant. Also, discussions about the prices of 

text-books are relevant. 

21. Effects of Family on Children’s Manners 

 Persian: تأثیرات خانواده بر تربیت فرزندان 

 Description: News, statistics, and scientific studies about the effects of 

family on the manners of their children are relevant. Other causes, like 

the mutual effects of family and school, are not relevant. 

22. Increase in House Prices in Tehran 

 Persian: مت خانه در تهرانافزایش قی  

 Description: The information about the increase in house prices in the 

city of Tehran is the aim of this query. Information about other cities or 

data regarding the changes in the rent rates is not relevant. 

23. Side-effects of consumption of soda drinks 

 Persian: عوارش ناشی از مصرف نوشابه 

 Description: The purpose of this query is to study the side-effects and 

harms caused by soda drinks. Information about any kind of soda drink, 
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like diet or regular is relevant. However, side-effects of consuming 

other kinds of drinks, like alcoholic ones, are irrelevant. 

24. Stats  of Scientific Researches in Iran 

 Persian: آمار پژوهشهای علمی در ایران 

 Description: Any kind of statistics regarding the scientific researches in 

Iran, including the number of publications, prizes won by researchers, 

and etc. are relevant.  

25. Most Selling Movies of 2009 

 Persian:  2009پر فروش ترین فیلم سال  

 Description: The purpose of this query is to find information regarding 

the most selling movies of 2009. Information about their amount of 

money they earned, comparison to other movies, and etc are relevant. 

26. Celebration of Eid Al-Fetr in Canada 

 Persian: ن عید فطر در کاناداجش  

 Description: This query seeks information about the celebrating the Eid 

Al-Fetr in Canada. The query is not seeking information about what Eid 

Al-Fetr is, and how it is celebrated in other countries. 

27. Foreign Companies Investing in Middle East 

 Persian: شرکتهای خارجی سرمایه گذار در خاورمیانه 
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 Description: This query studies the companies who are investing in the 

Middle East, and the effects of such investment on the economy of the 

countries in this region. 

28. Iran in Futsal World Cup 2012 

 Persian:  2012ایران در جام جهانی فوتسال  

 Description: Information about the scores, and results of the games of 

2012 Futsal World Cup in which Iran played. The results of the 

qualifications and other information such as the rankings of the teams 

are not relevant. 

29. Train Crash In India in 2000 

 Persian:  2000تصادف قطار در هند در  

 Description: Information about the train crashes in India in 2000. Any 

information about the causes, death toll, and locations are relevant. 

30. Iranian Classical Music Classes in the USA 

 Persian: در آمریکا ایرانی کالس های آموزش موسیقی سنتی  

 Description: This query seeks information regarding the Iranian 

classical music classes in the USA. The location, time, and prices are of 

interest. Information about the music itself are irrelevant. 

31. Condition for Military Service Exemption 
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 Persian: شرایط معافیت خدمت مقدس سربازی 

 Description: The purpose of this query is to find information regarding 

the conditions of exemption from military service in Iran. It also 

includes the information about how to buy the service.  

32. Intel CPU Price 

 Persian: نسل جدید پردازنده های اینتل 

 Description: This query is looking for technical specifications of recent 

generation of Intel CPUs. However, information regarding their prices 

and availability dates is not relevant. 

33. National Parks of Canada Regulations 

 Persian: قوانین در پارکهای ملی کانادا 

 Description: The purpose of this query is to find out the regulations of 

Canada’s national parks. However, documents providing the list of 

these parks are not relevant. 

34. Shajarian Concert Tour in Canada in 2012 

 Persian:  2012تور کنسرت شجریان در کانادا در  

 Description: Information about the concerts of Shajarian in Canada in 

2012, including locations, dates, and prices, is relevant. However, such 

information for other singers or in a different year is irrelevant. 
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35. Ratio of Female and Male Students in Canadian Universities 

 Persian: نسبت دانش جویان دختر به پسر در دانشگاههای کانادا 

 Description: The purpose of this query is to study ratio of female to 

male students in Canadian universities. The ratio in specific fields of 

study is also relevant. However, such data from other countries, or from 

High Schools are not relevant. 

36. ACM Programming Contest Common Questions 

 Persian:  ای سی امسواالت متداول در مسابقات برنامه نویسی  

 Description: This query tries to find information about the typical kind 

of questions asked in ACM programming contests. Data about the 

location, time, and people attending the contest are irrelevant. 

37. Fajr Film Festival Winners List Best Music 

 Persian: وسیقی جشنواره فیلم فجرلیست برندگان بهترین م  

 Description: The purpose of this query is to find the list of winners of 

for the best music award from the Fajr film festival. Winners of other 

categories, such as best actor, or director are not relevant. 

38. What year was Handball added to Olympics games 

 Persian: در چه سالی هندبال به المپیک اضافه شد 

 Description: This query seeks the year in which Handball was first 

added to Olympics games. 
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39. Architect of New Building in Ground Zero  

 Persian: معمار ساختمان جدید تجارت جهانی 

 Description: This query tries to find the name of the architect of new 

sky scrapper being built in Ground Zero. Information about the WTC, 

911 attacks, or the history of Ground Zero is not relevant. 

40. Airports with the Most Traffic 

 Persian: فرودگاهها با بیشترین ترافیک 

 Description: The purpose of this query is to find the list of the busiest 

airports in the word. The lists that are categorized by different factors 

like No. of passengers, No. of aircrafts, and etc. are relevant. 

 



 

 

APPENDIX B      

HPR ENGINE 

 

This appendix provides details about the generic 

implementation of the HPR Engine used in this 

research. 
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1. Introduction 

As a part of this research, we implemented in C# .Net a generic HPR engine that 

can be applied to any kind of HPR application.  

2. Knowledge Base (KB) 

 Format of KB 

Our implementation of HPR accepts the hierarchies in a text file in the following 

format. 

 Each line represents a single statement that consists of several parts 

 Different parts in each line must be separated by at least one “TAB”. 

 Each line consists of (in the below order) 

o A sequence number starting at 1. 

o Argument 

o Descriptor 

o Referent.  

 Only one referent per line.  A new line (statement) is 

required if there are more than one referent. 

o The list of certainty parameters associated to a statement along with 

their values come in square brackets, “[  ]”.  

 All certainty parameters are optional. 
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 Certainty parameter are separated by “,” if there are more 

than one. 

 The context for the statements that are bound one is denoted as follows: 

o Sequence number (the same as the other statements) 

o *(Ref#), where “Ref#” is the sequence number of the statement this 

context is related to. 

o The term “CX” 

o Context of the statement 

o Any certainty parameters in square brackets, “[   ]” 

 Comment lines start with “--" or “;” 

 Sample KB 

21 U4 TrustedAgent Bing [γ = 0.33] 

22 U4 TrustedAgent Google [γ = 0.55] 

23 Google SIM Yahoo [γ = 0.63] 

24 *(23) CX Scholar in English [γ = 0.99] 

25 Google SIM Bing [γ = 0.80] 

26 *(25) CX Scholar in English [γ = 0.67] 

Figure B.1. Sample Format of KB 

3. Details of Implementation 

Below, we describe the core classes in this implementation of HPR engine. We use 

the example KB shown in Figure B.1 as our reference. 
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 Node 

The Node class represents a single node in the hierarchy. Figure B.2 shows the 

class diagram of this class. Examples of objects instantiated from this class w.r.t. 

Figure B.1 are “U1”, “Google”, and “TrustedAgent”. 

 

Figure B.2. Class Diagram of Node 

 Plausible Term 

Plausible Term class, which inherits from Node, encapsulates the left hand side of 

a plausible statement. For instance, w.r.t. Figure B.1, one object of this class 

represents “U4 TrustedAgent” in statement 21. Figure B.3 depicts the class 

diagram of this class. 
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Figure B.3. Class Diagram of PlausibleTerm 

 Plausible Statement 

In order to encapsulate each statement, an object of type “PlausibleStatement” is 

instantiated. As shown in Figure B.4, this class inherits from “PlausibleTerm” class.  

 Plausible Question and Plausible Answer 

PlausibleQuestion class is used to represent plausible questions. Plausible question 

is a HPR statement in which one of the components of the statement, argument, 

descriptor, or referent, is missing. PlausibleAnswer class, however, is utilized to 

keep track of the evidences found by the engine when reasoning to answer 

plausible questions. Figure B.5 shows the class diagrams of these classes. 
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Figure B.4. Class Diagram of PlausibleStatement 

 

Figure B.5. Class Diagram of PlausibleQuestion and PlausibleAnswer 
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 HPR Engine 

HPREngine is the core class in our implementation that handles the logic of human 

plausible reasoning. As denoted in the class diagram of Figure B.6, this class 

provides functionalities for all transformation functions over different 

components of a plausible statement. For instance, “ADIS” function represents 

“Dissimilarity transformation function (DIS) on the Argument” and “RGEN” 

denotes “Generalization transformation function (GEN) over the Referent” of the 

statement. Furthermore, the consumer of this class can set the values of tuning 

parameters “GenSpecTurnOverDegradationFactor”, “MaxAnswerNumber”, 

“MaxReasoningDepth” in the instantiated object. 

 Evidence Combinator 

The EvidenceCombinator class, as presented in Figure B.7, provides two different 

methods, Average and DST, for aggregating the values of certainty parameters. 

The HPREngine class uses this class to delegate different aggregation tasks 

throughout the reasoning process. 
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Figure B.6. Class Diagram of HPREngine 
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Figure B.7. Class Diagram of EvidenceCombinator 

4. GUI 

We also implemented a GUI for the HPR Engine. Through this GUI, one is able to 

load a KB, and ask a plausible question over that KB. Moreover, he is able to adjust 

the tuning parameters as well as his preferred method of aggregation.  

After the reasoning, the user is presented with the complete description of how 

the reasoning chain was performed, which steps were taken in terms of the 

statements from KB and the transformation functions that were used. 

Figure B.8 shows a screen shot of this GUI for a sample plausible question from 

our application to the web search. As depicted in third line of this figure, HPR was 

able to find four answers to the plausible question “TrustedAgent{U2}={?}”, 

displayed in the first line of the figure. Then, the list of justifications of finding each 

single answer is presented in the results.  
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Figure B.8. GUI of HPR Engine 
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RSES V2: A ROUGH SETS TOOL 

 

This appendix provides information about the 

RSES V2, a Rough Sets tool used in this research. 
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1. Introduction 

The RSES V2 [71], Rough Sets Exploration System Version 2, is a tool for 

performing Rough Sets tasks on a dataset.  

 Dataset File Format 

One can import a dataset in to the RSES tool. The dataset can be provided in a text 

file in the following format: 

 First line identifies the name of the table. It starts with the term “TABLE” 

followed by the custom name given by the user. 

 Second line shows the number of attributes associated to each object. This 

line must begin with “ATTRIBUTES” followed by the number of attributes. 

 Next, each and every attribute is defined in a separate line consists of the 

following: 

o A blank space  

o Name of the attribute 

o Type of the values of the attribute 

 “numeric” for all numeric values 

 This is followed by a number stating number of 

decimal places. 

 “symbolic” for string values 
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 Here after, the dataset file defines the objects along with the values for each 

attribute. It first defines number of objects in the dataset. To this end, the 

term “OBJECTS” is used followed by the number of objects. 

 For each object, there exists a new line in the following format 

o A blank space 

o The values of attributes, in the order defined above, and separated 

by a blank space. 

 Sample Dataset 

Figure C.1 depicts a sample dataset named “SearchEngines” in which there are 120 

objects. Each object also has seven attributes. Furthermore, the first attribute, 

named “source” has symbolic (string) value whereas the values of other six 

attributes are expressed as integers (numerical values with no decimal point). 

 In order to import the dataset into the RSES tool, one needs to first create an 

empty table. Then, he is able to load the dataset into that table. Figure C.2 shows 

the result of importing the sample dataset into this tool. 
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Figure C.1. Sample RSES V2 Dataset 
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Figure C.2. Dataset Table Imported into RSES V2 Tool 
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